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·1· RENO, NEVADA, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2019, 12:30 P.M.

·2· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·-oOo-

·3

·4· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· In the agenda in either

·5· number 2 or 4, if you have public comment around the

·6· Nevada Administrative Code changes that you're here to

·7· meet about today, I would probably do those in the

·8· section A, which is all the way from here to here.  I

·9· don't know if that make sense, but I'm just trying to

10· distinguish --

11· · · · · · Did that say it well enough, Rota?· You know

12· all about this stuff.

13· · · · · · Before we get going, I'm just trying to give

14· you -- because this is a kind of a weird agenda in that

15· way, and I just didn't want you to not see what I saw,

16· and I can't really do much about it.

17· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Most of them have never been to

18· an open meeting, so they don't know how the open

19· meetings work.· They don't know how to do the public

20· comment.· So you might guide them and say, now is the

21· time to speak.· So when you want them to speak, you

22· might tell them this the time to speak.

23· · · · · · So you just did that in the beginning, but

24· after you go through some of the actual NACs, that's

25· probably when they'll want to speak.
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·1· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Right.· We haven't called

·2· to order or roll yet.· So I am just kind of, you know,

·3· Karen, this is who I am.· Kind of guide people who

·4· maybe haven't been in this situation like this before

·5· to a State of Nevada agenda.· So, generally speaking, a

·6· State of Nevada agenda for the Board of Examiners and

·7· Social Workers starts off with a call to order and

·8· roll, and then public comment where anybody can say

·9· whatever they need to say.

10· · · · · · And then lastly, as we close out before

11· adjournment, there's public comment at the end of the

12· state meeting, and then adjournment.· So it's a

13· standard format.· What's different about what we're

14· doing today is the whole body of the agenda is about

15· public comment.· It's for you to tell us what you think

16· about the changes.· So we'll go with that flow, and,

17· hopefully, it will make sense if it doesn't make

18· perfect sense right now.

19· · · · · · I think somebody just came in, so I'm going

20· to make sure that -- I have two more only, so from here

21· on out there is going to be sharing happening, and I

22· have two more of the NAC changes for $10 at Office Depo

23· with our two-thirds off discount.· This is all printed,

24· and nobody told me they were coming today.· I had

25· notice from four people, so I brought 20 copies of
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·1· everything.· And the agendas have managed to fly the

·2· coop, so I'm going to ask you to share agendas.· And if

·3· you want me -- these are online on our website, so you

·4· can go to our website and print them off later.

·5· · · · · · Everybody feeling kind of comfortable with

·6· our set-up?

·7· · · · · · Okay, Vikki.

·8· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Guide me along on this.· Okay?

·9· Because I -- the last time we did this, there wasn't so

10· many folks.· So I'm not quite sure how this will go.

11· · · · · · All right.· So let's call to order.· And it

12· is sometime, 12:41 on September 11, 2019.· This is a

13· public workshop regarding the proposed regulation

14· changes.· So let's do a roll call.

15· · · · · · I'm Vikki Erickson, Board chair.

16· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· ·I'm Karen Oppenlander,

17· Executive Director for the Board of Examiners of Social

18· Workers.

19· · · · · · MS. AXLEROE:· Jamie Axelroe, social worker at

20· the Fallon District Office for Division of Welfare and

21· Supportive Services.

22· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· Miranda Hoover, Capital Partners

23· representing the Board of Social Work.

24· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· Lisa DeHart with the State of

25· Nevada, the program.
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·1· · · · · · MS. FITZGERALD:· Alanna Fitzgerald, MSW, now

·2· teaching at UNR.

·3· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Rota Rosachi, Nevada Health

·4· Foundation.

·5· · · · · · MS. CARTER:· Linda Carter, supervisor of

·6· social work, welfare office in Reno.

·7· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Dawn Bartell, social work

·8· supervisor, Carson City District Office, Division of

·9· Welfare and Social Services.

10· · · · · · MS. BROWN:· Marcina Brown, with DWSS.

11· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Paula Bosler, retired and also

12· contract work at Healing Mind.

13· · · · · · MS. TAYLOR:· Corinne Taylor, working with

14· Renown outpatient behavioral.

15· · · · · · MS. NORMAND:· Monique Normand, candidate for

16· clinical social work exam.

17· · · · · · MS. PINELLI:· Kathleen Pinelli, social worker

18· at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

19· · · · · · MS. LAZARO:· Siara Lazaro, social worker,

20· Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

21· · · · · · MS. ENSLEY:· Karen Ensley, social worker,

22· Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

23· · · · · · MS. DeWEESE:· Daxia DeWeese, social worker at

24· the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

25· · · · · · MS. CORTEZ:· Carmen Cortez, social worker at
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·1· the Division of Welfare office.

·2· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· Sophie Walker, social worker at

·3· Liberty Dialysis.

·4· · · · · · MR. McMAHON:· Michael McMahon, with Alpha

·5· Productions Technologies.

·6· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Tess Peterson with Nevada

·7· Public Health Foundation, and I am currently an MSPW

·8· student at UNR.

·9· · · · · · MS. VAN PATTEN:· Cara Van Patten, I am a

10· student of social work at UNR, and I am an intern.

11· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Nice.· Okay.· Do we do agenda

12· item number 2?

13· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· (Indicated affirmatively.)

14· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Okay.· Public comment?

15· · · · · · Okay.· So hearing none, so let's move to

16· agenda item number 3.

17· · · · · · Karen, do you want to start this one off?

18· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· I do.· Thank you.

19· · · · · · We're on item 3, introduction to an open

20· workshop.· So I'm going to just briefly go over this

21· whole section before it gets to number 4.· And there's

22· plenty of places that I could stop and item by item,

23· but rather than do that, I think it might be better for

24· me -- before we come back and get into stuff -- to give

25· you an overview.
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·1· · · · · · So the overview is section 3.· So right now

·2· we have submitted these NAC changes, or Nevada

·3· Administrative Code changes, to the Legislative Council

·4· Bureau.· And it has been assigned -- this whole thing

·5· has been assigned a number.· So the number is R055-19.

·6· · · · · · So in 3A, it's right there, and it's also up

·7· at the top right in your heading.· So, right now, we

·8· have an attorney from the Legislative Council Bureau

·9· who's working through these NAC changes, as we refer to

10· them -- shorter than saying Nevada Administrative Code

11· every time.· And they're working on it, our staff, to

12· make sure that we do it accurately, because LCB, the

13· Legislative Council Bureau, has to make sure that we do

14· it accurately.· So that's why they have an attorney

15· working with our staff.

16· · · · · · There's Board intent about what the changes

17· are, and then we're going to make sure that the Board

18· have -- or the group that met -- intent matches the

19· legal side of it.· So that's what's going on right now

20· in our 55-19.

21· · · · · · The changes, when you get into them with us,

22· are inside of here and are color-coded.· So as you

23· thumb through this document, when you see red line,

24· blue line, yellow, or fuchsia, that means there was

25· some little change.· Or a big change.
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·1· · · · · · General speaking, the summary of the changes

·2· are as follows:· In general position -- general

·3· provision -- excuse me -- small letter i, the

·4· definition of LASW and LSW are reversing back to what

·5· they were before.· So I'll come back to that, but this

·6· little statement I just made matches 641B.41 and the

·7· 641B.44.· So it's like cross-walking stuff.

·8· · · · · · Number 2, in summary, under licensing and

·9· supervision -- I should probably stop for a minute.

10· · · · · · NACs are divided into five sections.· What

11· you see in Nevada Administrative Code -- I'm 17 months

12· on the job, so I have spent a lot of time with our

13· attorney being able to say this to you.

14· · · · · · So we have five sections.· The first section

15· is General Provisions.· The second section is Licensing

16· and Supervision.· The third section is about

17· post-graduate internships.· The fourth section is about

18· continuing education.· And the fifth section in this

19· packet -- the thick packet -- is around standards of

20· practice.· So this is all the law.· And we're making

21· some recommendations about changing some of the

22· language in the law.· That's why you're here, because

23· you care.· Thank you.

24· · · · · · So, anyway, resuming where I was at, on your

25· agenda, small letters ii, length of time and
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·1· application of licensure will stay open.· That's being

·2· changed.

·3· · · · · · And so if you're tying it to this, that's on

·4· page 10.· It's 441B.090, and it has to do with two

·5· areas.· One is that the initial exam approval, once you

·6· receive exam approval, your application can stay open

·7· for nine months and then it closes.· Or if you're

·8· getting endorsed and your endorsement is received in a

·9· completed fashion, your application can stay open for

10· six months.

11· · · · · · In number iii, removing the option for NSW

12· graduates to take the bachelor's exam.· That's renewing

13· the option that's been there for somebody who's

14· graduated with an MSW to take the bachelor's exam.· And

15· that's because that testing group, the Association of

16· Social Work Boards who provides the examination, will

17· no longer support master's candidates taking the

18· bachelor's-level exam.

19· · · · · · They said they were looking for test

20· integrity.· So to make the test integrity be there,

21· master's candidates take -- or master's graduates take

22· the master's exam; bachelor's graduates take the

23· bachelor's exam.· So what we're doing is we're syncing

24· up our NACs with the Association of Social Work Boards

25· nationally -- or actually, North America for United
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·1· States and Canada.

·2· · · · · · In number -- little numbers iv or four, we're

·3· changing the timeframes for when a failed exam may be

·4· retaken.· And we're allowing the exams to be retaken

·5· every 90 days.· So anybody that got caught in the deal

·6· where you were retaking the exam in 90 days, and then

·7· all of a sudden you wait six months, we're going to

·8· allow you to do it every 90 days now.

·9· · · · · · In the next one, that's stipulating

10· educational requirements for provisional "B," that's

11· tying on page 14 to 641B.112.· And it talks about that

12· you have to be 30 units into your MSW program before

13· you can do a provisional "B" license.

14· · · · · · The next one down -- I skipped 5.· Sorry.  I

15· didn't mean to.· Well, it's self-explanatory.· We're

16· not going to force you to restore a license past two

17· years.· So it's a cost savings to people that are in

18· that area.

19· · · · · · So we determined with the people that were

20· part of this process to make the changes that two years

21· was plenty to force you into restoration, and we didn't

22· have to keep trying to force you into restoration at

23· three years.· It's a fee decrease, if you're in that

24· boat.· Not many people end up in that boat, so if they

25· are in it, it's good for them.
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·1· · · · · · Down to provisional vii, length of time for

·2· exam and expiration for a Provisional "A" license.

·3· That was that typo.· And it had said nine months and it

·4· was supposed to say 90 days and we're fixing that.

·5· · · · · · We have a lot of typos in the NAC changes.

·6· Really, I'm only summarizing major changes.· When we

·7· went through the NACs to try to clean them up, if there

·8· were "charges" where the word "change" was supposed to

·9· be there, or the word "change" was in there and the

10· word "charge" was supposed to be there, we're -- I'm

11· not talking about that stuff today.

12· · · · · · Housekeeping where we had an inaccurate word,

13· we're just cleaning that up.· So you'll see more little

14· marks in this packet that I will talk about today for

15· that reason.

16· · · · · · The next one down is ix or nine, dissallowing

17· payments by cash.· Most of the Boards and commissions

18· don't take cash anymore.· There's been, over the years,

19· fraud and embezzlement when you walk into a cash-based

20· office where cash is floating around.

21· · · · · · I'm not saying we've ever had that problem,

22· but we're going to move away from cash.· I can imagine

23· there might be some comments about that because there's

24· a nationally -- including USA Today, there was an

25· article this week about how moving away from cash is a
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·1· problem for some people.

·2· · · · · · So I'm not trying to do it for that reason.

·3· What I am trying to do is not having a 10-dollar bill

·4· floating around over here and a hundred-dollar bill and

·5· walking through an office that's stopped up with

·6· paperwork with paperclips attached to it with money.

·7· So just trying to move to a cleaned-up environment

·8· where fraud and embezzlement is less likely to happen.

·9· That's all this is about.

10· · · · · · I would imagine that if you came flying in at

11· 4:30 when we're closing with $25 to pay something, we

12· probably will take it, you know, because we're not that

13· weird.· But just trying to reduce that.· Because we're

14· online now, and online we actually have credit cards

15· this year for the first time.· So, yay us.· This is

16· modernization in action.· So we felt like maybe it was

17· time to dispose with the whole storyline.

18· · · · · · The next one down is the section on

19· post-graduate internships.· Summarizing, once again,

20· removing "substantially equivalent" language on hours

21· being counted from an internship in another state.

22· · · · · · What's happened is if you were an intern in

23· Utah and you came over and you had already done a

24· thousand hours and jumped over to Nevada where we need

25· 3,000, we would examine your thousand hours from Utah.
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·1· We're saying we're not going to examine those hours.

·2· If they were approved in Utah, they're good enough for

·3· us.· But we're just going to count on, and then you're

·4· going to get your other 2,000 hours so you can get

·5· 3,000 over here, and, you know, we trust Utah.· This is

·6· a trust matter.· So it's not any more exciting than

·7· that.· It's just making it easier on everybody.

·8· · · · · · If you're an intern supervisor -- is anybody

·9· here an intern supervisor?· Anybody?· Anybody?

10· Anybody?· Okay.· So intern supervisors are

11· post-graduate.· So field practicum is when you're a

12· student, when you're post-graduate, and you're getting

13· either hours for clinical social work internship or,

14· like I am, a licensed independent social worker, those

15· intern hours, if you're a supervisor, you can now

16· accept four interns.

17· · · · · · The xii, reducing frequency of post-graduate

18· internship progress reports from quarterly to every six

19· months.· We did a study nationally.· There are six

20· states in the United States that don't ask for

21· quarterly reports at all, and about seven states that

22· do.· I might have gotten those numbers wrong, but you

23· get the point.

24· · · · · · We're one of the ones that ask for quarterly

25· reports.· So we're going to take a middle-range
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·1· position on that and move to twice a year.· So for

·2· interns, twice a year, if you've been through the

·3· process, probably feels like plenty.· It certainly

·4· would have to me.· I did the four quarters a year plan.

·5· I wish I had done two.

·6· · · · · · Continuing education, cross-walking that it's

·7· on page 24.· It's 641B.187(a).· And it's specifying for

·8· those of you who are retired licensees, that if you

·9· want to stay in the retired licensee thing where you

10· don't have to get CEUs anymore, you still have to get

11· them for suicide prevention.· Not because we need that

12· in the social work world, 641B, but because the State

13· of Nevada requires it.· So we can't ditch that.· So you

14· get to get two CEUs in suicide prevention even as a

15· retired social worker.

16· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Doesn't that expire, though,

17· after a period of time?

18· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· You know, that's a

19· perfectly good question that maybe when we cross-walk

20· this together and we look at the small print, we can

21· see if it's written in there or if I have to go back

22· and find out the answer, or maybe you already know and

23· can teach us all.

24· · · · · · And then in -- that last thing in section 3

25· that I am summarizing right now is xiv or 14, adding
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·1· information regarding what is considered unprofessional

·2· conduct.· This is cross-walked on page 34, 641B.220.

·3· · · · · · So that's my presentation.· I know that this

·4· is not probably state language, but this is the

·5· language that comes from my background.· This, to me,

·6· is a community conversation.· So me being up here being

·7· a talking head any further than right now is silly.

·8· This is really what do you have to say about the NACs.

·9· · · · · · Because we have a court reporter, as required

10· in public hearings, when you decide you want to talk,

11· please introduce yourself and enunciate loudly.· Many

12· of you are soft-spoken, and she couldn't hear you when

13· you did roll call.· So enunciate clearly, perhaps even

14· spelling your name.· For example, Alanna is with two

15· "Ns" at the end of it.· That kind of thing.· Although,

16· I think she probably figured out Fitzgerald.· So just,

17· you know, just think it through for her sake.· And so

18· that's that stage where --

19· · · · · · There's only one other thing I'd like to

20· explain in terms of what's attached to the agenda, and

21· that's the process that we're in right now.· This is

22· the shorthand of this process.

23· · · · · · On July 30th and 31st, Vikki held a meeting

24· with -- depending on which day it was -- 12 people on

25· the 30th and 13 people on the 31st that were from the
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·1· university, including Shawdee from the north, Kathleen

·2· from UNLV, public members like Rota and Miranda, and

·3· others that were -- we had a student -- MSW concentrate

·4· student there.· All four Board members were in

·5· attendance, two staff members were in attendance.· In

·6· general, we had 12 to 13 people come up with these NAC

·7· changes.

·8· · · · · · And it was an interesting process because the

·9· first part of it was reviewing where the Board was at

10· strategically and why it wanted to tackle some things

11· now and maybe some other things, perhaps, in the next

12· legislative session and some other things in future

13· years.

14· · · · · · They also were looking at some suggestions

15· that are being made by business and industry about

16· where 34 unregulated regulatory Boards might end up in

17· January of 2022.

18· · · · · · And that's not a topic of today's meeting,

19· but these are things that we're and the other public

20· members were contemplating and seating their NAC

21· changes in the middle of these other issues that are

22· controversial.· They were looking at senate current

23· resolution number 6, which has about 12 "whereases" in

24· it that will be studied by the sunset committee during

25· the interim session.
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·1· · · · · · They looked at the process this outlines so

·2· that they understood it fully and understand why a

·3· process like what we're in today takes somewhere

·4· between six to nine months before a NAC change actually

·5· goes into effect.· So we are at a stage in that process

·6· right now which is taking all of your comments into

·7· understanding for the Board so that they can filter

·8· those in the other comments that we have been issuing

·9· since January.· So that's going on.

10· · · · · · One of the things I was cross-walking you

11· over to is fee changes.· This is a more simpler way to

12· look at it for me.· Even until the day before

13· yesterday, I was having this reworked so that I can see

14· it better because I had cataract surgery last week and

15· I was having trouble reading across the lines because

16· this eye and that eye aren't quite jibing, so I had

17· broken up the boxes so that I can see better.

18· · · · · · So just letting you know a little bit more

19· about, you know, what we've prepared for you so that

20· you are best able to make public comment.· If, in your

21· public comment, it's beyond a comment, and you would

22· like to talk with some of the people here that could

23· possibly answer some questions.· So if it is a public

24· comment that is a comment, that's one thing.· But if

25· it's a public comment that has a question that goes
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·1· with it, then there are several people here that can

·2· answer those questions, including one of the public

·3· members that was in this process.

·4· · · · · · Rota Rosachi, can you raise your hand?

·5· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· (Participant complied.)

·6· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Including Vikki Erickson,

·7· the president of the Board.· Including myself, who gets

·8· hired to answer questions like this.· And including

·9· Miranda Hoover, who represented our Board here in this

10· session.· And so she was down in Carson City every day

11· because I couldn't be.· And so she's really schooled in

12· how the whole legislative process works.

13· · · · · · So there's a couple of people here who can

14· answer questions, but right now we're in the community

15· conversation part where you tell us what you're

16· thinking.

17· · · · · · Thank you.

18· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Should we just -- should we go

19· one by one?· Would that be best, do you believe?

20· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· (Indicated affirmatively.)

21· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Okay.· So let's just go step

22· by step then, unless somebody opposes that.

23· · · · · · To general provisions, I guess, agenda item

24· 3A little i.· Definition of LASW and LSW, reversing the

25· changes made in 2017.· So going to open it up and just
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·1· go down agenda item by agenda item.· We'll look at

·2· agenda item 3A little i, definition of LASW and LSW

·3· (reversing changes made in 2017).· Somebody said it was

·4· on page 6.

·5· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· I have a questions on this.· Is

·6· there a difference with baccalaureate and masters,

·7· like, in some states you do the LMSW versus LBSW?

·8· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Or an LBSW.· Those aren't

·9· designations in the State of Nevada.

10· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· So we write LSW for either?

11· Unless you have your LCSW.

12· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Or LISW.

13· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· Right.· Is that something

14· that -- I'm not sure.· I apologize.· This is my first

15· time here.· Is that something that's been brought up in

16· the past or something that's a consideration or --

17· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· I'm going to think that

18· your question is -- because I've heard this question

19· before.· So 17 months on the job, I hear certain

20· questions by picking up the phone all the time.· Are we

21· going to be moving into having LMSWs?· And that was

22· brought up at a Board -- at the May 2018 Board meeting.

23· And it is parking -- it's on a parking lot for now.

24· · · · · · So there are a couple of states that use the

25· LMSW category.· I'm favorable to it personally and
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·1· professionally, but there's more considerations that

·2· need to be made.· And so the timing of making one more

·3· shift right now is probably why it's parking lot'd.

·4· So.

·5· · · · · · I would think that if the Board takes that

·6· up, it will probably be in the 2021 session.· Or the

·7· 2023 session because it's a -- we'd have to go to the

·8· legislators again.· And so part of it is the appetite

·9· for working with the legislators again right now.

10· Because there's a couple of other changes we must go

11· through in order to be successful.· So it's a real

12· time-taker-upper to add that category at the moment.

13· But I think it might actually end up in the 2023

14· session.

15· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· Thank you.

16· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· So the 641B.041 and 641B.044,

17· the changes of -- reversing the changes made in 2017,

18· the discussion specifically was for these two that are

19· highlighted under the supervision of an agency, you see

20· is lined-out in red -- that became an issue of

21· discussion and some controversy as to what does that

22· really mean.

23· · · · · · So we took -- we proposed taking that out and

24· putting in "as an associate in social work" to not

25· confine the definition of associate and social work and
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·1· social -- licensed social worker as confined under the

·2· supervision of an agency, because that led to a lot of

·3· confusion.

·4· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· I spoke for all of you.· And I

·5· truly tried to convince them to leave the language as

·6· it was because it met the definition of everything that

·7· we are doing, and I was very comfortable just leaving

·8· it the way it was.· And so they agreed that they would

·9· just take it, associated with an agency, away.· And so

10· it goes back to the original language that was passed

11· in the law, and actually passed in law in 1987.· So

12· it's all good language for us.

13· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· We are ready to move on to

14· number 2?· Okay.

15· · · · · · So Licensing and Supervision, item ii is

16· length of time an application for licensure will stay

17· open.

18· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So if you're cross-walking

19· this, this is page 10, and you'll see it in blue ink.

20· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· The discussion had to do a lot

21· with some people, once they make an application, they

22· sometimes have other issues that pop up, so it takes

23· them some time to actually complete the application.

24· · · · · · So what this does is gives them more time, so

25· that you don't lose the application and have to pay
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·1· again for another application fee.· So it's actually

·2· giving you more time to actually follow through once

·3· the application is made.· It's a good thing.

·4· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Any further comment on that?

·5· Okay.

·6· · · · · · So we'll go on to item iii, removing option

·7· for MSW graduate to take bachelor exam.· I think you

·8· just covered that as well.· So this, again, aligns with

·9· what Karen indicated.· It aligns with what they,

10· Association of Social Work Boards, requires for --

11· well, we're aligning with what a majority of the states

12· in the country do under the Association of Social Work

13· Boards, since they are our test creator and

14· administrator.

15· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· If I recall correctly, the

16· conversation, though, we need to have everybody

17· understand, so you guys correct me if I'm wrong.· But

18· when you get your bachelor's degree in social work, you

19· can take your test to become a licensed social worker.

20· If you don't take the test and wait until your master's

21· degree and then you have to take the advanced test, and

22· if you fail the advanced test, they won't let you go

23· back and take the bachelor's test.· So you have to

24· understand that.

25· · · · · · So if you want to be licensed, you want to
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·1· make sure as soon as you get your bachelor's degree,

·2· you take the test for licensure.· That way if you fail

·3· the advanced one, you still are a licensed social

·4· worker.

·5· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· Little bit tougher

·6· than --

·7· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· No, it's actually okay, as long

·8· as you understand don't wait to take your test until

·9· you have your master's degree.· Take your test when you

10· have your bachelor's degree, because then you could be

11· a licensed social worker.· Then if you fail it, you're

12· still a licensed social worker and you can continue on.

13· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Further comment?· Okay.

14· · · · · · Hearing none, we'll move to iv,changing

15· timeframes for when a failed exam may be retaken.· So

16· that was a change, I believe, that's on page 12.· That

17· was, like Karen indicated, changed to may be retaken

18· every 90 days to give more of an opportunity to pass

19· this exam.

20· · · · · · Any comments?· Okay.

21· · · · · · Hearing none.· Moving on to v, reducing

22· period for restoration of an expired license from three

23· to two years.· That is on 13.

24· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· That's also a good thing

25· because what it does is, if for some reason you lose
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·1· your license, you don't have to wait three years to get

·2· it restored.· You only have to wait two.

·3· · · · · · So, so far all changes they've been proposing

·4· have been to our advantage because they're giving us

·5· better options.

·6· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Any further comment?· Okay.

·7· · · · · · Vi, stipulating education requirements for a

·8· Provisional "B" license.

·9· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Can you maybe explain what a

10· Provisional "B" license is?

11· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Karen, what page are we on?

12· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· We're on page 14, 641B.112.

13· Sometimes I think that somebody else ought to be here

14· to discuss provisional licenses because when I'm in the

15· office and somebody calls up about them, there's so few

16· of them being utilized because they have tricky -- you

17· know, to use a provisional license, somebody will see

18· it there, and they think they ought to be getting one

19· or something.

20· · · · · · They're really for specific circumstances,

21· and I think, once again, if I remember correctly, there

22· were only seven last year.· So they don't come up very

23· often.· Although, we get calls about them pretty

24· frequently.

25· · · · · · In my 17 months as Executive Director, I
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·1· haven't been responsible for answering the nitty-gritty

·2· questions on provisional licenses, but Caroline and

·3· Lonnie or Sandy in the office can answer these to Nth

·4· degree.· And, if after today you want to understand a

·5· provisional license better, please write me a note by

·6· email, and I'll give you my business card right now,

·7· and I'll be happy to answer that question

·8· authoritatively as opposed to making up an answer right

·9· now.

10· · · · · · So I apologize, but I -- in the office, I

11· turned to somebody that knows the answer rather than

12· trying to make stuff up with anybody.· I'm always

13· going, "Hold on a minute, let me hand you off to

14· Caroline," or whatever.· Because I don't want people to

15· have me confuse them.· I am really afraid that if I say

16· much more, it will be more confusing than helpful.

17· · · · · · They're just rarely used, and, for the most

18· part, we try to talk people out of using the

19· provisional options because they -- you can shoot

20· yourself in the foot on some of these.· So they can be

21· a problem for you.· And so we're always trying to make

22· it easier for people.· It's usually easier to just get

23· a license the regular way.

24· · · · · · That's about all I know about it.· And I'm

25· trying to find my business card so I can give them to
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·1· anybody who might want to ask me -- send me an email

·2· and ask me a question later, and I'm really happy to

·3· answer those.· And I'll get those, whatever you have to

·4· say, in the public comment appropriately also.

·5· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Provisional licenses "A" and

·6· "B" are both licenses that are temporary in nature and

·7· we essentially indicated that it would be more

·8· reciprocated across state lines.

·9· · · · · · And also, as Karen indicated, down on page 14

10· in 4.(b), there's a typo that provisional licensing

11· period of nine months was moved to 90 days expires, and

12· that's until exam -- taking the exam.· It's a temporary

13· license until you can secure your full exam.

14· · · · · · Further comments about provisional?

15· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· So when it says you have to be

16· 30 units into the master's degree program -- I'm in the

17· concentrate year, and so would mean I really wouldn't

18· be able to qualify for that because I'm only -- that

19· would be the last semester of my college degree, in

20· which I would probably already be applying for a

21· regular license?

22· · · · · · Okay.· Thank you.

23· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Somehow 30 business cards

24· that I've brought in here have --

25· · · · · · So if you see a rubber band with 30 business
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·1· cards around.

·2· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· So we covered vi and vii,

·3· unless there's further comment or question about

·4· provisional?· Which, again, we don't have --

·5· · · · · · MS. CORTEZ:· Yes.· The same question.· So

·6· that means you have to complete your master's degree

·7· within three years that you graduated to obtain your

·8· bachelor's degree?· Or am I confusing that?

·9· · · · · · MS. FITZGERALD:· May I?· On page 14, if you

10· look at item 6, it gives you a pretty decent

11· explanation of what a provisional license holder would

12· do.· And that it's just getting them provisional, or

13· short-term license to engage in social work, under the

14· supervision of a licensed social worker, points (a) and

15· points (b) there.

16· · · · · · So it's kind of like you're allowed to start

17· being -- working as a social worker prior to actually

18· having your degree.· Short term.· Provisional.· And

19· I -- forgive me if I'm out of line explaining that, but

20· that seems to answer it to me.

21· · · · · · MS. CORTEZ:· Thank you.

22· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Moving to viii, increasing

23· fees for applications, initial licensure, endorsement,

24· and renewals.

25· · · · · · MS. VAN PATTEN:· I have a question.· I was
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·1· just curious as to why the increase, and how you guys

·2· came up with that proposed number as opposed to, you

·3· know, because it was such a wide range that it could

·4· have been.

·5· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Do you want to discuss?

·6· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· There are three people in

·7· the room that walked through that process I'm going to

·8· describe to you during the legislative session:· Our

·9· president, Vikki Erickson; our Capital Partner in every

10· way, Miranda Hoover; and myself.· So we have been

11· walking this walk since January 1st.

12· · · · · · So if I ever jump to some conclusion that

13· you're not going to with me, know that I got here in a

14· really long, hard way.· Because before January started,

15· I had been on the job since April 2nd the prior year.

16· I'm a cynical and skeptical person, as people who have

17· known me for a long time would tell you.

18· · · · · · When I started at the Board of Examiners for

19· Social Workers, when somebody told me we needed fee

20· increases, I said, "really?"· It wasn't my first bite.

21· But for the longest process, we clawed back through our

22· work.· And it turns out that the Board of Examiners for

23· Social Workers, about 20 years ago, we started running

24· behind.· Not with the public part, but with the --

25· well, it is the public part, but not with the
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·1· outward-facing part, but the inward-facing part.

·2· · · · · · So when it came time to get licenses out the

·3· door, getting CEUs approved, doing a number of things,

·4· we could keep things moving along.· But on the back

·5· end, we have a very large backlog of disciplinary cases

·6· in our compliance unit.· We have a backlog to 2009.

·7· And we don't have investigative staff, and we don't

·8· have enough attorney fees to pay for the cases.

·9· · · · · · So somebody will make a complaint against a

10· social worker, and we're a regulatory Board.· We need

11· to deal with those complaints, and we don't have enough

12· whatever to get that done.

13· · · · · · The backlog started when the first executive

14· director left.· She handed the backlog off to --

15· essentially, I'll just say there's basically been

16· three.· There's been a few fits and starts in between,

17· but basically there's been three, except for folks like

18· me that have been through all of that.· The first gal,

19· Rose, had to hand off the backlog.· Not because she

20· wanted to, but because she couldn't get it all done.

21· She gave it off to Kim, who wanted to get it all done

22· but didn't have enough hours in the day and handed it

23· off to me.

24· · · · · · So I went back to see -- we never, on a sweet

25· spot, were collecting enough fees to pay for what we
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·1· needed to get our work done.· So let's just set that

·2· aside.· So that's not a big enough problem.

·3· · · · · · The next thing that came along in 2015 is

·4· that we received -- have you ever heard of unfunded

·5· mandates?

·6· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· Um-hum.

·7· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· I know you have.· It's been

·8· your work for decades -- right? -- dealing with

·9· unfunded mandates.

10· · · · · · So this Board, as many Boards in

11· commission -- of the Boards in commission, in general,

12· there's about 300 in the State of Nevada -- or a couple

13· of hundred, whatever there is -- about a third of

14· Nevadans are licensees.· But our Board didn't charge

15· enough in fees.· This is going way back.

16· · · · · · So when the unfunded mandates came down

17· saying that we had to have reserves in the bank in case

18· there was an emergency or whatever, we're supposed to

19· -- depending on who's telling us -- we're supposed to

20· have five to six months of reserves, if you're

21· listening to the legislative branch of government, or

22· eight to 12 months of reserves if you're listening to

23· the executive branch of government.· You know, I might

24· have that wrong depending on who's speaking, but we've

25· heard various things.
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·1· · · · · · We have zero dollars in reserves.· We have

·2· been on a razor's edge of bankruptcy this year.

·3· Insolvency.· So I'm just trying to be clear.· This is

·4· not a big secret.· This has been in public meetings.

·5· It's part of minutes.· It's part of Board minutes.

·6· It's part of minutes in front of the legislators, et

·7· cetera.· This is not like quiet talk down the road

·8· here.

·9· · · · · · We also have to have things like Windows

10· compatible computers.· I'll just make that up.· That's

11· kind of an easier one to solve; right?· But we don't

12· have money for that, and the State of Nevada expects

13· that.

14· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· I was going to say, maybe I can

15· help you.· What probably most of you don't know is that

16· the Board itself has to be self-funded.· In other

17· words, most state agencies have the opportunity to go

18· to legislature, and when they're running short, ask for

19· some general funds or some other funds to cover their

20· expenses.

21· · · · · · But licensing Boards do not have that

22· opportunity.· So they have to -- they get all their

23· funds from the licensees themselves.· So they have to

24· look at their own organization to figure out how they

25· can go ahead and fund the necessary expenses that she's
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·1· talking about.· And so she's at the point now where

·2· she's got to come to us and ask us for some help.

·3· That's what she's attempting to describe right now.

·4· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So what are some other

·5· unfunded mandates that we're looking at right now?

·6· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· One thing that we all know is we

·7· just got online renewals.· That was part of the

·8· discussion from the legislature last summer.· Have any

·9· of you ever testified at the legislature?· Awesome.

10· Thank you.· That's a huge part.

11· · · · · · So in between our legislature, which you are

12· only 120 days every other year, they have committees

13· that happen during what's called the interim year

14· period.· Last summer, during the interim period, the

15· committee met and the Board of Social Work was a huge,

16· hot topic.· And, as Karen described, we are required to

17· have a cash accrual system, which is essentially a

18· checking account and savings account.· Right now, we do

19· not have a savings account as Karen described.

20· · · · · · Two, as a licensing Board, we have to get

21· online renewals, which if any of you renewed in the

22· last few months, you'll know that we have online

23· renewals.· Yay.· And, hopefully, if so, you've taken

24· our online renewal survey.· If you haven't, please take

25· that.
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·1· · · · · · We have everything from cash accruals,

·2· getting online, and really trying to work on our

·3· licensing numbers overall.· And we have a very short

·4· window to get this done.· They gave us until 2023 to

·5· get this done.

·6· · · · · · And with, as Karen described, our backlog of

·7· cases right now, we're trying to figure out an increase

·8· in staff, potentially, and we're just trying to figure

·9· out how to continue online licensing; how to ensure the

10· website stays maintained, stays posted.· It all costs

11· money.

12· · · · · · So I know that, looking at these numbers,

13· it's very scary, and I know looking at fee ceiling

14· versus what is proposed -- our number one goal, and

15· what I told Karen and Vikki when I first started was

16· let's go high on the fee ceiling so that I don't have

17· to come back next legislative session and explain to

18· legislators why we need another fee increase.

19· · · · · · I would rather go a little bit higher than

20· what everyone's comfortable with during this

21· administrative process that you all are here to take

22· part in today.· We will decide on a good number for

23· today.

24· · · · · · This Board is not looking to increase your

25· fees every six months.· We're hoping that this increase
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·1· is going to be the fix we need to get us to the next

·2· legislative session, and when the legislators call us,

·3· call me, call Karen, call Vikki, and they say what

·4· progress have you made over the last two years, we can

·5· show them not only on paper the facts and the data, but

·6· we can also show them our bank account and say, hey, we

·7· do have some money in reserves.

·8· · · · · · So I hope that helps.

·9· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So I'm still answering this

10· question, and I'll -- if you're asking me questions,

11· I'll --

12· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· No.· It was about what she

13· said.

14· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Then why don't you --

15· · · · · · (Inaudible commentary amongst

16· · · · · · participants.)

17· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Crosstalk right now.

18· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· So this fight for getting

19· funded, is there anything to do with raising the pay

20· for the workers also?· Does that correlate at all?

21· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· It's --

22· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Rasing the license without

23· trying to raise the pay to pay for the license.

24· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So I'm going to parking-lot

25· that.· So pretend that I brought a -- which I forgot to
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·1· do.· I was so good at this at our last meeting, that

·2· easel right here, and it's got a flow chart on it.

·3· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Um-hum.

·4· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· And I'm going to

·5· parking-lot that discussion because it's a side

·6· discussion.· And I want to get back to answering your

·7· question before we come to you, Mike.

·8· · · · · · So the -- so how did we come about with

·9· things?· So I tried to lay some background so this

10· starts to make sense.· So what you're cross-walking for

11· me right now, if you will, is on page 15.· This is what

12· got written into legislation by the legislators.· This

13· is a proposed -- I'm sorry.

14· · · · · · This discusses what the legislature does.

15· This discusses what the legislature does.· This

16· discusses what's happened historically.· And here's the

17· proposals.

18· · · · · · So this blue column is lining up with the NAC

19· changes.· This light blue column should be matching

20· page 15.· But let me explain how you're getting to the

21· light blue column, which is your specific question.

22· I'm not forgetting that.

23· · · · · · So fee ceilings were instituted by the

24· legislation in 1987, in 1993, and 1995.· We have not

25· had a fee ceiling increase since 1995.· What we did in
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·1· the last session was as for fee ceiling increases.· So

·2· we jumped up a big number in here with no intent to

·3· move to this big number anytime soon.

·4· · · · · · This was -- this created a lot of fear out

·5· there that the Board would jump to the big number if we

·6· got this embedded here.· This is just this Board's

·7· intent not to have to go back to the legislation --

·8· legislators again and ask for a fee ceiling increase.

·9· · · · · · Before you can ever ask for an increase, you

10· have to have room within your ceiling to work with.

11· Historically, in 1987, in each of these categories,

12· these were where we were at.· And so these were when

13· they got jumped up.

14· · · · · · So in '87 we took a fee increase; '93 we took

15· a fee increase; '99 we took a lot of fee increases.

16· You can see they're incremental.· There's never any

17· big, huge jump in any particular year.· In 2003, there

18· were some increases, in the 2015, and then we hit our

19· caps.· And then we couldn't keep working.· We couldn't

20· make ends meet.· We were on -- into insolvency, which

21· led us to asking for these big numbers here.

22· · · · · · But your question more specifically is why in

23· the heck did we choose this set of numbers.· And that's

24· the interesting discussion.· So we've been receiving

25· feedback since January.· And I have it all captured.  I
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·1· capture every piece of feedback from anybody, any way.

·2· Any type of media that you want to contact the Board,

·3· we capture all of it and we feed it back to the Board.

·4· So in -- on July 30th, 31st, the Board listened to the

·5· summary of all the feedback.

·6· · · · · · This particular recommendation is the most

·7· interesting to me about how it came about, so I love

·8· telling this story.· When we were looking at how can we

·9· make ends meet on the budget, and, of course, we tried

10· to look at a 10 percent budget increase, but that

11· doesn't help us.

12· · · · · · If we asked for a 50 percent increase over

13· what we're charged right now, I could hit our

14· legislative mandates next year.· But I am a kind of a

15· gutsy person, and I'm okay with going back to

16· legislators and saying we're not going to hit your

17· legislative mandates until 2023.· I know you wanted

18· them in 2015 and you wanted them again in 2017 and you

19· wanted them again 2018, during the sunset committee

20· last hour, and you wanted them during when we were in

21· session in 2019.· But given our budget projections,

22· we're going to tell you we'll hit your unfunded

23· mandates that you tell us we must do by 2023, if we do

24· a 25 percent increase.

25· · · · · · I didn't come up with this number by myself.
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·1· A student group at the University of Nevada, Reno,

·2· undergraduate students, bachelor students who are just

·3· getting ready to graduate -- are any of you in that

·4· policy class that came up with this 25 percent number

·5· by chance?

·6· · · · · · This group of policy students, who are

·7· members of FUSED as well as some other policy groups at

·8· UNR, studied our minutes, studied our situation, so

·9· forth and so on, and worked with Senator Woodhouse and

10· talked to her at length and said, we think a 25 percent

11· increase is palatable.

12· · · · · · I went back and plucked in the numbers into

13· our budget and projected numbers, like when can we get

14· our backlog reduced if we had attorney fees and

15· investigators to actually investigate our cases; when

16· could we get our applications online; when could we get

17· our disciplinary compliance unit stuff online.· So

18· there's a whole bunch of stuff we're supposed to be

19· doing.· If we got all that done at 25 percent increase,

20· it would hit 2023.

21· · · · · · So I went, I'll stand that up in front of the

22· legislator that wants to take me down.· Because I

23· thought it was a good understanding of what all the

24· summary statements had been coming into our office and

25· all the fear and all the different positions that
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·1· people took.

·2· · · · · · What was really interesting to me about the

·3· 25 percent as opposed to the $25 increase per category,

·4· which was also looked at, was a $25 increase per

·5· category was disproportionate to the newly graduated.

·6· So an application that would be increased from $40 by

·7· $25 would be $65.· A $40 application for somebody newly

·8· graduated at a 25 percent increase brings it to $50.

·9· So it was a lower hit on a new graduate.· So that was

10· why it was 25 percent instead of $25.

11· · · · · · Let's take that to the most highest-paid

12· social workers, the LCSWs.· If they get a $25 increase

13· to 150, it's 175.· If they get a 25 percent increase,

14· it's 187.50.

15· · · · · · So the group on July 30th and 31st, after

16· much discussion, decided that it was proportionately

17· more fair to hit the highest-paid social workers with

18· the 25 percent increase, the 187.50.

19· · · · · · And I'll tell you, I couldn't have made these

20· numbers up if I tried.· What was so fascinated is it

21· came straight out of this group of students who

22· testified in the legislature several times, who banded

23· together as a group, a forcefield, if you will, who

24· came in public situations, and not only spent publicly

25· in big groups, if you saw them there, but also tackled
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·1· me independently; Vikki independently; Miranda

·2· independently; senators independently; so forth and so

·3· on.· And they came up with 25 percent.· They thought it

·4· was a palatable fix because they understood the Board's

·5· position.· And they went through the trouble to

·6· actually go back to the Board minutes and understand

·7· what the Board was suggesting with trying to stay

·8· viable.

·9· · · · · · That's the A to Z answer.

10· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Thank you.

11· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· You're welcome.

12· · · · · · So before I get to do my -- and I'm so sorry,

13· I forgot your name.

14· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Donna Bartell.

15· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So, Ms. Bartell, you were

16· wondering about raising --

17· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· The income.· I mean, because

18· the Board is for the -- it's a state Board; right?

19· It's State of Nevada jobs.· Everybody wouldn't know

20· this.· I was looking at your letterhead.

21· · · · · · So this is not a state employment site that

22· I -- state employees at all?· That's why I thought they

23· were.· I thought it was people that worked for state

24· employees.

25· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· It's a regulatory Board
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·1· that --

·2· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· So if you -- you couldn't have

·3· a position at this agency on the Board of Examiners as

·4· a state employee?

·5· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Well it's -- the folks that

·6· work at the Board are state employees of the Board, but

·7· the Board's role is regulation of the licensure.

·8· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Everybody's elected on that

·9· Board?

10· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Not elected.· Their appointed

11· by Boards and commissions of the governor's office.

12· And then there's staff that work at the Board, that do

13· the daily tasks of the Board.

14· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· And the support of the social

15· workers that are licensed.

16· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Well, it's a -- the Social

17· Work Board regulates licensure.· So complaints would

18· come in, hypothetically, or people apply for licensure

19· or questions about maintaining licensure or

20· transitioning licensure from another state would come

21· in.· So they regulate that.· Kind of like the DMV would

22· regulate a driver's license.· We regulate the social

23· work license.

24· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· So it is self-funded.

25· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Self-funded.
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·1· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· By the fees.

·2· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· By the fees.

·3· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Just in order -- because

·4· he's behind you.· I don't want to tell you what to do,

·5· Vikki, but Mike had his hand up for a question next.

·6· Mike McMann.

·7· · · · · · MR. McMAHON:· It's all right.· Finish up with

·8· the conversation.· I can come back.

·9· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Does that answer the question?

10· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Oh, no, I just thought since

11· they're fighting to raise our fees, they were going to

12· fight to raise our pay.· But that's probably --

13· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· That'd be like an NASW.

14· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· NASW.· Yeah.

15· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Different group.

16· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Although, many of us are

17· social workers on the Board.

18· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Right.· Yeah.· And were a --

19· those on the Board are fighting to raise the fees.

20· Because it's unfunded, you have to fund your own -- and

21· a lot of people -- there are more violations -- did

22· they find there is more violations versus people

23· following the code of ethics?· Have they done a type of

24· study on that?

25· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Um-hum.
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·1· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Because if you followed the

·2· code of ethics, you'd have less violations.· I was just

·3· wondering what kind of studies that the Board was

·4· doing.· That way you wouldn't have to have as much

·5· fees, as much -- another position to, you know, pay for

·6· another position to get investigations done.

·7· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So in a 10-year period

·8· ending in 2018, the calendar year 2018, I've been -- I

·9· hope I quote this correctly -- there were 224 cases

10· brought to the Board of complaints asking for sanctions

11· against licensees.· And of those 224 complaints, 20 of

12· them were brought to conclusion with sanctions against

13· licensees.· The remaining 204 cases were either

14· dismissed or discharged.

15· · · · · · So a complaint, in and of itself, we have to

16· follow through on.· But not all complaints are verified

17· or warranted for investigation, and so they're not

18· necessarily something we would follow through on.

19· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Um-hum.

20· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· If a complaint is verified

21· and worthy of continuing with an investigation, in

22· order words, somebody is violating either the Nevada

23· revised statute, which we're not -- we don't have a

24· copy of in front of us today -- but they're violating

25· NRS 641B or they're violating NAC641B, then the Board
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·1· will conduct an investigation to try to find out an

·2· abundance of evidence.

·3· · · · · · So this isn't like a crime case on NCIS where

·4· it's a crime beyond a shadow of a doubt.· We're not in

·5· criminal law here, generally speaking.· We're,

·6· generally speaking, in administrative law.

·7· Administrative law is an abundance of evidence, and

·8· that's 50 percent of evidence plus the other.· We have

·9· to have that much evidence before we can do a sanction

10· against a social worker.

11· · · · · · So it's a process, and I think that gives you

12· a sense, of all the many cases we might receive, how

13· many actually are brought to conclusion.

14· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Um-hum.

15· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Twenty cases over a 10-year

16· period when you have over -- during that year, we had

17· 3,000 social workers in -- or in 2018, we had 3,000

18· social workers -- is not a heck of a lot of people that

19· actually have sanctions against them.

20· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Um-hum.

21· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· However, the public expects

22· that if somebody's not following NRS 641B or NAC 641B,

23· that we will follow through on a complaint to find out

24· what's up there and get it remedied.

25· · · · · · Some other remedies are more education to the
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·1· person.· Some remedies are more extreme and they lose

·2· their license.· So there's a whole range of sanctions

·3· that take place, and there's a whole other discussion

·4· that takes place in NACs in part in the fifth section,

·5· and in the NRS, the Nevada revised statute.

·6· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Um-hum.

·7· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Did that answer your

·8· question?

·9· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Oh, yeah.· Um-hum.

10· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· I was just kind of Googling

11· here.· For the record, I think that it's important to

12· keep the Board intact with the money that it needs in

13· order to continue with our profession in the community,

14· and I know there was a push to try to put us all under

15· one Board, LADCs and psychologists.

16· · · · · · I was just looking at their fees, and the

17· LADCs are 495, and then the psychologists are 965, so I

18· don't really feel this is out of line at all.· I feel

19· like you guys probably definitely need that money.

20· That's just my -- looking at the other Boards, that

21· money doesn't seem to be out of line to them.

22· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I totally agree a hundred

23· percent.· I would like to stay independent, and I don't

24· think it's out of line at all.

25· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· I really like that.· I was
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·1· Googling, for the record.

·2· · · · · · (Laughter.)

·3· · · · · · MR. McMANN:· First of all, I'd like to thank

·4· you for the background as far as the thought process

·5· behind the rate increases and also your continuation in

·6· terms of looking ahead for the rates.· That's good

·7· information to have moving forward.· It is very

·8· logical.· So your logic is not flawed as far as being

·9· able to move forward and being able to cover the

10· operational costs.

11· · · · · · Rota and I are probably the only two in the

12· room who have a background -- that can remember back

13· when a person by the name of Dr. Jane Lamb stepped

14· forward to the Nevada legislature with a bill draft to

15· create the Board of Examiners for Social Workers.

16· · · · · · At that time, economically, things were very

17· lean in the state.· And one of the concessions that was

18· made in order to get the Board created was to make the

19· Board independent and self-sufficient.

20· · · · · · The legislature nor any of the people who

21· were involved in the actual creation of the Board of

22· Examiners had any understanding in terms of what the

23· cost for operation would actually be.· It was figured

24· that using an adjustment for rates for fees would be

25· able to accommodate that similar in the way it does in
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·1· other professions.

·2· · · · · · The problem is, today -- the problem is, is

·3· that social workers are a finite group of people.· We

·4· also are in a different economic level than other

·5· licensed professionals.· We don't have the ability to

·6· generate the revenue those types of professionals

·7· would -- those other public Boards that can afford

·8· those fees to be self-sufficient.

·9· · · · · · It seems to be that right now in the State of

10· Nevada, the state is struggling with being able to try

11· and fill the need for licensed social workers within

12· state, and it's having a hard time doing that.· We've

13· gone to an exercise a couple of years ago where we're

14· trying to soften reciprocity issues for licensing and

15· that type of thing, but it still doesn't fill the need

16· we have within the state and the growing need we have

17· for social workers.

18· · · · · · So I don't think we've ever really had an

19· opportunity to compare the finances of operating this

20· organization with meeting the needs and expanding the

21· capacity for additional social workers within the

22· state.

23· · · · · · So it seems to me -- and I'll circle back

24· with you, ma'am -- that we need to have a real hard

25· look at where we're at, and this obviously is one
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·1· stopgap measure to be able to address the financial

·2· needs to be able to keep ourselves solvent.· But, at

·3· the same time, I also think we need to look beyond

·4· that.

·5· · · · · · It seems to me that Senator Woodhouse would

·6· be a supporter for social workers.· It seems to me that

·7· Theresa would be a good supporter for social workers

·8· and would be willing to help sponsor or craft a bill

·9· that would give, possibly, a one-time allocation to the

10· Board of Examiners, possibly a multi-year for included

11· a certain dollar amount with dollar amount within a

12· budget that would be considered a contribution.

13· Because, in my mind, if the State of Nevada truly does

14· value the work of social workers, they can damn well

15· stand behind it.

16· · · · · · Thank you.

17· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Left us speechless.

18· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· And possibly if this comes to

19· where, you know, there's some negotiation on it, and

20· rather than, you know, taking a lower fee of 125, we

21· could keep it at 175, and then maybe have a program

22· where people could apply for a hardship or a

23· scholarship, and that way you're only going to take

24· that individual once that, you know, would need the

25· assistance instead of lowering the fee for everybody,
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·1· you know?· That way we keep the revenue higher that

·2· way, if you have a negotiating chip maybe.

·3· · · · · · Just an idea.

·4· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I don't think that people who

·5· are licensed in this state understand that the Board is

·6· self-supporting.· And I would appreciate it if, you

·7· know, we can send something with the license renewal

·8· just to explain that.

·9· · · · · · I'm licensed in California as well, and I

10· pay -- think I pay $120 every two years.· But the Board

11· is completely supported.· So it's -- it's what it is.

12· It is what it is.

13· · · · · · So maybe some education around the fee

14· structures and the needs would be really important.

15· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· I have some additional

16· comments on that.· I received my undergraduate degree

17· in social work from Arizona State University, and since

18· then I moved here.· I am not licensed yet, but I need

19· to develop my understudy concentrate program.· So I'm

20· not totally aware if this already existed or not.  I

21· know that somebody already came and presented to our

22· social work students at the beginning of the year and

23· kind of gave a brief overview of the Board.

24· · · · · · Something that might be helpful is creating a

25· video that could be shared on your website and shared
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·1· in schools of social work that's easily accessible and

·2· explains this, so you don't have to explain this time

·3· and time again through phone calls and other things

·4· like that.· That would give people a really solid

·5· understanding of what the Board is.· Because, as a

·6· young person, not having an idea of any of that, it's

·7· very easy to see this and be very critical.· My opinion

·8· has definitely changed in this conversation and hearing

·9· you remind that.

10· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Any further comments,

11· conversations?· Okay.

12· · · · · · Number ix, disallowing payments by cash.

13· · · · · · Karen discussed that as well, about our

14· online process now accepting debit or credit card.· So

15· that's a change so cash isn't floating around the

16· office.· And what page is this on?

17· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Page 16, at the top.

18· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Okay.· So 16, item 1.

19· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· It starts at the very

20· bottom of 15, and then it goes to 16.

21· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Oh, okay.· Any comments about

22· that?· Let's save up all your pennies and bring all

23· your pennies all in a penny jar.

24· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· I have not looked at our

25· website, but is it clearly stated about credit card
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·1· fees on the website as well?· Or do you charge credit

·2· card fees, or does the Board eat that cost?

·3· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· The fee structure itself is

·4· eating the cost of the credit card fees.

·5· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Okay.

·6· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So it's costing money to

·7· process the credit cards.

·8· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Um-hum.

·9· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· And it, you know, when I

10· get the statements that say that Discover costs this

11· much or American Express costs that much or whatever,

12· whatever, whatever.· They are changing rapidly.· Not

13· always upwards.· They're just the little .00 whatever,

14· you know, that little number is changing all the time,

15· so it's not like -- I could never keep up with it on

16· the website.· I can't even keep up with in it the mail.

17· It's like, really, okay, fine.· So we're trying to sort

18· that all the time.

19· · · · · · So, yes, it does cost.· It goes against fees.

20· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Okay.

21· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· It's not in addition to the

22· fees.

23· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Um-hum.

24· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· So, I guess, in a way,

25· using credit cards costs money.
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·1· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Um-hum.

·2· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· On the other hand, when we

·3· were processing cash, it costs money.· You know, people

·4· were having to enter something and deal with the cash

·5· and make a bank deposit and go to the bank or other

·6· more modern merking methods of running the cash through

·7· the machine really fast.· But then you have to deal

·8· with the machine.· It's a whole story.· So any way

·9· you're going to process money costs money to do it.

10· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Um-hum.

11· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· But we're not charging fees

12· over and above the fee.

13· · · · · · MS. PETERSON:· Thank you.

14· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Any more comments about that?

15· Questions?· Okay.

16· · · · · · So it looks like we're on post-graduate

17· internships, x, removing "substantially equivalent"

18· language on hours being counted from an internship in

19· another state.

20· · · · · · Where are we at on that one?

21· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Eighteen.· Page 18,

22· 641B.150.· So might be one of them, yeah.· Nevermind.

23· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· So it looks like this -- it

24· makes it easier to -- in reciprocity for licensure?

25· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· (Indicated affirmatively.)
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·1· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· It seems to be a trend

·2· throughout the country according to the ASWB.· Makes it

·3· easier to make the move to another state without

·4· worrying about having to take additional internship

·5· hours, being respectful of the other licensing Boards

·6· in the other states, and the work that they've done in

·7· licensing.

·8· · · · · · Any comments about that one?· Okay.

·9· · · · · · So going on to xi, increasing number of

10· interns a supervisor can have to 3 to 4.

11· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· That's on page 21.

12· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· We're just trying to stress

13· out the internship supervisor a little bit more.· This

14· is also in an effort to make it a little easier for an

15· intern to find an internship supervisor, since there

16· was that cap.

17· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· Actually, it's also because

18· there's a lack of so many supervisors.· And so if any

19· of you are in the position to supervise, they are

20· looking for people that would be willing to take on

21· students to keep the internships too.

22· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I got trained as a supervisor.

23· Corrine got trained as a supervisor.· But the minutia

24· around it, both of us decided not to.· It's too

25· complex.· It's too convoluted.
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·1· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· From the social work --

·2· internship side or the --

·3· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· From the supervisor side.

·4· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· From the internship side.

·5· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Yeah.· Yeah.· I mean, those of

·6· us who supervised over the years, this seemed to be

·7· over the top, you know?· So if that could be

·8· streamlined in some way or --

·9· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· It's a different opportunity,

10· but Karen and I sit on an advisory Board that we might

11· be able to bring this discussion up.

12· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Yeah.· That would be fantastic.

13· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· Even if they made it a

14· little bit less.· Every six months instead of --

15· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· We still need to look at the

16· criteria.

17· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· If even the training was just

18· free.· Because it was just -- I didn't get it and I've

19· been a 30-year social worker.· And I thought, I don't

20· know what you're talking about.· And when I went

21· through the documents, I thought, yeah, there's a

22· liability here that I'm not willing to take on, so --

23· · · · · · Honestly, that's my honest opinion.

24· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Further comments about that?

25· · · · · · Xii, reducing the frequency of post-graduate
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·1· internship progress reports from quarterly to every six

·2· months.· So that will make the minutia a little bit

·3· easier, I think.· Hopefully.· That was the goal in

·4· that.

·5· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Oh, yeah.· I think that's

·6· probably true.

·7· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· And I think on both sides too.

·8· It decreases the work for the Board to review those.

·9· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· A comment.· You know, with the

10· push to de-professionalize us in the state agencies and

11· not let -- you know, you don't have to be a social

12· worker anymore, so those locations used to have more

13· internships.· So you've lost a lot of places where you

14· can have them, you know, too.

15· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· A comment on that.· I think

16· that's a crisis.· And I think that's a pity and a

17· shame.· Historically, institutions would step up, and

18· there was a lot of opportunity for students to get

19· their hours.· And now, it's -- I feel like it's sort of

20· abusive to the students who are working for low pay or

21· begging for time or whatever.· It's just not right.

22· · · · · · MS. TAYLOR:· Just reporting that, I think so

23· much of this is pretty straightforward, and, really,

24· from a -- agencies that provide that to students, to

25· those of us who could supervise, so much of this could
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·1· be templates that are filled out, more clearly defined.

·2· But it doesn't have to be reinventing the wheel for

·3· each new person that steps in, or each agency that

·4· agrees to take this on if it had been really well

·5· formatted.

·6· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Okay.· Further comments on

·7· that?

·8· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I'm totally against students

·9· paying for their clinical time being supervised.  I

10· think that's shocking.

11· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· I think one of the most

12· exciting conversations that I've listened to in a long

13· time was the Board retreat on June 30th -- sorry, July

14· 30th and 31st -- and the Board retreat had 70 people

15· from the community there.· And, if you think of this a

16· little differently about what was going on in this

17· conversation, there was a lot of creativity being

18· expressed among Board members, among people who are

19· supervising clinical social work interns, among people

20· who were from the University of Nevada in Las Vegas, as

21· well as the University of Nevada, et cetera. There's

22· just a lot of conversation about this, and it got

23· delved into for probably an hour and a half about how

24· to change it.

25· · · · · · How we could, collegially, start to get on
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·1· better with the Board and the universities and the

·2· associations and the -- whoever wants to have a

·3· discussion with us to change this.· And so there was a

·4· lot of proclamations made.

·5· · · · · · For example, there's a Board member who said,

·6· I refuse to supervise anybody unless it's written into

·7· the contract that the agency that they're working for

·8· is paying me.· I will not charge a student for my time.

·9· And I learned it that way.· And I'm paying it forward

10· that way.

11· · · · · · So she spoke up about this at length.· And

12· then somebody else said, I, too, pay it forward, and I

13· refuse to supervise a student who's having to pay me

14· for their hours.· If it's not the agency that's paying,

15· then I have nothing to do with it.

16· · · · · · So there was a lot of proclamation going on.

17· It was a real interesting conversation going on about

18· how to change this whole mindset, and why it needs to

19· be changed.

20· · · · · · There's a lot of understanding, a lot of

21· agreement with your statement, and I just wanted to put

22· it out there that I thought it was a very

23· well-considered conversation during the Board retreat,

24· because there's a great deal of concern that the

25· clinical social worker intern particularly is
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·1· suffering -- still suffering from debt for their

·2· student loans, in a low-paying profession, typically a

·3· woman, sometimes a woman of color, so forth and so on.

·4· · · · · · So if you take our profession against

·5· nursing, against teachers, we're the lowest-paid

·6· profession.· And you start taking out all of the other

·7· categories in there, you're the lowest paid of the

·8· lowest paid.· And then you're going to pay your

·9· supervisor on top of it?· Really?

10· · · · · · Now, on the other hand, I hear that the

11· supervisor has a lot of risk involved.· This is under

12· their licensure.· This clinical social work internship

13· hours, that's under the supervisor's licensure.· You're

14· not licensed yet, they are.· So, you know, it's like

15· they're putting a lot of risk out there.· So they

16· deserve to be paid, but who should be doing the paying?

17· · · · · · And so very, very good conversation.· Very

18· robust and very future-thinking about how to change the

19· world we're in and the worldview.

20· · · · · · So just letting you know that I got to listen

21· to that, and I'm grateful.· I see change afoot.

22· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· All right.· So moving

23· continuing education, specifying that a retired

24· licensee must still complete suicide prevention CEUs

25· for renewal of a license.
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·1· · · · · · So, Karen, you mentioned that that was in

·2· statute?

·3· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Um-hum.

·4· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· I think it is time limited.  I

·5· think there is a sunset.· I couldn't find it, so I

·6· couldn't pull it up on my phone.· You might want to

·7· look at it and see if it is sunset.· I want to say it

·8· is 2024 or something like that.

·9· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· I believe it is 2026.

10· · · · · · MS. ROSACHI:· 2026.

11· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· Yes.· And it is in statute.

12· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· I just have a question.· How

13· did it come up with the age of 65?· And also what is

14· the definition of "retired"?· Getting a pension or

15· just -- you just say, I'm done.· I'm retired from

16· working and then it has to correlate with the age that

17· you both be retired and 65?

18· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I have a license.· I'm retired,

19· but I still work 10 hours contract.· I'm not exactly

20· sure, but I think it's, like, it's, I'm going to say 70

21· and you park your license and then it sort of sits

22· there.

23· · · · · · And I'm assuming that these suicide

24· prevention CEUs, you can park your license so you can

25· resurrect it if you need some time -- I'm assuming you
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·1· have to do your suicide prevention CEUs.· Is that --

·2· it's not active.· You have an inactive license is the

·3· idea; is that correct?

·4· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· I guess that makes sense.

·5· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· And in California, it's 70.

·6· · · · · · MS. BARTELL:· Wow.

·7· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· We're referring to the

·8· language that's under 641B.187, at the bottom of page

·9· 24.· Most of this pre-dates me.· I don't know about why

10· they picked 65 as opposed to 95 or whatever, but

11· somebody did.

12· · · · · · What I do know about this is when I was 65,

13· if I had said I wanted to retire my social work

14· license, and I wasn't practicing at the time, I could

15· have done so and not had to go out and get 36 CEUs all

16· the time.· I could have just bypassed all that and just

17· got the suicide prevention CEU.· Just paid for those

18· and moved on.

19· · · · · · The realty is, I came out of retirement.  I

20· never had gotten rid of my license.· I never had to do

21· any of that.· And I've been getting 36 CEUs constantly

22· since 19 -- I don't know when we went to CEUs, but I've

23· been getting CEUs since I was first licensed.· In '94,

24· when I got the higher level of licensure and had to get

25· the higher CEUs, so what's cool about CEUs now, is you
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·1· can get them online now.· A hundred percent.· Yay.

·2· · · · · · (Applause.)

·3· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· I was under the assumption that

·4· if you parked your license or retired your license,

·5· you're not going to be working, even if you get --

·6· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· You're not practicing.

·7· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Yeah.· You're done.

·8· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Just sitting around the

·9· office all the time with all the people that park their

10· license, and they'll pull it back out and regen it up

11· again.· You know, if I parked mine, I came out of

12· retirement and kept going.

13· · · · · · A lot of people don't retire, retire these

14· days.· So, anyway, just saying.· Don't just toss your

15· license, you know.· Keep it in the background would be

16· my suggestion because somebody's got to go through the

17· application process all over again.· Really?

18· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Go through that internship.

19· · · · · · Any other questions about this?· Comments?

20· Okay.

21· · · · · · So going to standards of practice.· Item vix,

22· adding information regarding what is considered

23· unprofessional conduct.

24· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· And it's the blue language

25· on page 34.
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·1· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Any conversation about that?

·2· Okay.

·3· · · · · · All right.· So, I guess, moving on to agenda

·4· item 4, public comment.

·5· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· I want to thank you for

·6· everybody here because I've been -- I have PTSD from

·7· previous experiences with the Board.· So thank you.

·8· · · · · · I think you're doing real good because the

·9· new information of what's going on and why it's being

10· done is very, very helpful, and I see an alignment that

11· feels very nice.

12· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Thank you.

13· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Thank you.

14· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· I want to echo what she said.

15· It's so important to have public involvement and,

16· especially at the legislature, if we don't hear from

17· you, we get the impression you don't care.· And so we

18· move forward with language that we might not be experts

19· in, but move forward because no one is coming to the

20· table.

21· · · · · · And, as Karen explained earlier, we had so

22· much public comment and so much pubic involvement while

23· we were working on this fee bill during the legislative

24· session.

25· · · · · · If there's anything that I can do for any of
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·1· you, if any of you have a legislative question, please

·2· feel free to reach out, and I look forward to seeing

·3· all of your beautiful faces at the legislature next

·4· year when, hopefully, we can all work together.

·5· · · · · · And lastly, yes, we are a state agency, but

·6· again, yes, we are self-funded.· So we have to work

·7· like a business model.· You are the customers.· If

·8· you're unhappy, please reach out and talk with us about

·9· it.· We are here to support your profession, and we are

10· here to work with you.

11· · · · · · So please never feel isolated or that we're

12· not taking into consideration your thoughts or your

13· feelings or what you're doing.· Because we all know how

14· important each and every one of you is, not only to the

15· social work professional, but also to the state.· So

16· thank you all for being here today.

17· · · · · · I just want to make a quick plug that if any

18· of you would like to attend our Board meetings going

19· forward, you can receive CEUs.· So just keep that in

20· the back of your mind.

21· · · · · · (Inaudible commentary amongst

22· · · · · · participants.)

23· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Excuse me.· Because we're

24· still on the record, there needs to be identifications

25· in this conversation.· Sorry.
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·1· · · · · · MS. NORMAND:· My question is how do we know

·2· when the Board meets if it's on the website?

·3· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· Yes, it is on the website.· And

·4· hopefully it's convenient for everyone.· We meet up at

·5· the university in one of the offices just north of

·6· campus.· And we would love to have all of you come.

·7· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· I was just curious.· I had an

·8· incident where I was trying to find out, it was, like,

·9· my duty to report -- what's it called? -- duty to

10· report harm, like, what somebody had told me.· And I

11· went all through the statutes and I couldn't find

12· anything to protect us.· There is for reporting child

13· neglect and elder abuse, but not for threat to do harm.

14· · · · · · So the first guy told me all this information

15· and specifics about hurting people, and I felt like I

16· had a duty to tell the other professional, which was

17· about a mental health person, about it.· And then he

18· said they were going to let the people know I told

19· them.· And I said, you know, professionally and

20· confidentiality, you know.

21· · · · · · So I don't know if we need to look into that

22· with the wake of these new red lighting laws about some

23· kind of a thing, kind of like CP has had where they

24· keep it confidential.· That might be something we need

25· to look into.· I don't really know.· It's not a very
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·1· nice climate that we're in lately.· I really, really

·2· looked.

·3· · · · · · And, I think, Bertha, you looked and you

·4· couldn't find anything to protect us, could we?

·5· · · · · · MR. McMANN:· This has been a long, ongoing

·6· issue for social workers.· If you file a report with

·7· local law enforcement on an abuse and neglect issue,

·8· which we're required to do by law, you cannot get any

·9· type of documentation or comments back from law

10· enforcement that would confirm that you actually made a

11· report.· That has existed for forever.

12· · · · · · I know agencies and services are in the

13· process of revamping a lot of their referral processes,

14· but, to date, there is no formal policy or procedure

15· that has been developed.· There is nothing I've ever

16· seen in writing that protects social workers or, at

17· least, gives you a confirmation of the fact that you

18· filed a report.

19· · · · · · MS. WALKER:· In California there is a

20· Tarasoff law.· I was told that in Nevada there is no

21· Tarasoff law.· And I think that's what you are

22· referring to.

23· · · · · · MS. BOSLER:· Yeah.· She is referring to

24· Tarasoff law, but how could you not have a Tarasoff law

25· here?
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·1· · · · · · MS. TAYLOR:· It is an NAC, and I don't know

·2· the number, but there is -- it's not called Tarasoff,

·3· but there is a statute.

·4· · · · · · (Inaudible commentary amongst

·5· · · · · · participants.)

·6· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· The only thing I could find was

·7· NRS 629550, the duty to warn.· And it just covers,

·8· pretty much, people in the Division of Public and

·9· Behavioral Health, of Health and Human Services, and

10· it's mental health professionals.· So it doesn't

11· necessarily cover social workers.· It does say that

12· social workers who hold a master's degree in social

13· work.

14· · · · · · But it's only to -- it only protects you if

15· you -- so you have to -- what it does is it requires

16· that you call the authorities if you're afraid somebody

17· is going to hurt somebody else.· But it doesn't protect

18· the person that makes the call.· Confidentiality part.

19· · · · · · UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:· No protection.

20· · · · · · MS. DeHART:· Yeah.

21· · · · · · Is that the type of thing you do at the

22· Board?

23· · · · · · MS. HOOVER:· So what we would do is go back

24· through the NRS and change the law.· So that is

25· something that we'll be looking into over the next year
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·1· as we gear up for the next session.

·2· · · · · · Also as well, your comments, I've been

·3· writing down so that when the Board gets back together,

·4· we can start looking at strategies and potential

·5· changes for the next session.

·6· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Okay.· So, I guess -- sorry.

·7· I can't understand what you're saying to me.

·8· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Number five.

·9· · · · · · MS. ERICKSON:· Oh, there's a number five.

10· · · · · · Agenda item number 5.· We are adjourning.

11· · · · · · MS. OPPENLANDER:· Thank you very much.

12· · · · · · (Applause.)

13· · · · · · (Workshop concluded at 2:22 p.m.)
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·1· STATE OF NEVADA· · ·)
· · · · · · · · · · · · )· ss.
·2· COUNTY OF WASHOE· · )

·3

·4· · · · · · I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, court reporter,

·5· do hereby certify:

·6· · · · · · That I was present on September 11, 2019, at

·7· the Board of Examiner's for Social Workers Public

·8· Workshop at South Valley's Library, 15650 Wedge

·9· Parkway, Reno, Nevada, and took stenotype notes of the

10· proceedings entitled herein, and thereafter transcribed

11· the same into typewriting as herein appears.

12· · · · · · That the foregoing transcript is a full,

13· true, and correct transcription of my stenotype notes

14· of said proceedings.

15· · · · · · DATED:· At Gardnerville, Nevada, this 23rd

16· day of September, 2019.

17
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· · · · · · · · · · · · __________________________________
19· · · · · · · · · · · BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH
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·1· · · HEALTH INFORMATION PRIVACY & SECURITY: CAUTIONARY NOTICE

·2· Litigation Services is committed to compliance with applicable federal

·3· and state laws and regulations (“Privacy Laws”) governing the

·4· protection andsecurity of patient health information.Notice is

·5· herebygiven to all parties that transcripts of depositions and legal

·6· proceedings, and transcript exhibits, may contain patient health

·7· information that is protected from unauthorized access, use and

·8· disclosure by Privacy Laws. Litigation Services requires that access,

·9· maintenance, use, and disclosure (including but not limited to

10· electronic database maintenance and access, storage, distribution/

11· dissemination and communication) of transcripts/exhibits containing

12· patient information be performed in compliance with Privacy Laws.

13· No transcript or exhibit containing protected patient health

14· information may be further disclosed except as permitted by Privacy

15· Laws. Litigation Services expects that all parties, parties’

16· attorneys, and their HIPAA Business Associates and Subcontractors will

17· make every reasonable effort to protect and secure patient health

18· information, and to comply with applicable Privacy Law mandates,

19· including but not limited to restrictions on access, storage, use, and

20· disclosure (sharing) of transcripts and transcript exhibits, and

21· applying “minimum necessary” standards where appropriate. It is

22 recommended that your office review its policies regarding sharing of

23 transcripts and exhibits - including access, storage, use, and

24· disclosure - for compliance with Privacy Laws.

25· · · · © All Rights Reserved. Litigation Services (rev. 6/1/2019)
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          1  RENO, NEVADA, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2019, 12:30 P.M.

          2                           -oOo-

          3

          4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  In the agenda in either

          5  number 2 or 4, if you have public comment around the

          6  Nevada Administrative Code changes that you're here to

          7  meet about today, I would probably do those in the

          8  section A, which is all the way from here to here.  I

          9  don't know if that make sense, but I'm just trying to

         10  distinguish --

         11            Did that say it well enough, Rota?  You know

         12  all about this stuff.

         13            Before we get going, I'm just trying to give

         14  you -- because this is a kind of a weird agenda in that

         15  way, and I just didn't want you to not see what I saw,

         16  and I can't really do much about it.

         17            MS. ROSACHI:  Most of them have never been to

         18  an open meeting, so they don't know how the open

         19  meetings work.  They don't know how to do the public

         20  comment.  So you might guide them and say, now is the

         21  time to speak.  So when you want them to speak, you

         22  might tell them this the time to speak.

         23            So you just did that in the beginning, but

         24  after you go through some of the actual NACs, that's

         25  probably when they'll want to speak.
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          1            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Right.  We haven't called

          2  to order or roll yet.  So I am just kind of, you know,

          3  Karen, this is who I am.  Kind of guide people who

          4  maybe haven't been in this situation like this before

          5  to a State of Nevada agenda.  So, generally speaking, a

          6  State of Nevada agenda for the Board of Examiners and

          7  Social Workers starts off with a call to order and

          8  roll, and then public comment where anybody can say

          9  whatever they need to say.

         10            And then lastly, as we close out before

         11  adjournment, there's public comment at the end of the

         12  state meeting, and then adjournment.  So it's a

         13  standard format.  What's different about what we're

         14  doing today is the whole body of the agenda is about

         15  public comment.  It's for you to tell us what you think

         16  about the changes.  So we'll go with that flow, and,

         17  hopefully, it will make sense if it doesn't make

         18  perfect sense right now.

         19            I think somebody just came in, so I'm going

         20  to make sure that -- I have two more only, so from here

         21  on out there is going to be sharing happening, and I

         22  have two more of the NAC changes for $10 at Office Depo

         23  with our two-thirds off discount.  This is all printed,

         24  and nobody told me they were coming today.  I had

         25  notice from four people, so I brought 20 copies of
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          1  everything.  And the agendas have managed to fly the

          2  coop, so I'm going to ask you to share agendas.  And if

          3  you want me -- these are online on our website, so you

          4  can go to our website and print them off later.

          5            Everybody feeling kind of comfortable with

          6  our set-up?

          7            Okay, Vikki.

          8            MS. ERICKSON:  Guide me along on this.  Okay?

          9  Because I -- the last time we did this, there wasn't so

         10  many folks.  So I'm not quite sure how this will go.

         11            All right.  So let's call to order.  And it

         12  is sometime, 12:41 on September 11, 2019.  This is a

         13  public workshop regarding the proposed regulation

         14  changes.  So let's do a roll call.

         15            I'm Vikki Erickson, Board chair.

         16            MS. OPPENLANDER:   I'm Karen Oppenlander,

         17  Executive Director for the Board of Examiners of Social

         18  Workers.

         19            MS. AXLEROE:  Jamie Axelroe, social worker at

         20  the Fallon District Office for Division of Welfare and

         21  Supportive Services.

         22            MS. HOOVER:  Miranda Hoover, Capital Partners

         23  representing the Board of Social Work.

         24            MS. DeHART:  Lisa DeHart with the State of

         25  Nevada, the program.
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          1            MS. FITZGERALD:  Alanna Fitzgerald, MSW, now

          2  teaching at UNR.

          3            MS. ROSACHI:  Rota Rosachi, Nevada Health

          4  Foundation.

          5            MS. CARTER:  Linda Carter, supervisor of

          6  social work, welfare office in Reno.

          7            MS. BARTELL:  Dawn Bartell, social work

          8  supervisor, Carson City District Office, Division of

          9  Welfare and Social Services.

         10            MS. BROWN:  Marcina Brown, with DWSS.

         11            MS. BOSLER:  Paula Bosler, retired and also

         12  contract work at Healing Mind.

         13            MS. TAYLOR:  Corinne Taylor, working with

         14  Renown outpatient behavioral.

         15            MS. NORMAND:  Monique Normand, candidate for

         16  clinical social work exam.

         17            MS. PINELLI:  Kathleen Pinelli, social worker

         18  at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

         19            MS. LAZARO:  Siara Lazaro, social worker,

         20  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

         21            MS. ENSLEY:  Karen Ensley, social worker,

         22  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

         23            MS. DeWEESE:  Daxia DeWeese, social worker at

         24  the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.

         25            MS. CORTEZ:  Carmen Cortez, social worker at
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          1  the Division of Welfare office.

          2            MS. WALKER:  Sophie Walker, social worker at

          3  Liberty Dialysis.

          4            MR. McMAHON:  Michael McMahon, with Alpha

          5  Productions Technologies.

          6            MS. PETERSON:  Tess Peterson with Nevada

          7  Public Health Foundation, and I am currently an MSPW

          8  student at UNR.

          9            MS. VAN PATTEN:  Cara Van Patten, I am a

         10  student of social work at UNR, and I am an intern.

         11            MS. ERICKSON:  Nice.  Okay.  Do we do agenda

         12  item number 2?

         13            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)

         14            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  Public comment?

         15            Okay.  So hearing none, so let's move to

         16  agenda item number 3.

         17            Karen, do you want to start this one off?

         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I do.  Thank you.

         19            We're on item 3, introduction to an open

         20  workshop.  So I'm going to just briefly go over this

         21  whole section before it gets to number 4.  And there's

         22  plenty of places that I could stop and item by item,

         23  but rather than do that, I think it might be better for

         24  me -- before we come back and get into stuff -- to give

         25  you an overview.
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          1            So the overview is section 3.  So right now

          2  we have submitted these NAC changes, or Nevada

          3  Administrative Code changes, to the Legislative Council

          4  Bureau.  And it has been assigned -- this whole thing

          5  has been assigned a number.  So the number is R055-19.

          6            So in 3A, it's right there, and it's also up

          7  at the top right in your heading.  So, right now, we

          8  have an attorney from the Legislative Council Bureau

          9  who's working through these NAC changes, as we refer to

         10  them -- shorter than saying Nevada Administrative Code

         11  every time.  And they're working on it, our staff, to

         12  make sure that we do it accurately, because LCB, the

         13  Legislative Council Bureau, has to make sure that we do

         14  it accurately.  So that's why they have an attorney

         15  working with our staff.

         16            There's Board intent about what the changes

         17  are, and then we're going to make sure that the Board

         18  have -- or the group that met -- intent matches the

         19  legal side of it.  So that's what's going on right now

         20  in our 55-19.

         21            The changes, when you get into them with us,

         22  are inside of here and are color-coded.  So as you

         23  thumb through this document, when you see red line,

         24  blue line, yellow, or fuchsia, that means there was

         25  some little change.  Or a big change.
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          1            General speaking, the summary of the changes

          2  are as follows:  In general position -- general

          3  provision -- excuse me -- small letter i, the

          4  definition of LASW and LSW are reversing back to what

          5  they were before.  So I'll come back to that, but this

          6  little statement I just made matches 641B.41 and the

          7  641B.44.  So it's like cross-walking stuff.

          8            Number 2, in summary, under licensing and

          9  supervision -- I should probably stop for a minute.

         10            NACs are divided into five sections.  What

         11  you see in Nevada Administrative Code -- I'm 17 months

         12  on the job, so I have spent a lot of time with our

         13  attorney being able to say this to you.

         14            So we have five sections.  The first section

         15  is General Provisions.  The second section is Licensing

         16  and Supervision.  The third section is about

         17  post-graduate internships.  The fourth section is about

         18  continuing education.  And the fifth section in this

         19  packet -- the thick packet -- is around standards of

         20  practice.  So this is all the law.  And we're making

         21  some recommendations about changing some of the

         22  language in the law.  That's why you're here, because

         23  you care.  Thank you.

         24            So, anyway, resuming where I was at, on your

         25  agenda, small letters ii, length of time and
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          1  application of licensure will stay open.  That's being

          2  changed.

          3            And so if you're tying it to this, that's on

          4  page 10.  It's 441B.090, and it has to do with two

          5  areas.  One is that the initial exam approval, once you

          6  receive exam approval, your application can stay open

          7  for nine months and then it closes.  Or if you're

          8  getting endorsed and your endorsement is received in a

          9  completed fashion, your application can stay open for

         10  six months.

         11            In number iii, removing the option for NSW

         12  graduates to take the bachelor's exam.  That's renewing

         13  the option that's been there for somebody who's

         14  graduated with an MSW to take the bachelor's exam.  And

         15  that's because that testing group, the Association of

         16  Social Work Boards who provides the examination, will

         17  no longer support master's candidates taking the

         18  bachelor's-level exam.

         19            They said they were looking for test

         20  integrity.  So to make the test integrity be there,

         21  master's candidates take -- or master's graduates take

         22  the master's exam; bachelor's graduates take the

         23  bachelor's exam.  So what we're doing is we're syncing

         24  up our NACs with the Association of Social Work Boards

         25  nationally -- or actually, North America for United
                                                                         9
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          1  States and Canada.

          2            In number -- little numbers iv or four, we're

          3  changing the timeframes for when a failed exam may be

          4  retaken.  And we're allowing the exams to be retaken

          5  every 90 days.  So anybody that got caught in the deal

          6  where you were retaking the exam in 90 days, and then

          7  all of a sudden you wait six months, we're going to

          8  allow you to do it every 90 days now.

          9            In the next one, that's stipulating

         10  educational requirements for provisional "B," that's

         11  tying on page 14 to 641B.112.  And it talks about that

         12  you have to be 30 units into your MSW program before

         13  you can do a provisional "B" license.

         14            The next one down -- I skipped 5.  Sorry.  I

         15  didn't mean to.  Well, it's self-explanatory.  We're

         16  not going to force you to restore a license past two

         17  years.  So it's a cost savings to people that are in

         18  that area.

         19            So we determined with the people that were

         20  part of this process to make the changes that two years

         21  was plenty to force you into restoration, and we didn't

         22  have to keep trying to force you into restoration at

         23  three years.  It's a fee decrease, if you're in that

         24  boat.  Not many people end up in that boat, so if they

         25  are in it, it's good for them.
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          1            Down to provisional vii, length of time for

          2  exam and expiration for a Provisional "A" license.

          3  That was that typo.  And it had said nine months and it

          4  was supposed to say 90 days and we're fixing that.

          5            We have a lot of typos in the NAC changes.

          6  Really, I'm only summarizing major changes.  When we

          7  went through the NACs to try to clean them up, if there

          8  were "charges" where the word "change" was supposed to

          9  be there, or the word "change" was in there and the

         10  word "charge" was supposed to be there, we're -- I'm

         11  not talking about that stuff today.

         12            Housekeeping where we had an inaccurate word,

         13  we're just cleaning that up.  So you'll see more little

         14  marks in this packet that I will talk about today for

         15  that reason.

         16            The next one down is ix or nine, dissallowing

         17  payments by cash.  Most of the Boards and commissions

         18  don't take cash anymore.  There's been, over the years,

         19  fraud and embezzlement when you walk into a cash-based

         20  office where cash is floating around.

         21            I'm not saying we've ever had that problem,

         22  but we're going to move away from cash.  I can imagine

         23  there might be some comments about that because there's

         24  a nationally -- including USA Today, there was an

         25  article this week about how moving away from cash is a
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          1  problem for some people.

          2            So I'm not trying to do it for that reason.

          3  What I am trying to do is not having a 10-dollar bill

          4  floating around over here and a hundred-dollar bill and

          5  walking through an office that's stopped up with

          6  paperwork with paperclips attached to it with money.

          7  So just trying to move to a cleaned-up environment

          8  where fraud and embezzlement is less likely to happen.

          9  That's all this is about.

         10            I would imagine that if you came flying in at

         11  4:30 when we're closing with $25 to pay something, we

         12  probably will take it, you know, because we're not that

         13  weird.  But just trying to reduce that.  Because we're

         14  online now, and online we actually have credit cards

         15  this year for the first time.  So, yay us.  This is

         16  modernization in action.  So we felt like maybe it was

         17  time to dispose with the whole storyline.

         18            The next one down is the section on

         19  post-graduate internships.  Summarizing, once again,

         20  removing "substantially equivalent" language on hours

         21  being counted from an internship in another state.

         22            What's happened is if you were an intern in

         23  Utah and you came over and you had already done a

         24  thousand hours and jumped over to Nevada where we need

         25  3,000, we would examine your thousand hours from Utah.
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          1  We're saying we're not going to examine those hours.

          2  If they were approved in Utah, they're good enough for

          3  us.  But we're just going to count on, and then you're

          4  going to get your other 2,000 hours so you can get

          5  3,000 over here, and, you know, we trust Utah.  This is

          6  a trust matter.  So it's not any more exciting than

          7  that.  It's just making it easier on everybody.

          8            If you're an intern supervisor -- is anybody

          9  here an intern supervisor?  Anybody?  Anybody?

         10  Anybody?  Okay.  So intern supervisors are

         11  post-graduate.  So field practicum is when you're a

         12  student, when you're post-graduate, and you're getting

         13  either hours for clinical social work internship or,

         14  like I am, a licensed independent social worker, those

         15  intern hours, if you're a supervisor, you can now

         16  accept four interns.

         17            The xii, reducing frequency of post-graduate

         18  internship progress reports from quarterly to every six

         19  months.  We did a study nationally.  There are six

         20  states in the United States that don't ask for

         21  quarterly reports at all, and about seven states that

         22  do.  I might have gotten those numbers wrong, but you

         23  get the point.

         24            We're one of the ones that ask for quarterly

         25  reports.  So we're going to take a middle-range
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          1  position on that and move to twice a year.  So for

          2  interns, twice a year, if you've been through the

          3  process, probably feels like plenty.  It certainly

          4  would have to me.  I did the four quarters a year plan.

          5  I wish I had done two.

          6            Continuing education, cross-walking that it's

          7  on page 24.  It's 641B.187(a).  And it's specifying for

          8  those of you who are retired licensees, that if you

          9  want to stay in the retired licensee thing where you

         10  don't have to get CEUs anymore, you still have to get

         11  them for suicide prevention.  Not because we need that

         12  in the social work world, 641B, but because the State

         13  of Nevada requires it.  So we can't ditch that.  So you

         14  get to get two CEUs in suicide prevention even as a

         15  retired social worker.

         16            MS. ROSACHI:  Doesn't that expire, though,

         17  after a period of time?

         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You know, that's a

         19  perfectly good question that maybe when we cross-walk

         20  this together and we look at the small print, we can

         21  see if it's written in there or if I have to go back

         22  and find out the answer, or maybe you already know and

         23  can teach us all.

         24            And then in -- that last thing in section 3

         25  that I am summarizing right now is xiv or 14, adding
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          1  information regarding what is considered unprofessional

          2  conduct.  This is cross-walked on page 34, 641B.220.

          3            So that's my presentation.  I know that this

          4  is not probably state language, but this is the

          5  language that comes from my background.  This, to me,

          6  is a community conversation.  So me being up here being

          7  a talking head any further than right now is silly.

          8  This is really what do you have to say about the NACs.

          9            Because we have a court reporter, as required

         10  in public hearings, when you decide you want to talk,

         11  please introduce yourself and enunciate loudly.  Many

         12  of you are soft-spoken, and she couldn't hear you when

         13  you did roll call.  So enunciate clearly, perhaps even

         14  spelling your name.  For example, Alanna is with two

         15  "Ns" at the end of it.  That kind of thing.  Although,

         16  I think she probably figured out Fitzgerald.  So just,

         17  you know, just think it through for her sake.  And so

         18  that's that stage where --

         19            There's only one other thing I'd like to

         20  explain in terms of what's attached to the agenda, and

         21  that's the process that we're in right now.  This is

         22  the shorthand of this process.

         23            On July 30th and 31st, Vikki held a meeting

         24  with -- depending on which day it was -- 12 people on

         25  the 30th and 13 people on the 31st that were from the
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          1  university, including Shawdee from the north, Kathleen

          2  from UNLV, public members like Rota and Miranda, and

          3  others that were -- we had a student -- MSW concentrate

          4  student there.  All four Board members were in

          5  attendance, two staff members were in attendance.  In

          6  general, we had 12 to 13 people come up with these NAC

          7  changes.

          8            And it was an interesting process because the

          9  first part of it was reviewing where the Board was at

         10  strategically and why it wanted to tackle some things

         11  now and maybe some other things, perhaps, in the next

         12  legislative session and some other things in future

         13  years.

         14            They also were looking at some suggestions

         15  that are being made by business and industry about

         16  where 34 unregulated regulatory Boards might end up in

         17  January of 2022.

         18            And that's not a topic of today's meeting,

         19  but these are things that we're and the other public

         20  members were contemplating and seating their NAC

         21  changes in the middle of these other issues that are

         22  controversial.  They were looking at senate current

         23  resolution number 6, which has about 12 "whereases" in

         24  it that will be studied by the sunset committee during

         25  the interim session.
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          1            They looked at the process this outlines so

          2  that they understood it fully and understand why a

          3  process like what we're in today takes somewhere

          4  between six to nine months before a NAC change actually

          5  goes into effect.  So we are at a stage in that process

          6  right now which is taking all of your comments into

          7  understanding for the Board so that they can filter

          8  those in the other comments that we have been issuing

          9  since January.  So that's going on.

         10            One of the things I was cross-walking you

         11  over to is fee changes.  This is a more simpler way to

         12  look at it for me.  Even until the day before

         13  yesterday, I was having this reworked so that I can see

         14  it better because I had cataract surgery last week and

         15  I was having trouble reading across the lines because

         16  this eye and that eye aren't quite jibing, so I had

         17  broken up the boxes so that I can see better.

         18            So just letting you know a little bit more

         19  about, you know, what we've prepared for you so that

         20  you are best able to make public comment.  If, in your

         21  public comment, it's beyond a comment, and you would

         22  like to talk with some of the people here that could

         23  possibly answer some questions.  So if it is a public

         24  comment that is a comment, that's one thing.  But if

         25  it's a public comment that has a question that goes
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          1  with it, then there are several people here that can

          2  answer those questions, including one of the public

          3  members that was in this process.

          4            Rota Rosachi, can you raise your hand?

          5            MS. ROSACHI:  (Participant complied.)

          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Including Vikki Erickson,

          7  the president of the Board.  Including myself, who gets

          8  hired to answer questions like this.  And including

          9  Miranda Hoover, who represented our Board here in this

         10  session.  And so she was down in Carson City every day

         11  because I couldn't be.  And so she's really schooled in

         12  how the whole legislative process works.

         13            So there's a couple of people here who can

         14  answer questions, but right now we're in the community

         15  conversation part where you tell us what you're

         16  thinking.

         17            Thank you.

         18            MS. ERICKSON:  Should we just -- should we go

         19  one by one?  Would that be best, do you believe?

         20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)

         21            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So let's just go step

         22  by step then, unless somebody opposes that.

         23            To general provisions, I guess, agenda item

         24  3A little i.  Definition of LASW and LSW, reversing the

         25  changes made in 2017.  So going to open it up and just
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          1  go down agenda item by agenda item.  We'll look at

          2  agenda item 3A little i, definition of LASW and LSW

          3  (reversing changes made in 2017).  Somebody said it was

          4  on page 6.

          5            MS. WALKER:  I have a questions on this.  Is

          6  there a difference with baccalaureate and masters,

          7  like, in some states you do the LMSW versus LBSW?

          8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or an LBSW.  Those aren't

          9  designations in the State of Nevada.

         10            MS. WALKER:  So we write LSW for either?

         11  Unless you have your LCSW.

         12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or LISW.

         13            MS. WALKER:  Right.  Is that something

         14  that -- I'm not sure.  I apologize.  This is my first

         15  time here.  Is that something that's been brought up in

         16  the past or something that's a consideration or --

         17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I'm going to think that

         18  your question is -- because I've heard this question

         19  before.  So 17 months on the job, I hear certain

         20  questions by picking up the phone all the time.  Are we

         21  going to be moving into having LMSWs?  And that was

         22  brought up at a Board -- at the May 2018 Board meeting.

         23  And it is parking -- it's on a parking lot for now.

         24            So there are a couple of states that use the

         25  LMSW category.  I'm favorable to it personally and
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          1  professionally, but there's more considerations that

          2  need to be made.  And so the timing of making one more

          3  shift right now is probably why it's parking lot'd.

          4  So.

          5            I would think that if the Board takes that

          6  up, it will probably be in the 2021 session.  Or the

          7  2023 session because it's a -- we'd have to go to the

          8  legislators again.  And so part of it is the appetite

          9  for working with the legislators again right now.

         10  Because there's a couple of other changes we must go

         11  through in order to be successful.  So it's a real

         12  time-taker-upper to add that category at the moment.

         13  But I think it might actually end up in the 2023

         14  session.

         15            MS. WALKER:  Thank you.

         16            MS. ERICKSON:  So the 641B.041 and 641B.044,

         17  the changes of -- reversing the changes made in 2017,

         18  the discussion specifically was for these two that are

         19  highlighted under the supervision of an agency, you see

         20  is lined-out in red -- that became an issue of

         21  discussion and some controversy as to what does that

         22  really mean.

         23            So we took -- we proposed taking that out and

         24  putting in "as an associate in social work" to not

         25  confine the definition of associate and social work and
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          1  social -- licensed social worker as confined under the

          2  supervision of an agency, because that led to a lot of

          3  confusion.

          4            MS. ROSACHI:  I spoke for all of you.  And I

          5  truly tried to convince them to leave the language as

          6  it was because it met the definition of everything that

          7  we are doing, and I was very comfortable just leaving

          8  it the way it was.  And so they agreed that they would

          9  just take it, associated with an agency, away.  And so

         10  it goes back to the original language that was passed

         11  in the law, and actually passed in law in 1987.  So

         12  it's all good language for us.

         13            MS. ERICKSON:  We are ready to move on to

         14  number 2?  Okay.

         15            So Licensing and Supervision, item ii is

         16  length of time an application for licensure will stay

         17  open.

         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So if you're cross-walking

         19  this, this is page 10, and you'll see it in blue ink.

         20            MS. ROSACHI:  The discussion had to do a lot

         21  with some people, once they make an application, they

         22  sometimes have other issues that pop up, so it takes

         23  them some time to actually complete the application.

         24            So what this does is gives them more time, so

         25  that you don't lose the application and have to pay
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          1  again for another application fee.  So it's actually

          2  giving you more time to actually follow through once

          3  the application is made.  It's a good thing.

          4            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment on that?

          5  Okay.

          6            So we'll go on to item iii, removing option

          7  for MSW graduate to take bachelor exam.  I think you

          8  just covered that as well.  So this, again, aligns with

          9  what Karen indicated.  It aligns with what they,

         10  Association of Social Work Boards, requires for --

         11  well, we're aligning with what a majority of the states

         12  in the country do under the Association of Social Work

         13  Boards, since they are our test creator and

         14  administrator.

         15            MS. ROSACHI:  If I recall correctly, the

         16  conversation, though, we need to have everybody

         17  understand, so you guys correct me if I'm wrong.  But

         18  when you get your bachelor's degree in social work, you

         19  can take your test to become a licensed social worker.

         20  If you don't take the test and wait until your master's

         21  degree and then you have to take the advanced test, and

         22  if you fail the advanced test, they won't let you go

         23  back and take the bachelor's test.  So you have to

         24  understand that.

         25            So if you want to be licensed, you want to
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          1  make sure as soon as you get your bachelor's degree,

          2  you take the test for licensure.  That way if you fail

          3  the advanced one, you still are a licensed social

          4  worker.

          5            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Little bit tougher

          6  than --

          7            MS. ROSACHI:  No, it's actually okay, as long

          8  as you understand don't wait to take your test until

          9  you have your master's degree.  Take your test when you

         10  have your bachelor's degree, because then you could be

         11  a licensed social worker.  Then if you fail it, you're

         12  still a licensed social worker and you can continue on.

         13            MS. ERICKSON:  Further comment?  Okay.

         14            Hearing none, we'll move to iv,changing

         15  timeframes for when a failed exam may be retaken.  So

         16  that was a change, I believe, that's on page 12.  That

         17  was, like Karen indicated, changed to may be retaken

         18  every 90 days to give more of an opportunity to pass

         19  this exam.

         20            Any comments?  Okay.

         21            Hearing none.  Moving on to v, reducing

         22  period for restoration of an expired license from three

         23  to two years.  That is on 13.

         24            MS. ROSACHI:  That's also a good thing

         25  because what it does is, if for some reason you lose
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          1  your license, you don't have to wait three years to get

          2  it restored.  You only have to wait two.

          3            So, so far all changes they've been proposing

          4  have been to our advantage because they're giving us

          5  better options.

          6            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment?  Okay.

          7            Vi, stipulating education requirements for a

          8  Provisional "B" license.

          9            MS. ROSACHI:  Can you maybe explain what a

         10  Provisional "B" license is?

         11            MS. ERICKSON:  Karen, what page are we on?

         12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  We're on page 14, 641B.112.

         13  Sometimes I think that somebody else ought to be here

         14  to discuss provisional licenses because when I'm in the

         15  office and somebody calls up about them, there's so few

         16  of them being utilized because they have tricky -- you

         17  know, to use a provisional license, somebody will see

         18  it there, and they think they ought to be getting one

         19  or something.

         20            They're really for specific circumstances,

         21  and I think, once again, if I remember correctly, there

         22  were only seven last year.  So they don't come up very

         23  often.  Although, we get calls about them pretty

         24  frequently.

         25            In my 17 months as Executive Director, I
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          1  haven't been responsible for answering the nitty-gritty

          2  questions on provisional licenses, but Caroline and

          3  Lonnie or Sandy in the office can answer these to Nth

          4  degree.  And, if after today you want to understand a

          5  provisional license better, please write me a note by

          6  email, and I'll give you my business card right now,

          7  and I'll be happy to answer that question

          8  authoritatively as opposed to making up an answer right

          9  now.

         10            So I apologize, but I -- in the office, I

         11  turned to somebody that knows the answer rather than

         12  trying to make stuff up with anybody.  I'm always

         13  going, "Hold on a minute, let me hand you off to

         14  Caroline," or whatever.  Because I don't want people to

         15  have me confuse them.  I am really afraid that if I say

         16  much more, it will be more confusing than helpful.

         17            They're just rarely used, and, for the most

         18  part, we try to talk people out of using the

         19  provisional options because they -- you can shoot

         20  yourself in the foot on some of these.  So they can be

         21  a problem for you.  And so we're always trying to make

         22  it easier for people.  It's usually easier to just get

         23  a license the regular way.

         24            That's about all I know about it.  And I'm

         25  trying to find my business card so I can give them to
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          1  anybody who might want to ask me -- send me an email

          2  and ask me a question later, and I'm really happy to

          3  answer those.  And I'll get those, whatever you have to

          4  say, in the public comment appropriately also.

          5            MS. ERICKSON:  Provisional licenses "A" and

          6  "B" are both licenses that are temporary in nature and

          7  we essentially indicated that it would be more

          8  reciprocated across state lines.

          9            And also, as Karen indicated, down on page 14

         10  in 4.(b), there's a typo that provisional licensing

         11  period of nine months was moved to 90 days expires, and

         12  that's until exam -- taking the exam.  It's a temporary

         13  license until you can secure your full exam.

         14            Further comments about provisional?

         15            MS. PETERSON:  So when it says you have to be

         16  30 units into the master's degree program -- I'm in the

         17  concentrate year, and so would mean I really wouldn't

         18  be able to qualify for that because I'm only -- that

         19  would be the last semester of my college degree, in

         20  which I would probably already be applying for a

         21  regular license?

         22            Okay.  Thank you.

         23            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Somehow 30 business cards

         24  that I've brought in here have --

         25            So if you see a rubber band with 30 business
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          1  cards around.

          2            MS. ERICKSON:  So we covered vi and vii,

          3  unless there's further comment or question about

          4  provisional?  Which, again, we don't have --

          5            MS. CORTEZ:  Yes.  The same question.  So

          6  that means you have to complete your master's degree

          7  within three years that you graduated to obtain your

          8  bachelor's degree?  Or am I confusing that?

          9            MS. FITZGERALD:  May I?  On page 14, if you

         10  look at item 6, it gives you a pretty decent

         11  explanation of what a provisional license holder would

         12  do.  And that it's just getting them provisional, or

         13  short-term license to engage in social work, under the

         14  supervision of a licensed social worker, points (a) and

         15  points (b) there.

         16            So it's kind of like you're allowed to start

         17  being -- working as a social worker prior to actually

         18  having your degree.  Short term.  Provisional.  And

         19  I -- forgive me if I'm out of line explaining that, but

         20  that seems to answer it to me.

         21            MS. CORTEZ:  Thank you.

         22            MS. ERICKSON:  Moving to viii, increasing

         23  fees for applications, initial licensure, endorsement,

         24  and renewals.

         25            MS. VAN PATTEN:  I have a question.  I was
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          1  just curious as to why the increase, and how you guys

          2  came up with that proposed number as opposed to, you

          3  know, because it was such a wide range that it could

          4  have been.

          5            MS. ERICKSON:  Do you want to discuss?

          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  There are three people in

          7  the room that walked through that process I'm going to

          8  describe to you during the legislative session:  Our

          9  president, Vikki Erickson; our Capital Partner in every

         10  way, Miranda Hoover; and myself.  So we have been

         11  walking this walk since January 1st.

         12            So if I ever jump to some conclusion that

         13  you're not going to with me, know that I got here in a

         14  really long, hard way.  Because before January started,

         15  I had been on the job since April 2nd the prior year.

         16  I'm a cynical and skeptical person, as people who have

         17  known me for a long time would tell you.

         18            When I started at the Board of Examiners for

         19  Social Workers, when somebody told me we needed fee

         20  increases, I said, "really?"  It wasn't my first bite.

         21  But for the longest process, we clawed back through our

         22  work.  And it turns out that the Board of Examiners for

         23  Social Workers, about 20 years ago, we started running

         24  behind.  Not with the public part, but with the --

         25  well, it is the public part, but not with the
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          1  outward-facing part, but the inward-facing part.

          2            So when it came time to get licenses out the

          3  door, getting CEUs approved, doing a number of things,

          4  we could keep things moving along.  But on the back

          5  end, we have a very large backlog of disciplinary cases

          6  in our compliance unit.  We have a backlog to 2009.

          7  And we don't have investigative staff, and we don't

          8  have enough attorney fees to pay for the cases.

          9            So somebody will make a complaint against a

         10  social worker, and we're a regulatory Board.  We need

         11  to deal with those complaints, and we don't have enough

         12  whatever to get that done.

         13            The backlog started when the first executive

         14  director left.  She handed the backlog off to --

         15  essentially, I'll just say there's basically been

         16  three.  There's been a few fits and starts in between,

         17  but basically there's been three, except for folks like

         18  me that have been through all of that.  The first gal,

         19  Rose, had to hand off the backlog.  Not because she

         20  wanted to, but because she couldn't get it all done.

         21  She gave it off to Kim, who wanted to get it all done

         22  but didn't have enough hours in the day and handed it

         23  off to me.

         24            So I went back to see -- we never, on a sweet

         25  spot, were collecting enough fees to pay for what we
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          1  needed to get our work done.  So let's just set that

          2  aside.  So that's not a big enough problem.

          3            The next thing that came along in 2015 is

          4  that we received -- have you ever heard of unfunded

          5  mandates?

          6            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Um-hum.

          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I know you have.  It's been

          8  your work for decades -- right? -- dealing with

          9  unfunded mandates.

         10            So this Board, as many Boards in

         11  commission -- of the Boards in commission, in general,

         12  there's about 300 in the State of Nevada -- or a couple

         13  of hundred, whatever there is -- about a third of

         14  Nevadans are licensees.  But our Board didn't charge

         15  enough in fees.  This is going way back.

         16            So when the unfunded mandates came down

         17  saying that we had to have reserves in the bank in case

         18  there was an emergency or whatever, we're supposed to

         19  -- depending on who's telling us -- we're supposed to

         20  have five to six months of reserves, if you're

         21  listening to the legislative branch of government, or

         22  eight to 12 months of reserves if you're listening to

         23  the executive branch of government.  You know, I might

         24  have that wrong depending on who's speaking, but we've

         25  heard various things.
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          1            We have zero dollars in reserves.  We have

          2  been on a razor's edge of bankruptcy this year.

          3  Insolvency.  So I'm just trying to be clear.  This is

          4  not a big secret.  This has been in public meetings.

          5  It's part of minutes.  It's part of Board minutes.

          6  It's part of minutes in front of the legislators, et

          7  cetera.  This is not like quiet talk down the road

          8  here.

          9            We also have to have things like Windows

         10  compatible computers.  I'll just make that up.  That's

         11  kind of an easier one to solve; right?  But we don't

         12  have money for that, and the State of Nevada expects

         13  that.

         14            MS. ROSACHI:  I was going to say, maybe I can

         15  help you.  What probably most of you don't know is that

         16  the Board itself has to be self-funded.  In other

         17  words, most state agencies have the opportunity to go

         18  to legislature, and when they're running short, ask for

         19  some general funds or some other funds to cover their

         20  expenses.

         21            But licensing Boards do not have that

         22  opportunity.  So they have to -- they get all their

         23  funds from the licensees themselves.  So they have to

         24  look at their own organization to figure out how they

         25  can go ahead and fund the necessary expenses that she's
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          1  talking about.  And so she's at the point now where

          2  she's got to come to us and ask us for some help.

          3  That's what she's attempting to describe right now.

          4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So what are some other

          5  unfunded mandates that we're looking at right now?

          6            MS. HOOVER:  One thing that we all know is we

          7  just got online renewals.  That was part of the

          8  discussion from the legislature last summer.  Have any

          9  of you ever testified at the legislature?  Awesome.

         10  Thank you.  That's a huge part.

         11            So in between our legislature, which you are

         12  only 120 days every other year, they have committees

         13  that happen during what's called the interim year

         14  period.  Last summer, during the interim period, the

         15  committee met and the Board of Social Work was a huge,

         16  hot topic.  And, as Karen described, we are required to

         17  have a cash accrual system, which is essentially a

         18  checking account and savings account.  Right now, we do

         19  not have a savings account as Karen described.

         20            Two, as a licensing Board, we have to get

         21  online renewals, which if any of you renewed in the

         22  last few months, you'll know that we have online

         23  renewals.  Yay.  And, hopefully, if so, you've taken

         24  our online renewal survey.  If you haven't, please take

         25  that.
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          1            We have everything from cash accruals,

          2  getting online, and really trying to work on our

          3  licensing numbers overall.  And we have a very short

          4  window to get this done.  They gave us until 2023 to

          5  get this done.

          6            And with, as Karen described, our backlog of

          7  cases right now, we're trying to figure out an increase

          8  in staff, potentially, and we're just trying to figure

          9  out how to continue online licensing; how to ensure the

         10  website stays maintained, stays posted.  It all costs

         11  money.

         12            So I know that, looking at these numbers,

         13  it's very scary, and I know looking at fee ceiling

         14  versus what is proposed -- our number one goal, and

         15  what I told Karen and Vikki when I first started was

         16  let's go high on the fee ceiling so that I don't have

         17  to come back next legislative session and explain to

         18  legislators why we need another fee increase.

         19            I would rather go a little bit higher than

         20  what everyone's comfortable with during this

         21  administrative process that you all are here to take

         22  part in today.  We will decide on a good number for

         23  today.

         24            This Board is not looking to increase your

         25  fees every six months.  We're hoping that this increase
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          1  is going to be the fix we need to get us to the next

          2  legislative session, and when the legislators call us,

          3  call me, call Karen, call Vikki, and they say what

          4  progress have you made over the last two years, we can

          5  show them not only on paper the facts and the data, but

          6  we can also show them our bank account and say, hey, we

          7  do have some money in reserves.

          8            So I hope that helps.

          9            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So I'm still answering this

         10  question, and I'll -- if you're asking me questions,

         11  I'll --

         12            MS. BARTELL:  No.  It was about what she

         13  said.

         14            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Then why don't you --

         15            (Inaudible commentary amongst

         16            participants.)

         17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Crosstalk right now.

         18            MS. BARTELL:  So this fight for getting

         19  funded, is there anything to do with raising the pay

         20  for the workers also?  Does that correlate at all?

         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It's --

         22            MS. BARTELL:  Rasing the license without

         23  trying to raise the pay to pay for the license.

         24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So I'm going to parking-lot

         25  that.  So pretend that I brought a -- which I forgot to
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          1  do.  I was so good at this at our last meeting, that

          2  easel right here, and it's got a flow chart on it.

          3            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.

          4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And I'm going to

          5  parking-lot that discussion because it's a side

          6  discussion.  And I want to get back to answering your

          7  question before we come to you, Mike.

          8            So the -- so how did we come about with

          9  things?  So I tried to lay some background so this

         10  starts to make sense.  So what you're cross-walking for

         11  me right now, if you will, is on page 15.  This is what

         12  got written into legislation by the legislators.  This

         13  is a proposed -- I'm sorry.

         14            This discusses what the legislature does.

         15  This discusses what the legislature does.  This

         16  discusses what's happened historically.  And here's the

         17  proposals.

         18            So this blue column is lining up with the NAC

         19  changes.  This light blue column should be matching

         20  page 15.  But let me explain how you're getting to the

         21  light blue column, which is your specific question.

         22  I'm not forgetting that.

         23            So fee ceilings were instituted by the

         24  legislation in 1987, in 1993, and 1995.  We have not

         25  had a fee ceiling increase since 1995.  What we did in
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          1  the last session was as for fee ceiling increases.  So

          2  we jumped up a big number in here with no intent to

          3  move to this big number anytime soon.

          4            This was -- this created a lot of fear out

          5  there that the Board would jump to the big number if we

          6  got this embedded here.  This is just this Board's

          7  intent not to have to go back to the legislation --

          8  legislators again and ask for a fee ceiling increase.

          9            Before you can ever ask for an increase, you

         10  have to have room within your ceiling to work with.

         11  Historically, in 1987, in each of these categories,

         12  these were where we were at.  And so these were when

         13  they got jumped up.

         14            So in '87 we took a fee increase; '93 we took

         15  a fee increase; '99 we took a lot of fee increases.

         16  You can see they're incremental.  There's never any

         17  big, huge jump in any particular year.  In 2003, there

         18  were some increases, in the 2015, and then we hit our

         19  caps.  And then we couldn't keep working.  We couldn't

         20  make ends meet.  We were on -- into insolvency, which

         21  led us to asking for these big numbers here.

         22            But your question more specifically is why in

         23  the heck did we choose this set of numbers.  And that's

         24  the interesting discussion.  So we've been receiving

         25  feedback since January.  And I have it all captured.  I
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          1  capture every piece of feedback from anybody, any way.

          2  Any type of media that you want to contact the Board,

          3  we capture all of it and we feed it back to the Board.

          4  So in -- on July 30th, 31st, the Board listened to the

          5  summary of all the feedback.

          6            This particular recommendation is the most

          7  interesting to me about how it came about, so I love

          8  telling this story.  When we were looking at how can we

          9  make ends meet on the budget, and, of course, we tried

         10  to look at a 10 percent budget increase, but that

         11  doesn't help us.

         12            If we asked for a 50 percent increase over

         13  what we're charged right now, I could hit our

         14  legislative mandates next year.  But I am a kind of a

         15  gutsy person, and I'm okay with going back to

         16  legislators and saying we're not going to hit your

         17  legislative mandates until 2023.  I know you wanted

         18  them in 2015 and you wanted them again in 2017 and you

         19  wanted them again 2018, during the sunset committee

         20  last hour, and you wanted them during when we were in

         21  session in 2019.  But given our budget projections,

         22  we're going to tell you we'll hit your unfunded

         23  mandates that you tell us we must do by 2023, if we do

         24  a 25 percent increase.

         25            I didn't come up with this number by myself.
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          1  A student group at the University of Nevada, Reno,

          2  undergraduate students, bachelor students who are just

          3  getting ready to graduate -- are any of you in that

          4  policy class that came up with this 25 percent number

          5  by chance?

          6            This group of policy students, who are

          7  members of FUSED as well as some other policy groups at

          8  UNR, studied our minutes, studied our situation, so

          9  forth and so on, and worked with Senator Woodhouse and

         10  talked to her at length and said, we think a 25 percent

         11  increase is palatable.

         12            I went back and plucked in the numbers into

         13  our budget and projected numbers, like when can we get

         14  our backlog reduced if we had attorney fees and

         15  investigators to actually investigate our cases; when

         16  could we get our applications online; when could we get

         17  our disciplinary compliance unit stuff online.  So

         18  there's a whole bunch of stuff we're supposed to be

         19  doing.  If we got all that done at 25 percent increase,

         20  it would hit 2023.

         21            So I went, I'll stand that up in front of the

         22  legislator that wants to take me down.  Because I

         23  thought it was a good understanding of what all the

         24  summary statements had been coming into our office and

         25  all the fear and all the different positions that
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          1  people took.

          2            What was really interesting to me about the

          3  25 percent as opposed to the $25 increase per category,

          4  which was also looked at, was a $25 increase per

          5  category was disproportionate to the newly graduated.

          6  So an application that would be increased from $40 by

          7  $25 would be $65.  A $40 application for somebody newly

          8  graduated at a 25 percent increase brings it to $50.

          9  So it was a lower hit on a new graduate.  So that was

         10  why it was 25 percent instead of $25.

         11            Let's take that to the most highest-paid

         12  social workers, the LCSWs.  If they get a $25 increase

         13  to 150, it's 175.  If they get a 25 percent increase,

         14  it's 187.50.

         15            So the group on July 30th and 31st, after

         16  much discussion, decided that it was proportionately

         17  more fair to hit the highest-paid social workers with

         18  the 25 percent increase, the 187.50.

         19            And I'll tell you, I couldn't have made these

         20  numbers up if I tried.  What was so fascinated is it

         21  came straight out of this group of students who

         22  testified in the legislature several times, who banded

         23  together as a group, a forcefield, if you will, who

         24  came in public situations, and not only spent publicly

         25  in big groups, if you saw them there, but also tackled
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          1  me independently; Vikki independently; Miranda

          2  independently; senators independently; so forth and so

          3  on.  And they came up with 25 percent.  They thought it

          4  was a palatable fix because they understood the Board's

          5  position.  And they went through the trouble to

          6  actually go back to the Board minutes and understand

          7  what the Board was suggesting with trying to stay

          8  viable.

          9            That's the A to Z answer.

         10            MS. BARTELL:  Thank you.

         11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You're welcome.

         12            So before I get to do my -- and I'm so sorry,

         13  I forgot your name.

         14            MS. BARTELL:  Donna Bartell.

         15            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So, Ms. Bartell, you were

         16  wondering about raising --

         17            MS. BARTELL:  The income.  I mean, because

         18  the Board is for the -- it's a state Board; right?

         19  It's State of Nevada jobs.  Everybody wouldn't know

         20  this.  I was looking at your letterhead.

         21            So this is not a state employment site that

         22  I -- state employees at all?  That's why I thought they

         23  were.  I thought it was people that worked for state

         24  employees.

         25            MS. ERICKSON:  It's a regulatory Board
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          1  that --

          2            MS. BARTELL:  So if you -- you couldn't have

          3  a position at this agency on the Board of Examiners as

          4  a state employee?

          5            MS. ERICKSON:  Well it's -- the folks that

          6  work at the Board are state employees of the Board, but

          7  the Board's role is regulation of the licensure.

          8            MS. BARTELL:  Everybody's elected on that

          9  Board?

         10            MS. ERICKSON:  Not elected.  Their appointed

         11  by Boards and commissions of the governor's office.

         12  And then there's staff that work at the Board, that do

         13  the daily tasks of the Board.

         14            MS. BARTELL:  And the support of the social

         15  workers that are licensed.

         16            MS. ERICKSON:  Well, it's a -- the Social

         17  Work Board regulates licensure.  So complaints would

         18  come in, hypothetically, or people apply for licensure

         19  or questions about maintaining licensure or

         20  transitioning licensure from another state would come

         21  in.  So they regulate that.  Kind of like the DMV would

         22  regulate a driver's license.  We regulate the social

         23  work license.

         24            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  So it is self-funded.

         25            MS. ERICKSON:  Self-funded.
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          1            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  By the fees.

          2            MS. ERICKSON:  By the fees.

          3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Just in order -- because

          4  he's behind you.  I don't want to tell you what to do,

          5  Vikki, but Mike had his hand up for a question next.

          6  Mike McMann.

          7            MR. McMAHON:  It's all right.  Finish up with

          8  the conversation.  I can come back.

          9            MS. ERICKSON:  Does that answer the question?

         10            MS. BARTELL:  Oh, no, I just thought since

         11  they're fighting to raise our fees, they were going to

         12  fight to raise our pay.  But that's probably --

         13            MS. ROSACHI:  That'd be like an NASW.

         14            MS. BARTELL:  NASW.  Yeah.

         15            MS. ROSACHI:  Different group.

         16            MS. ERICKSON:  Although, many of us are

         17  social workers on the Board.

         18            MS. BARTELL:  Right.  Yeah.  And were a --

         19  those on the Board are fighting to raise the fees.

         20  Because it's unfunded, you have to fund your own -- and

         21  a lot of people -- there are more violations -- did

         22  they find there is more violations versus people

         23  following the code of ethics?  Have they done a type of

         24  study on that?

         25            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Um-hum.
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          1            MS. BARTELL:  Because if you followed the

          2  code of ethics, you'd have less violations.  I was just

          3  wondering what kind of studies that the Board was

          4  doing.  That way you wouldn't have to have as much

          5  fees, as much -- another position to, you know, pay for

          6  another position to get investigations done.

          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So in a 10-year period

          8  ending in 2018, the calendar year 2018, I've been -- I

          9  hope I quote this correctly -- there were 224 cases

         10  brought to the Board of complaints asking for sanctions

         11  against licensees.  And of those 224 complaints, 20 of

         12  them were brought to conclusion with sanctions against

         13  licensees.  The remaining 204 cases were either

         14  dismissed or discharged.

         15            So a complaint, in and of itself, we have to

         16  follow through on.  But not all complaints are verified

         17  or warranted for investigation, and so they're not

         18  necessarily something we would follow through on.

         19            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.

         20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  If a complaint is verified

         21  and worthy of continuing with an investigation, in

         22  order words, somebody is violating either the Nevada

         23  revised statute, which we're not -- we don't have a

         24  copy of in front of us today -- but they're violating

         25  NRS 641B or they're violating NAC641B, then the Board
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          1  will conduct an investigation to try to find out an

          2  abundance of evidence.

          3            So this isn't like a crime case on NCIS where

          4  it's a crime beyond a shadow of a doubt.  We're not in

          5  criminal law here, generally speaking.  We're,

          6  generally speaking, in administrative law.

          7  Administrative law is an abundance of evidence, and

          8  that's 50 percent of evidence plus the other.  We have

          9  to have that much evidence before we can do a sanction

         10  against a social worker.

         11            So it's a process, and I think that gives you

         12  a sense, of all the many cases we might receive, how

         13  many actually are brought to conclusion.

         14            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.

         15            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Twenty cases over a 10-year

         16  period when you have over -- during that year, we had

         17  3,000 social workers in -- or in 2018, we had 3,000

         18  social workers -- is not a heck of a lot of people that

         19  actually have sanctions against them.

         20            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.

         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  However, the public expects

         22  that if somebody's not following NRS 641B or NAC 641B,

         23  that we will follow through on a complaint to find out

         24  what's up there and get it remedied.

         25            Some other remedies are more education to the
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          1  person.  Some remedies are more extreme and they lose

          2  their license.  So there's a whole range of sanctions

          3  that take place, and there's a whole other discussion

          4  that takes place in NACs in part in the fifth section,

          5  and in the NRS, the Nevada revised statute.

          6            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.

          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Did that answer your

          8  question?

          9            MS. BARTELL:  Oh, yeah.  Um-hum.

         10            MS. DeHART:  I was just kind of Googling

         11  here.  For the record, I think that it's important to

         12  keep the Board intact with the money that it needs in

         13  order to continue with our profession in the community,

         14  and I know there was a push to try to put us all under

         15  one Board, LADCs and psychologists.

         16            I was just looking at their fees, and the

         17  LADCs are 495, and then the psychologists are 965, so I

         18  don't really feel this is out of line at all.  I feel

         19  like you guys probably definitely need that money.

         20  That's just my -- looking at the other Boards, that

         21  money doesn't seem to be out of line to them.

         22            MS. BOSLER:  I totally agree a hundred

         23  percent.  I would like to stay independent, and I don't

         24  think it's out of line at all.

         25            MS. ERICKSON:  I really like that.  I was
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          1  Googling, for the record.

          2            (Laughter.)

          3            MR. McMANN:  First of all, I'd like to thank

          4  you for the background as far as the thought process

          5  behind the rate increases and also your continuation in

          6  terms of looking ahead for the rates.  That's good

          7  information to have moving forward.  It is very

          8  logical.  So your logic is not flawed as far as being

          9  able to move forward and being able to cover the

         10  operational costs.

         11            Rota and I are probably the only two in the

         12  room who have a background -- that can remember back

         13  when a person by the name of Dr. Jane Lamb stepped

         14  forward to the Nevada legislature with a bill draft to

         15  create the Board of Examiners for Social Workers.

         16            At that time, economically, things were very

         17  lean in the state.  And one of the concessions that was

         18  made in order to get the Board created was to make the

         19  Board independent and self-sufficient.

         20            The legislature nor any of the people who

         21  were involved in the actual creation of the Board of

         22  Examiners had any understanding in terms of what the

         23  cost for operation would actually be.  It was figured

         24  that using an adjustment for rates for fees would be

         25  able to accommodate that similar in the way it does in
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          1  other professions.

          2            The problem is, today -- the problem is, is

          3  that social workers are a finite group of people.  We

          4  also are in a different economic level than other

          5  licensed professionals.  We don't have the ability to

          6  generate the revenue those types of professionals

          7  would -- those other public Boards that can afford

          8  those fees to be self-sufficient.

          9            It seems to be that right now in the State of

         10  Nevada, the state is struggling with being able to try

         11  and fill the need for licensed social workers within

         12  state, and it's having a hard time doing that.  We've

         13  gone to an exercise a couple of years ago where we're

         14  trying to soften reciprocity issues for licensing and

         15  that type of thing, but it still doesn't fill the need

         16  we have within the state and the growing need we have

         17  for social workers.

         18            So I don't think we've ever really had an

         19  opportunity to compare the finances of operating this

         20  organization with meeting the needs and expanding the

         21  capacity for additional social workers within the

         22  state.

         23            So it seems to me -- and I'll circle back

         24  with you, ma'am -- that we need to have a real hard

         25  look at where we're at, and this obviously is one
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          1  stopgap measure to be able to address the financial

          2  needs to be able to keep ourselves solvent.  But, at

          3  the same time, I also think we need to look beyond

          4  that.

          5            It seems to me that Senator Woodhouse would

          6  be a supporter for social workers.  It seems to me that

          7  Theresa would be a good supporter for social workers

          8  and would be willing to help sponsor or craft a bill

          9  that would give, possibly, a one-time allocation to the

         10  Board of Examiners, possibly a multi-year for included

         11  a certain dollar amount with dollar amount within a

         12  budget that would be considered a contribution.

         13  Because, in my mind, if the State of Nevada truly does

         14  value the work of social workers, they can damn well

         15  stand behind it.

         16            Thank you.

         17            MS. ROSACHI:  Left us speechless.

         18            MS. DeHART:  And possibly if this comes to

         19  where, you know, there's some negotiation on it, and

         20  rather than, you know, taking a lower fee of 125, we

         21  could keep it at 175, and then maybe have a program

         22  where people could apply for a hardship or a

         23  scholarship, and that way you're only going to take

         24  that individual once that, you know, would need the

         25  assistance instead of lowering the fee for everybody,
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          1  you know?  That way we keep the revenue higher that

          2  way, if you have a negotiating chip maybe.

          3            Just an idea.

          4            MS. BOSLER:  I don't think that people who

          5  are licensed in this state understand that the Board is

          6  self-supporting.  And I would appreciate it if, you

          7  know, we can send something with the license renewal

          8  just to explain that.

          9            I'm licensed in California as well, and I

         10  pay -- think I pay $120 every two years.  But the Board

         11  is completely supported.  So it's -- it's what it is.

         12  It is what it is.

         13            So maybe some education around the fee

         14  structures and the needs would be really important.

         15            MS. PETERSON:  I have some additional

         16  comments on that.  I received my undergraduate degree

         17  in social work from Arizona State University, and since

         18  then I moved here.  I am not licensed yet, but I need

         19  to develop my understudy concentrate program.  So I'm

         20  not totally aware if this already existed or not.  I

         21  know that somebody already came and presented to our

         22  social work students at the beginning of the year and

         23  kind of gave a brief overview of the Board.

         24            Something that might be helpful is creating a

         25  video that could be shared on your website and shared
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          1  in schools of social work that's easily accessible and

          2  explains this, so you don't have to explain this time

          3  and time again through phone calls and other things

          4  like that.  That would give people a really solid

          5  understanding of what the Board is.  Because, as a

          6  young person, not having an idea of any of that, it's

          7  very easy to see this and be very critical.  My opinion

          8  has definitely changed in this conversation and hearing

          9  you remind that.

         10            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comments,

         11  conversations?  Okay.

         12            Number ix, disallowing payments by cash.

         13            Karen discussed that as well, about our

         14  online process now accepting debit or credit card.  So

         15  that's a change so cash isn't floating around the

         16  office.  And what page is this on?

         17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Page 16, at the top.

         18            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So 16, item 1.

         19            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It starts at the very

         20  bottom of 15, and then it goes to 16.

         21            MS. ERICKSON:  Oh, okay.  Any comments about

         22  that?  Let's save up all your pennies and bring all

         23  your pennies all in a penny jar.

         24            MS. PETERSON:  I have not looked at our

         25  website, but is it clearly stated about credit card
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          1  fees on the website as well?  Or do you charge credit

          2  card fees, or does the Board eat that cost?

          3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  The fee structure itself is

          4  eating the cost of the credit card fees.

          5            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.

          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So it's costing money to

          7  process the credit cards.

          8            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.

          9            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And it, you know, when I

         10  get the statements that say that Discover costs this

         11  much or American Express costs that much or whatever,

         12  whatever, whatever.  They are changing rapidly.  Not

         13  always upwards.  They're just the little .00 whatever,

         14  you know, that little number is changing all the time,

         15  so it's not like -- I could never keep up with it on

         16  the website.  I can't even keep up with in it the mail.

         17  It's like, really, okay, fine.  So we're trying to sort

         18  that all the time.

         19            So, yes, it does cost.  It goes against fees.

         20            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.

         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It's not in addition to the

         22  fees.

         23            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.

         24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So, I guess, in a way,

         25  using credit cards costs money.
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          1            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.

          2            MS. OPPENLANDER:  On the other hand, when we

          3  were processing cash, it costs money.  You know, people

          4  were having to enter something and deal with the cash

          5  and make a bank deposit and go to the bank or other

          6  more modern merking methods of running the cash through

          7  the machine really fast.  But then you have to deal

          8  with the machine.  It's a whole story.  So any way

          9  you're going to process money costs money to do it.

         10            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.

         11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  But we're not charging fees

         12  over and above the fee.

         13            MS. PETERSON:  Thank you.

         14            MS. ERICKSON:  Any more comments about that?

         15  Questions?  Okay.

         16            So it looks like we're on post-graduate

         17  internships, x, removing "substantially equivalent"

         18  language on hours being counted from an internship in

         19  another state.

         20            Where are we at on that one?

         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Eighteen.  Page 18,

         22  641B.150.  So might be one of them, yeah.  Nevermind.

         23            MS. ERICKSON:  So it looks like this -- it

         24  makes it easier to -- in reciprocity for licensure?

         25            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)
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          1            MS. ERICKSON:  It seems to be a trend

          2  throughout the country according to the ASWB.  Makes it

          3  easier to make the move to another state without

          4  worrying about having to take additional internship

          5  hours, being respectful of the other licensing Boards

          6  in the other states, and the work that they've done in

          7  licensing.

          8            Any comments about that one?  Okay.

          9            So going on to xi, increasing number of

         10  interns a supervisor can have to 3 to 4.

         11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  That's on page 21.

         12            MS. ERICKSON:  We're just trying to stress

         13  out the internship supervisor a little bit more.  This

         14  is also in an effort to make it a little easier for an

         15  intern to find an internship supervisor, since there

         16  was that cap.

         17            MS. ROSACHI:  Actually, it's also because

         18  there's a lack of so many supervisors.  And so if any

         19  of you are in the position to supervise, they are

         20  looking for people that would be willing to take on

         21  students to keep the internships too.

         22            MS. BOSLER:  I got trained as a supervisor.

         23  Corrine got trained as a supervisor.  But the minutia

         24  around it, both of us decided not to.  It's too

         25  complex.  It's too convoluted.
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          1            MS. ROSACHI:  From the social work --

          2  internship side or the --

          3            MS. BOSLER:  From the supervisor side.

          4            MS. ROSACHI:  From the internship side.

          5            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  Yeah.  I mean, those of

          6  us who supervised over the years, this seemed to be

          7  over the top, you know?  So if that could be

          8  streamlined in some way or --

          9            MS. ROSACHI:  It's a different opportunity,

         10  but Karen and I sit on an advisory Board that we might

         11  be able to bring this discussion up.

         12            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  That would be fantastic.

         13            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Even if they made it a

         14  little bit less.  Every six months instead of --

         15            MS. ROSACHI:  We still need to look at the

         16  criteria.

         17            MS. BOSLER:  If even the training was just

         18  free.  Because it was just -- I didn't get it and I've

         19  been a 30-year social worker.  And I thought, I don't

         20  know what you're talking about.  And when I went

         21  through the documents, I thought, yeah, there's a

         22  liability here that I'm not willing to take on, so --

         23            Honestly, that's my honest opinion.

         24            MS. ERICKSON:  Further comments about that?

         25            Xii, reducing the frequency of post-graduate
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          1  internship progress reports from quarterly to every six

          2  months.  So that will make the minutia a little bit

          3  easier, I think.  Hopefully.  That was the goal in

          4  that.

          5            MS. BOSLER:  Oh, yeah.  I think that's

          6  probably true.

          7            MS. ERICKSON:  And I think on both sides too.

          8  It decreases the work for the Board to review those.

          9            MS. DeHART:  A comment.  You know, with the

         10  push to de-professionalize us in the state agencies and

         11  not let -- you know, you don't have to be a social

         12  worker anymore, so those locations used to have more

         13  internships.  So you've lost a lot of places where you

         14  can have them, you know, too.

         15            MS. BOSLER:  A comment on that.  I think

         16  that's a crisis.  And I think that's a pity and a

         17  shame.  Historically, institutions would step up, and

         18  there was a lot of opportunity for students to get

         19  their hours.  And now, it's -- I feel like it's sort of

         20  abusive to the students who are working for low pay or

         21  begging for time or whatever.  It's just not right.

         22            MS. TAYLOR:  Just reporting that, I think so

         23  much of this is pretty straightforward, and, really,

         24  from a -- agencies that provide that to students, to

         25  those of us who could supervise, so much of this could
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          1  be templates that are filled out, more clearly defined.

          2  But it doesn't have to be reinventing the wheel for

          3  each new person that steps in, or each agency that

          4  agrees to take this on if it had been really well

          5  formatted.

          6            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  Further comments on

          7  that?

          8            MS. BOSLER:  I'm totally against students

          9  paying for their clinical time being supervised.  I

         10  think that's shocking.

         11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I think one of the most

         12  exciting conversations that I've listened to in a long

         13  time was the Board retreat on June 30th -- sorry, July

         14  30th and 31st -- and the Board retreat had 70 people

         15  from the community there.  And, if you think of this a

         16  little differently about what was going on in this

         17  conversation, there was a lot of creativity being

         18  expressed among Board members, among people who are

         19  supervising clinical social work interns, among people

         20  who were from the University of Nevada in Las Vegas, as

         21  well as the University of Nevada, et cetera. There's

         22  just a lot of conversation about this, and it got

         23  delved into for probably an hour and a half about how

         24  to change it.

         25            How we could, collegially, start to get on
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          1  better with the Board and the universities and the

          2  associations and the -- whoever wants to have a

          3  discussion with us to change this.  And so there was a

          4  lot of proclamations made.

          5            For example, there's a Board member who said,

          6  I refuse to supervise anybody unless it's written into

          7  the contract that the agency that they're working for

          8  is paying me.  I will not charge a student for my time.

          9  And I learned it that way.  And I'm paying it forward

         10  that way.

         11            So she spoke up about this at length.  And

         12  then somebody else said, I, too, pay it forward, and I

         13  refuse to supervise a student who's having to pay me

         14  for their hours.  If it's not the agency that's paying,

         15  then I have nothing to do with it.

         16            So there was a lot of proclamation going on.

         17  It was a real interesting conversation going on about

         18  how to change this whole mindset, and why it needs to

         19  be changed.

         20            There's a lot of understanding, a lot of

         21  agreement with your statement, and I just wanted to put

         22  it out there that I thought it was a very

         23  well-considered conversation during the Board retreat,

         24  because there's a great deal of concern that the

         25  clinical social worker intern particularly is
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          1  suffering -- still suffering from debt for their

          2  student loans, in a low-paying profession, typically a

          3  woman, sometimes a woman of color, so forth and so on.

          4            So if you take our profession against

          5  nursing, against teachers, we're the lowest-paid

          6  profession.  And you start taking out all of the other

          7  categories in there, you're the lowest paid of the

          8  lowest paid.  And then you're going to pay your

          9  supervisor on top of it?  Really?

         10            Now, on the other hand, I hear that the

         11  supervisor has a lot of risk involved.  This is under

         12  their licensure.  This clinical social work internship

         13  hours, that's under the supervisor's licensure.  You're

         14  not licensed yet, they are.  So, you know, it's like

         15  they're putting a lot of risk out there.  So they

         16  deserve to be paid, but who should be doing the paying?

         17            And so very, very good conversation.  Very

         18  robust and very future-thinking about how to change the

         19  world we're in and the worldview.

         20            So just letting you know that I got to listen

         21  to that, and I'm grateful.  I see change afoot.

         22            MS. ERICKSON:  All right.  So moving

         23  continuing education, specifying that a retired

         24  licensee must still complete suicide prevention CEUs

         25  for renewal of a license.
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          1            So, Karen, you mentioned that that was in

          2  statute?

          3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Um-hum.

          4            MS. ROSACHI:  I think it is time limited.  I

          5  think there is a sunset.  I couldn't find it, so I

          6  couldn't pull it up on my phone.  You might want to

          7  look at it and see if it is sunset.  I want to say it

          8  is 2024 or something like that.

          9            MS. HOOVER:  I believe it is 2026.

         10            MS. ROSACHI:  2026.

         11            MS. HOOVER:  Yes.  And it is in statute.

         12            MS. BARTELL:  I just have a question.  How

         13  did it come up with the age of 65?  And also what is

         14  the definition of "retired"?  Getting a pension or

         15  just -- you just say, I'm done.  I'm retired from

         16  working and then it has to correlate with the age that

         17  you both be retired and 65?

         18            MS. BOSLER:  I have a license.  I'm retired,

         19  but I still work 10 hours contract.  I'm not exactly

         20  sure, but I think it's, like, it's, I'm going to say 70

         21  and you park your license and then it sort of sits

         22  there.

         23            And I'm assuming that these suicide

         24  prevention CEUs, you can park your license so you can

         25  resurrect it if you need some time -- I'm assuming you
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          1  have to do your suicide prevention CEUs.  Is that --

          2  it's not active.  You have an inactive license is the

          3  idea; is that correct?

          4            MS. ERICKSON:  I guess that makes sense.

          5            MS. BOSLER:  And in California, it's 70.

          6            MS. BARTELL:  Wow.

          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  We're referring to the

          8  language that's under 641B.187, at the bottom of page

          9  24.  Most of this pre-dates me.  I don't know about why

         10  they picked 65 as opposed to 95 or whatever, but

         11  somebody did.

         12            What I do know about this is when I was 65,

         13  if I had said I wanted to retire my social work

         14  license, and I wasn't practicing at the time, I could

         15  have done so and not had to go out and get 36 CEUs all

         16  the time.  I could have just bypassed all that and just

         17  got the suicide prevention CEU.  Just paid for those

         18  and moved on.

         19            The realty is, I came out of retirement.  I

         20  never had gotten rid of my license.  I never had to do

         21  any of that.  And I've been getting 36 CEUs constantly

         22  since 19 -- I don't know when we went to CEUs, but I've

         23  been getting CEUs since I was first licensed.  In '94,

         24  when I got the higher level of licensure and had to get

         25  the higher CEUs, so what's cool about CEUs now, is you
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          1  can get them online now.  A hundred percent.  Yay.

          2            (Applause.)

          3            MS. BOSLER:  I was under the assumption that

          4  if you parked your license or retired your license,

          5  you're not going to be working, even if you get --

          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You're not practicing.

          7            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  You're done.

          8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Just sitting around the

          9  office all the time with all the people that park their

         10  license, and they'll pull it back out and regen it up

         11  again.  You know, if I parked mine, I came out of

         12  retirement and kept going.

         13            A lot of people don't retire, retire these

         14  days.  So, anyway, just saying.  Don't just toss your

         15  license, you know.  Keep it in the background would be

         16  my suggestion because somebody's got to go through the

         17  application process all over again.  Really?

         18            MS. ERICKSON:  Go through that internship.

         19            Any other questions about this?  Comments?

         20  Okay.

         21            So going to standards of practice.  Item vix,

         22  adding information regarding what is considered

         23  unprofessional conduct.

         24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And it's the blue language

         25  on page 34.
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          1            MS. ERICKSON:  Any conversation about that?

          2  Okay.

          3            All right.  So, I guess, moving on to agenda

          4  item 4, public comment.

          5            MS. WALKER:  I want to thank you for

          6  everybody here because I've been -- I have PTSD from

          7  previous experiences with the Board.  So thank you.

          8            I think you're doing real good because the

          9  new information of what's going on and why it's being

         10  done is very, very helpful, and I see an alignment that

         11  feels very nice.

         12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Thank you.

         13            MS. ERICKSON:  Thank you.

         14            MS. HOOVER:  I want to echo what she said.

         15  It's so important to have public involvement and,

         16  especially at the legislature, if we don't hear from

         17  you, we get the impression you don't care.  And so we

         18  move forward with language that we might not be experts

         19  in, but move forward because no one is coming to the

         20  table.

         21            And, as Karen explained earlier, we had so

         22  much public comment and so much pubic involvement while

         23  we were working on this fee bill during the legislative

         24  session.

         25            If there's anything that I can do for any of
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          1  you, if any of you have a legislative question, please

          2  feel free to reach out, and I look forward to seeing

          3  all of your beautiful faces at the legislature next

          4  year when, hopefully, we can all work together.

          5            And lastly, yes, we are a state agency, but

          6  again, yes, we are self-funded.  So we have to work

          7  like a business model.  You are the customers.  If

          8  you're unhappy, please reach out and talk with us about

          9  it.  We are here to support your profession, and we are

         10  here to work with you.

         11            So please never feel isolated or that we're

         12  not taking into consideration your thoughts or your

         13  feelings or what you're doing.  Because we all know how

         14  important each and every one of you is, not only to the

         15  social work professional, but also to the state.  So

         16  thank you all for being here today.

         17            I just want to make a quick plug that if any

         18  of you would like to attend our Board meetings going

         19  forward, you can receive CEUs.  So just keep that in

         20  the back of your mind.

         21            (Inaudible commentary amongst

         22            participants.)

         23            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Excuse me.  Because we're

         24  still on the record, there needs to be identifications

         25  in this conversation.  Sorry.
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          1            MS. NORMAND:  My question is how do we know

          2  when the Board meets if it's on the website?

          3            MS. HOOVER:  Yes, it is on the website.  And

          4  hopefully it's convenient for everyone.  We meet up at

          5  the university in one of the offices just north of

          6  campus.  And we would love to have all of you come.

          7            MS. DeHART:  I was just curious.  I had an

          8  incident where I was trying to find out, it was, like,

          9  my duty to report -- what's it called? -- duty to

         10  report harm, like, what somebody had told me.  And I

         11  went all through the statutes and I couldn't find

         12  anything to protect us.  There is for reporting child

         13  neglect and elder abuse, but not for threat to do harm.

         14            So the first guy told me all this information

         15  and specifics about hurting people, and I felt like I

         16  had a duty to tell the other professional, which was

         17  about a mental health person, about it.  And then he

         18  said they were going to let the people know I told

         19  them.  And I said, you know, professionally and

         20  confidentiality, you know.

         21            So I don't know if we need to look into that

         22  with the wake of these new red lighting laws about some

         23  kind of a thing, kind of like CP has had where they

         24  keep it confidential.  That might be something we need

         25  to look into.  I don't really know.  It's not a very
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          1  nice climate that we're in lately.  I really, really

          2  looked.

          3            And, I think, Bertha, you looked and you

          4  couldn't find anything to protect us, could we?

          5            MR. McMANN:  This has been a long, ongoing

          6  issue for social workers.  If you file a report with

          7  local law enforcement on an abuse and neglect issue,

          8  which we're required to do by law, you cannot get any

          9  type of documentation or comments back from law

         10  enforcement that would confirm that you actually made a

         11  report.  That has existed for forever.

         12            I know agencies and services are in the

         13  process of revamping a lot of their referral processes,

         14  but, to date, there is no formal policy or procedure

         15  that has been developed.  There is nothing I've ever

         16  seen in writing that protects social workers or, at

         17  least, gives you a confirmation of the fact that you

         18  filed a report.

         19            MS. WALKER:  In California there is a

         20  Tarasoff law.  I was told that in Nevada there is no

         21  Tarasoff law.  And I think that's what you are

         22  referring to.

         23            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  She is referring to

         24  Tarasoff law, but how could you not have a Tarasoff law

         25  here?
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          1            MS. TAYLOR:  It is an NAC, and I don't know

          2  the number, but there is -- it's not called Tarasoff,

          3  but there is a statute.

          4            (Inaudible commentary amongst

          5            participants.)

          6            MS. DeHART:  The only thing I could find was

          7  NRS 629550, the duty to warn.  And it just covers,

          8  pretty much, people in the Division of Public and

          9  Behavioral Health, of Health and Human Services, and

         10  it's mental health professionals.  So it doesn't

         11  necessarily cover social workers.  It does say that

         12  social workers who hold a master's degree in social

         13  work.

         14            But it's only to -- it only protects you if

         15  you -- so you have to -- what it does is it requires

         16  that you call the authorities if you're afraid somebody

         17  is going to hurt somebody else.  But it doesn't protect

         18  the person that makes the call.  Confidentiality part.

         19            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No protection.

         20            MS. DeHART:  Yeah.

         21            Is that the type of thing you do at the

         22  Board?

         23            MS. HOOVER:  So what we would do is go back

         24  through the NRS and change the law.  So that is

         25  something that we'll be looking into over the next year
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          1  as we gear up for the next session.

          2            Also as well, your comments, I've been

          3  writing down so that when the Board gets back together,

          4  we can start looking at strategies and potential

          5  changes for the next session.

          6            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So, I guess -- sorry.

          7  I can't understand what you're saying to me.

          8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Number five.

          9            MS. ERICKSON:  Oh, there's a number five.

         10            Agenda item number 5.  We are adjourning.

         11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Thank you very much.

         12            (Applause.)

         13            (Workshop concluded at 2:22 p.m.)
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          1  STATE OF NEVADA     )
                                 )  ss.
          2  COUNTY OF WASHOE    )

          3

          4            I, BRANDI ANN VIANNEY SMITH, court reporter,

          5  do hereby certify:

          6            That I was present on September 11, 2019, at

          7  the Board of Examiner's for Social Workers Public

          8  Workshop at South Valley's Library, 15650 Wedge

          9  Parkway, Reno, Nevada, and took stenotype notes of the

         10  proceedings entitled herein, and thereafter transcribed

         11  the same into typewriting as herein appears.

         12            That the foregoing transcript is a full,

         13  true, and correct transcription of my stenotype notes

         14  of said proceedings.

         15            DATED:  At Gardnerville, Nevada, this 23rd

         16  day of September, 2019.
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		123						LN		5		18		false		         18  at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.				false

		124						LN		5		19		false		         19            MS. LAZARO:  Siara Lazaro, social worker,				false

		125						LN		5		20		false		         20  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.				false

		126						LN		5		21		false		         21            MS. ENSLEY:  Karen Ensley, social worker,				false

		127						LN		5		22		false		         22  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.				false

		128						LN		5		23		false		         23            MS. DeWEESE:  Daxia DeWeese, social worker at				false

		129						LN		5		24		false		         24  the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.				false

		130						LN		5		25		false		         25            MS. CORTEZ:  Carmen Cortez, social worker at				false

		131						PG		6		0		false		page 6				false

		132						LN		6		1		false		          1  the Division of Welfare office.				false

		133						LN		6		2		false		          2            MS. WALKER:  Sophie Walker, social worker at				false

		134						LN		6		3		false		          3  Liberty Dialysis.				false

		135						LN		6		4		false		          4            MR. McMAHON:  Michael McMahon, with Alpha				false

		136						LN		6		5		false		          5  Productions Technologies.				false

		137						LN		6		6		false		          6            MS. PETERSON:  Tess Peterson with Nevada				false

		138						LN		6		7		false		          7  Public Health Foundation, and I am currently an MSPW				false

		139						LN		6		8		false		          8  student at UNR.				false

		140						LN		6		9		false		          9            MS. VAN PATTEN:  Cara Van Patten, I am a				false

		141						LN		6		10		false		         10  student of social work at UNR, and I am an intern.				false

		142						LN		6		11		false		         11            MS. ERICKSON:  Nice.  Okay.  Do we do agenda				false

		143						LN		6		12		false		         12  item number 2?				false

		144						LN		6		13		false		         13            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)				false

		145						LN		6		14		false		         14            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  Public comment?				false

		146						LN		6		15		false		         15            Okay.  So hearing none, so let's move to				false

		147						LN		6		16		false		         16  agenda item number 3.				false

		148						LN		6		17		false		         17            Karen, do you want to start this one off?				false

		149						LN		6		18		false		         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I do.  Thank you.				false

		150						LN		6		19		false		         19            We're on item 3, introduction to an open				false

		151						LN		6		20		false		         20  workshop.  So I'm going to just briefly go over this				false

		152						LN		6		21		false		         21  whole section before it gets to number 4.  And there's				false

		153						LN		6		22		false		         22  plenty of places that I could stop and item by item,				false

		154						LN		6		23		false		         23  but rather than do that, I think it might be better for				false

		155						LN		6		24		false		         24  me -- before we come back and get into stuff -- to give				false

		156						LN		6		25		false		         25  you an overview.				false
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		158						LN		7		1		false		          1            So the overview is section 3.  So right now				false

		159						LN		7		2		false		          2  we have submitted these NAC changes, or Nevada				false

		160						LN		7		3		false		          3  Administrative Code changes, to the Legislative Council				false

		161						LN		7		4		false		          4  Bureau.  And it has been assigned -- this whole thing				false

		162						LN		7		5		false		          5  has been assigned a number.  So the number is R055-19.				false

		163						LN		7		6		false		          6            So in 3A, it's right there, and it's also up				false

		164						LN		7		7		false		          7  at the top right in your heading.  So, right now, we				false

		165						LN		7		8		false		          8  have an attorney from the Legislative Council Bureau				false

		166						LN		7		9		false		          9  who's working through these NAC changes, as we refer to				false

		167						LN		7		10		false		         10  them -- shorter than saying Nevada Administrative Code				false

		168						LN		7		11		false		         11  every time.  And they're working on it, our staff, to				false

		169						LN		7		12		false		         12  make sure that we do it accurately, because LCB, the				false

		170						LN		7		13		false		         13  Legislative Council Bureau, has to make sure that we do				false

		171						LN		7		14		false		         14  it accurately.  So that's why they have an attorney				false

		172						LN		7		15		false		         15  working with our staff.				false

		173						LN		7		16		false		         16            There's Board intent about what the changes				false

		174						LN		7		17		false		         17  are, and then we're going to make sure that the Board				false

		175						LN		7		18		false		         18  have -- or the group that met -- intent matches the				false

		176						LN		7		19		false		         19  legal side of it.  So that's what's going on right now				false

		177						LN		7		20		false		         20  in our 55-19.				false

		178						LN		7		21		false		         21            The changes, when you get into them with us,				false

		179						LN		7		22		false		         22  are inside of here and are color-coded.  So as you				false

		180						LN		7		23		false		         23  thumb through this document, when you see red line,				false

		181						LN		7		24		false		         24  blue line, yellow, or fuchsia, that means there was				false

		182						LN		7		25		false		         25  some little change.  Or a big change.				false

		183						PG		8		0		false		page 8				false

		184						LN		8		1		false		          1            General speaking, the summary of the changes				false

		185						LN		8		2		false		          2  are as follows:  In general position -- general				false

		186						LN		8		3		false		          3  provision -- excuse me -- small letter i, the				false

		187						LN		8		4		false		          4  definition of LASW and LSW are reversing back to what				false

		188						LN		8		5		false		          5  they were before.  So I'll come back to that, but this				false

		189						LN		8		6		false		          6  little statement I just made matches 641B.41 and the				false

		190						LN		8		7		false		          7  641B.44.  So it's like cross-walking stuff.				false

		191						LN		8		8		false		          8            Number 2, in summary, under licensing and				false

		192						LN		8		9		false		          9  supervision -- I should probably stop for a minute.				false

		193						LN		8		10		false		         10            NACs are divided into five sections.  What				false

		194						LN		8		11		false		         11  you see in Nevada Administrative Code -- I'm 17 months				false

		195						LN		8		12		false		         12  on the job, so I have spent a lot of time with our				false

		196						LN		8		13		false		         13  attorney being able to say this to you.				false

		197						LN		8		14		false		         14            So we have five sections.  The first section				false

		198						LN		8		15		false		         15  is General Provisions.  The second section is Licensing				false

		199						LN		8		16		false		         16  and Supervision.  The third section is about				false

		200						LN		8		17		false		         17  post-graduate internships.  The fourth section is about				false

		201						LN		8		18		false		         18  continuing education.  And the fifth section in this				false

		202						LN		8		19		false		         19  packet -- the thick packet -- is around standards of				false

		203						LN		8		20		false		         20  practice.  So this is all the law.  And we're making				false

		204						LN		8		21		false		         21  some recommendations about changing some of the				false

		205						LN		8		22		false		         22  language in the law.  That's why you're here, because				false

		206						LN		8		23		false		         23  you care.  Thank you.				false

		207						LN		8		24		false		         24            So, anyway, resuming where I was at, on your				false

		208						LN		8		25		false		         25  agenda, small letters ii, length of time and				false
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		210						LN		9		1		false		          1  application of licensure will stay open.  That's being				false

		211						LN		9		2		false		          2  changed.				false

		212						LN		9		3		false		          3            And so if you're tying it to this, that's on				false

		213						LN		9		4		false		          4  page 10.  It's 441B.090, and it has to do with two				false

		214						LN		9		5		false		          5  areas.  One is that the initial exam approval, once you				false

		215						LN		9		6		false		          6  receive exam approval, your application can stay open				false

		216						LN		9		7		false		          7  for nine months and then it closes.  Or if you're				false

		217						LN		9		8		false		          8  getting endorsed and your endorsement is received in a				false

		218						LN		9		9		false		          9  completed fashion, your application can stay open for				false

		219						LN		9		10		false		         10  six months.				false

		220						LN		9		11		false		         11            In number iii, removing the option for NSW				false

		221						LN		9		12		false		         12  graduates to take the bachelor's exam.  That's renewing				false

		222						LN		9		13		false		         13  the option that's been there for somebody who's				false

		223						LN		9		14		false		         14  graduated with an MSW to take the bachelor's exam.  And				false

		224						LN		9		15		false		         15  that's because that testing group, the Association of				false

		225						LN		9		16		false		         16  Social Work Boards who provides the examination, will				false

		226						LN		9		17		false		         17  no longer support master's candidates taking the				false

		227						LN		9		18		false		         18  bachelor's-level exam.				false

		228						LN		9		19		false		         19            They said they were looking for test				false

		229						LN		9		20		false		         20  integrity.  So to make the test integrity be there,				false

		230						LN		9		21		false		         21  master's candidates take -- or master's graduates take				false

		231						LN		9		22		false		         22  the master's exam; bachelor's graduates take the				false

		232						LN		9		23		false		         23  bachelor's exam.  So what we're doing is we're syncing				false

		233						LN		9		24		false		         24  up our NACs with the Association of Social Work Boards				false

		234						LN		9		25		false		         25  nationally -- or actually, North America for United				false

		235						PG		10		0		false		page 10				false

		236						LN		10		1		false		          1  States and Canada.				false

		237						LN		10		2		false		          2            In number -- little numbers iv or four, we're				false

		238						LN		10		3		false		          3  changing the timeframes for when a failed exam may be				false

		239						LN		10		4		false		          4  retaken.  And we're allowing the exams to be retaken				false

		240						LN		10		5		false		          5  every 90 days.  So anybody that got caught in the deal				false

		241						LN		10		6		false		          6  where you were retaking the exam in 90 days, and then				false

		242						LN		10		7		false		          7  all of a sudden you wait six months, we're going to				false

		243						LN		10		8		false		          8  allow you to do it every 90 days now.				false

		244						LN		10		9		false		          9            In the next one, that's stipulating				false

		245						LN		10		10		false		         10  educational requirements for provisional "B," that's				false

		246						LN		10		11		false		         11  tying on page 14 to 641B.112.  And it talks about that				false

		247						LN		10		12		false		         12  you have to be 30 units into your MSW program before				false

		248						LN		10		13		false		         13  you can do a provisional "B" license.				false

		249						LN		10		14		false		         14            The next one down -- I skipped 5.  Sorry.  I				false

		250						LN		10		15		false		         15  didn't mean to.  Well, it's self-explanatory.  We're				false

		251						LN		10		16		false		         16  not going to force you to restore a license past two				false

		252						LN		10		17		false		         17  years.  So it's a cost savings to people that are in				false

		253						LN		10		18		false		         18  that area.				false

		254						LN		10		19		false		         19            So we determined with the people that were				false

		255						LN		10		20		false		         20  part of this process to make the changes that two years				false

		256						LN		10		21		false		         21  was plenty to force you into restoration, and we didn't				false

		257						LN		10		22		false		         22  have to keep trying to force you into restoration at				false

		258						LN		10		23		false		         23  three years.  It's a fee decrease, if you're in that				false

		259						LN		10		24		false		         24  boat.  Not many people end up in that boat, so if they				false

		260						LN		10		25		false		         25  are in it, it's good for them.				false
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		262						LN		11		1		false		          1            Down to provisional vii, length of time for				false

		263						LN		11		2		false		          2  exam and expiration for a Provisional "A" license.				false

		264						LN		11		3		false		          3  That was that typo.  And it had said nine months and it				false

		265						LN		11		4		false		          4  was supposed to say 90 days and we're fixing that.				false

		266						LN		11		5		false		          5            We have a lot of typos in the NAC changes.				false

		267						LN		11		6		false		          6  Really, I'm only summarizing major changes.  When we				false

		268						LN		11		7		false		          7  went through the NACs to try to clean them up, if there				false

		269						LN		11		8		false		          8  were "charges" where the word "change" was supposed to				false

		270						LN		11		9		false		          9  be there, or the word "change" was in there and the				false

		271						LN		11		10		false		         10  word "charge" was supposed to be there, we're -- I'm				false

		272						LN		11		11		false		         11  not talking about that stuff today.				false

		273						LN		11		12		false		         12            Housekeeping where we had an inaccurate word,				false

		274						LN		11		13		false		         13  we're just cleaning that up.  So you'll see more little				false

		275						LN		11		14		false		         14  marks in this packet that I will talk about today for				false

		276						LN		11		15		false		         15  that reason.				false

		277						LN		11		16		false		         16            The next one down is ix or nine, dissallowing				false

		278						LN		11		17		false		         17  payments by cash.  Most of the Boards and commissions				false

		279						LN		11		18		false		         18  don't take cash anymore.  There's been, over the years,				false

		280						LN		11		19		false		         19  fraud and embezzlement when you walk into a cash-based				false

		281						LN		11		20		false		         20  office where cash is floating around.				false

		282						LN		11		21		false		         21            I'm not saying we've ever had that problem,				false

		283						LN		11		22		false		         22  but we're going to move away from cash.  I can imagine				false

		284						LN		11		23		false		         23  there might be some comments about that because there's				false

		285						LN		11		24		false		         24  a nationally -- including USA Today, there was an				false

		286						LN		11		25		false		         25  article this week about how moving away from cash is a				false
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		288						LN		12		1		false		          1  problem for some people.				false

		289						LN		12		2		false		          2            So I'm not trying to do it for that reason.				false

		290						LN		12		3		false		          3  What I am trying to do is not having a 10-dollar bill				false

		291						LN		12		4		false		          4  floating around over here and a hundred-dollar bill and				false

		292						LN		12		5		false		          5  walking through an office that's stopped up with				false

		293						LN		12		6		false		          6  paperwork with paperclips attached to it with money.				false

		294						LN		12		7		false		          7  So just trying to move to a cleaned-up environment				false

		295						LN		12		8		false		          8  where fraud and embezzlement is less likely to happen.				false

		296						LN		12		9		false		          9  That's all this is about.				false

		297						LN		12		10		false		         10            I would imagine that if you came flying in at				false

		298						LN		12		11		false		         11  4:30 when we're closing with $25 to pay something, we				false

		299						LN		12		12		false		         12  probably will take it, you know, because we're not that				false

		300						LN		12		13		false		         13  weird.  But just trying to reduce that.  Because we're				false

		301						LN		12		14		false		         14  online now, and online we actually have credit cards				false

		302						LN		12		15		false		         15  this year for the first time.  So, yay us.  This is				false

		303						LN		12		16		false		         16  modernization in action.  So we felt like maybe it was				false

		304						LN		12		17		false		         17  time to dispose with the whole storyline.				false

		305						LN		12		18		false		         18            The next one down is the section on				false

		306						LN		12		19		false		         19  post-graduate internships.  Summarizing, once again,				false

		307						LN		12		20		false		         20  removing "substantially equivalent" language on hours				false

		308						LN		12		21		false		         21  being counted from an internship in another state.				false

		309						LN		12		22		false		         22            What's happened is if you were an intern in				false

		310						LN		12		23		false		         23  Utah and you came over and you had already done a				false

		311						LN		12		24		false		         24  thousand hours and jumped over to Nevada where we need				false

		312						LN		12		25		false		         25  3,000, we would examine your thousand hours from Utah.				false

		313						PG		13		0		false		page 13				false

		314						LN		13		1		false		          1  We're saying we're not going to examine those hours.				false

		315						LN		13		2		false		          2  If they were approved in Utah, they're good enough for				false

		316						LN		13		3		false		          3  us.  But we're just going to count on, and then you're				false

		317						LN		13		4		false		          4  going to get your other 2,000 hours so you can get				false

		318						LN		13		5		false		          5  3,000 over here, and, you know, we trust Utah.  This is				false

		319						LN		13		6		false		          6  a trust matter.  So it's not any more exciting than				false

		320						LN		13		7		false		          7  that.  It's just making it easier on everybody.				false

		321						LN		13		8		false		          8            If you're an intern supervisor -- is anybody				false

		322						LN		13		9		false		          9  here an intern supervisor?  Anybody?  Anybody?				false

		323						LN		13		10		false		         10  Anybody?  Okay.  So intern supervisors are				false

		324						LN		13		11		false		         11  post-graduate.  So field practicum is when you're a				false

		325						LN		13		12		false		         12  student, when you're post-graduate, and you're getting				false

		326						LN		13		13		false		         13  either hours for clinical social work internship or,				false

		327						LN		13		14		false		         14  like I am, a licensed independent social worker, those				false

		328						LN		13		15		false		         15  intern hours, if you're a supervisor, you can now				false

		329						LN		13		16		false		         16  accept four interns.				false

		330						LN		13		17		false		         17            The xii, reducing frequency of post-graduate				false

		331						LN		13		18		false		         18  internship progress reports from quarterly to every six				false

		332						LN		13		19		false		         19  months.  We did a study nationally.  There are six				false

		333						LN		13		20		false		         20  states in the United States that don't ask for				false

		334						LN		13		21		false		         21  quarterly reports at all, and about seven states that				false

		335						LN		13		22		false		         22  do.  I might have gotten those numbers wrong, but you				false

		336						LN		13		23		false		         23  get the point.				false

		337						LN		13		24		false		         24            We're one of the ones that ask for quarterly				false

		338						LN		13		25		false		         25  reports.  So we're going to take a middle-range				false
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		340						LN		14		1		false		          1  position on that and move to twice a year.  So for				false

		341						LN		14		2		false		          2  interns, twice a year, if you've been through the				false

		342						LN		14		3		false		          3  process, probably feels like plenty.  It certainly				false

		343						LN		14		4		false		          4  would have to me.  I did the four quarters a year plan.				false

		344						LN		14		5		false		          5  I wish I had done two.				false

		345						LN		14		6		false		          6            Continuing education, cross-walking that it's				false

		346						LN		14		7		false		          7  on page 24.  It's 641B.187(a).  And it's specifying for				false

		347						LN		14		8		false		          8  those of you who are retired licensees, that if you				false

		348						LN		14		9		false		          9  want to stay in the retired licensee thing where you				false

		349						LN		14		10		false		         10  don't have to get CEUs anymore, you still have to get				false

		350						LN		14		11		false		         11  them for suicide prevention.  Not because we need that				false

		351						LN		14		12		false		         12  in the social work world, 641B, but because the State				false

		352						LN		14		13		false		         13  of Nevada requires it.  So we can't ditch that.  So you				false

		353						LN		14		14		false		         14  get to get two CEUs in suicide prevention even as a				false

		354						LN		14		15		false		         15  retired social worker.				false

		355						LN		14		16		false		         16            MS. ROSACHI:  Doesn't that expire, though,				false

		356						LN		14		17		false		         17  after a period of time?				false

		357						LN		14		18		false		         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You know, that's a				false

		358						LN		14		19		false		         19  perfectly good question that maybe when we cross-walk				false

		359						LN		14		20		false		         20  this together and we look at the small print, we can				false

		360						LN		14		21		false		         21  see if it's written in there or if I have to go back				false

		361						LN		14		22		false		         22  and find out the answer, or maybe you already know and				false

		362						LN		14		23		false		         23  can teach us all.				false

		363						LN		14		24		false		         24            And then in -- that last thing in section 3				false

		364						LN		14		25		false		         25  that I am summarizing right now is xiv or 14, adding				false

		365						PG		15		0		false		page 15				false

		366						LN		15		1		false		          1  information regarding what is considered unprofessional				false

		367						LN		15		2		false		          2  conduct.  This is cross-walked on page 34, 641B.220.				false

		368						LN		15		3		false		          3            So that's my presentation.  I know that this				false

		369						LN		15		4		false		          4  is not probably state language, but this is the				false

		370						LN		15		5		false		          5  language that comes from my background.  This, to me,				false

		371						LN		15		6		false		          6  is a community conversation.  So me being up here being				false

		372						LN		15		7		false		          7  a talking head any further than right now is silly.				false

		373						LN		15		8		false		          8  This is really what do you have to say about the NACs.				false

		374						LN		15		9		false		          9            Because we have a court reporter, as required				false

		375						LN		15		10		false		         10  in public hearings, when you decide you want to talk,				false

		376						LN		15		11		false		         11  please introduce yourself and enunciate loudly.  Many				false

		377						LN		15		12		false		         12  of you are soft-spoken, and she couldn't hear you when				false

		378						LN		15		13		false		         13  you did roll call.  So enunciate clearly, perhaps even				false

		379						LN		15		14		false		         14  spelling your name.  For example, Alanna is with two				false

		380						LN		15		15		false		         15  "Ns" at the end of it.  That kind of thing.  Although,				false

		381						LN		15		16		false		         16  I think she probably figured out Fitzgerald.  So just,				false

		382						LN		15		17		false		         17  you know, just think it through for her sake.  And so				false

		383						LN		15		18		false		         18  that's that stage where --				false

		384						LN		15		19		false		         19            There's only one other thing I'd like to				false

		385						LN		15		20		false		         20  explain in terms of what's attached to the agenda, and				false

		386						LN		15		21		false		         21  that's the process that we're in right now.  This is				false

		387						LN		15		22		false		         22  the shorthand of this process.				false

		388						LN		15		23		false		         23            On July 30th and 31st, Vikki held a meeting				false

		389						LN		15		24		false		         24  with -- depending on which day it was -- 12 people on				false

		390						LN		15		25		false		         25  the 30th and 13 people on the 31st that were from the				false

		391						PG		16		0		false		page 16				false

		392						LN		16		1		false		          1  university, including Shawdee from the north, Kathleen				false

		393						LN		16		2		false		          2  from UNLV, public members like Rota and Miranda, and				false

		394						LN		16		3		false		          3  others that were -- we had a student -- MSW concentrate				false

		395						LN		16		4		false		          4  student there.  All four Board members were in				false

		396						LN		16		5		false		          5  attendance, two staff members were in attendance.  In				false

		397						LN		16		6		false		          6  general, we had 12 to 13 people come up with these NAC				false

		398						LN		16		7		false		          7  changes.				false

		399						LN		16		8		false		          8            And it was an interesting process because the				false

		400						LN		16		9		false		          9  first part of it was reviewing where the Board was at				false

		401						LN		16		10		false		         10  strategically and why it wanted to tackle some things				false

		402						LN		16		11		false		         11  now and maybe some other things, perhaps, in the next				false

		403						LN		16		12		false		         12  legislative session and some other things in future				false

		404						LN		16		13		false		         13  years.				false

		405						LN		16		14		false		         14            They also were looking at some suggestions				false

		406						LN		16		15		false		         15  that are being made by business and industry about				false

		407						LN		16		16		false		         16  where 34 unregulated regulatory Boards might end up in				false

		408						LN		16		17		false		         17  January of 2022.				false

		409						LN		16		18		false		         18            And that's not a topic of today's meeting,				false

		410						LN		16		19		false		         19  but these are things that we're and the other public				false

		411						LN		16		20		false		         20  members were contemplating and seating their NAC				false

		412						LN		16		21		false		         21  changes in the middle of these other issues that are				false

		413						LN		16		22		false		         22  controversial.  They were looking at senate current				false

		414						LN		16		23		false		         23  resolution number 6, which has about 12 "whereases" in				false

		415						LN		16		24		false		         24  it that will be studied by the sunset committee during				false

		416						LN		16		25		false		         25  the interim session.				false

		417						PG		17		0		false		page 17				false

		418						LN		17		1		false		          1            They looked at the process this outlines so				false

		419						LN		17		2		false		          2  that they understood it fully and understand why a				false

		420						LN		17		3		false		          3  process like what we're in today takes somewhere				false

		421						LN		17		4		false		          4  between six to nine months before a NAC change actually				false

		422						LN		17		5		false		          5  goes into effect.  So we are at a stage in that process				false

		423						LN		17		6		false		          6  right now which is taking all of your comments into				false

		424						LN		17		7		false		          7  understanding for the Board so that they can filter				false

		425						LN		17		8		false		          8  those in the other comments that we have been issuing				false

		426						LN		17		9		false		          9  since January.  So that's going on.				false

		427						LN		17		10		false		         10            One of the things I was cross-walking you				false

		428						LN		17		11		false		         11  over to is fee changes.  This is a more simpler way to				false

		429						LN		17		12		false		         12  look at it for me.  Even until the day before				false

		430						LN		17		13		false		         13  yesterday, I was having this reworked so that I can see				false

		431						LN		17		14		false		         14  it better because I had cataract surgery last week and				false

		432						LN		17		15		false		         15  I was having trouble reading across the lines because				false

		433						LN		17		16		false		         16  this eye and that eye aren't quite jibing, so I had				false

		434						LN		17		17		false		         17  broken up the boxes so that I can see better.				false

		435						LN		17		18		false		         18            So just letting you know a little bit more				false

		436						LN		17		19		false		         19  about, you know, what we've prepared for you so that				false

		437						LN		17		20		false		         20  you are best able to make public comment.  If, in your				false

		438						LN		17		21		false		         21  public comment, it's beyond a comment, and you would				false

		439						LN		17		22		false		         22  like to talk with some of the people here that could				false

		440						LN		17		23		false		         23  possibly answer some questions.  So if it is a public				false

		441						LN		17		24		false		         24  comment that is a comment, that's one thing.  But if				false

		442						LN		17		25		false		         25  it's a public comment that has a question that goes				false

		443						PG		18		0		false		page 18				false

		444						LN		18		1		false		          1  with it, then there are several people here that can				false

		445						LN		18		2		false		          2  answer those questions, including one of the public				false

		446						LN		18		3		false		          3  members that was in this process.				false

		447						LN		18		4		false		          4            Rota Rosachi, can you raise your hand?				false

		448						LN		18		5		false		          5            MS. ROSACHI:  (Participant complied.)				false

		449						LN		18		6		false		          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Including Vikki Erickson,				false

		450						LN		18		7		false		          7  the president of the Board.  Including myself, who gets				false

		451						LN		18		8		false		          8  hired to answer questions like this.  And including				false

		452						LN		18		9		false		          9  Miranda Hoover, who represented our Board here in this				false

		453						LN		18		10		false		         10  session.  And so she was down in Carson City every day				false

		454						LN		18		11		false		         11  because I couldn't be.  And so she's really schooled in				false

		455						LN		18		12		false		         12  how the whole legislative process works.				false

		456						LN		18		13		false		         13            So there's a couple of people here who can				false

		457						LN		18		14		false		         14  answer questions, but right now we're in the community				false

		458						LN		18		15		false		         15  conversation part where you tell us what you're				false

		459						LN		18		16		false		         16  thinking.				false

		460						LN		18		17		false		         17            Thank you.				false

		461						LN		18		18		false		         18            MS. ERICKSON:  Should we just -- should we go				false

		462						LN		18		19		false		         19  one by one?  Would that be best, do you believe?				false

		463						LN		18		20		false		         20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)				false

		464						LN		18		21		false		         21            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So let's just go step				false

		465						LN		18		22		false		         22  by step then, unless somebody opposes that.				false

		466						LN		18		23		false		         23            To general provisions, I guess, agenda item				false

		467						LN		18		24		false		         24  3A little i.  Definition of LASW and LSW, reversing the				false

		468						LN		18		25		false		         25  changes made in 2017.  So going to open it up and just				false

		469						PG		19		0		false		page 19				false

		470						LN		19		1		false		          1  go down agenda item by agenda item.  We'll look at				false

		471						LN		19		2		false		          2  agenda item 3A little i, definition of LASW and LSW				false

		472						LN		19		3		false		          3  (reversing changes made in 2017).  Somebody said it was				false

		473						LN		19		4		false		          4  on page 6.				false

		474						LN		19		5		false		          5            MS. WALKER:  I have a questions on this.  Is				false

		475						LN		19		6		false		          6  there a difference with baccalaureate and masters,				false

		476						LN		19		7		false		          7  like, in some states you do the LMSW versus LBSW?				false

		477						LN		19		8		false		          8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or an LBSW.  Those aren't				false

		478						LN		19		9		false		          9  designations in the State of Nevada.				false

		479						LN		19		10		false		         10            MS. WALKER:  So we write LSW for either?				false

		480						LN		19		11		false		         11  Unless you have your LCSW.				false

		481						LN		19		12		false		         12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or LISW.				false

		482						LN		19		13		false		         13            MS. WALKER:  Right.  Is that something				false

		483						LN		19		14		false		         14  that -- I'm not sure.  I apologize.  This is my first				false

		484						LN		19		15		false		         15  time here.  Is that something that's been brought up in				false

		485						LN		19		16		false		         16  the past or something that's a consideration or --				false

		486						LN		19		17		false		         17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I'm going to think that				false

		487						LN		19		18		false		         18  your question is -- because I've heard this question				false

		488						LN		19		19		false		         19  before.  So 17 months on the job, I hear certain				false

		489						LN		19		20		false		         20  questions by picking up the phone all the time.  Are we				false

		490						LN		19		21		false		         21  going to be moving into having LMSWs?  And that was				false

		491						LN		19		22		false		         22  brought up at a Board -- at the May 2018 Board meeting.				false

		492						LN		19		23		false		         23  And it is parking -- it's on a parking lot for now.				false

		493						LN		19		24		false		         24            So there are a couple of states that use the				false

		494						LN		19		25		false		         25  LMSW category.  I'm favorable to it personally and				false

		495						PG		20		0		false		page 20				false

		496						LN		20		1		false		          1  professionally, but there's more considerations that				false

		497						LN		20		2		false		          2  need to be made.  And so the timing of making one more				false

		498						LN		20		3		false		          3  shift right now is probably why it's parking lot'd.				false

		499						LN		20		4		false		          4  So.				false

		500						LN		20		5		false		          5            I would think that if the Board takes that				false

		501						LN		20		6		false		          6  up, it will probably be in the 2021 session.  Or the				false

		502						LN		20		7		false		          7  2023 session because it's a -- we'd have to go to the				false

		503						LN		20		8		false		          8  legislators again.  And so part of it is the appetite				false

		504						LN		20		9		false		          9  for working with the legislators again right now.				false

		505						LN		20		10		false		         10  Because there's a couple of other changes we must go				false

		506						LN		20		11		false		         11  through in order to be successful.  So it's a real				false

		507						LN		20		12		false		         12  time-taker-upper to add that category at the moment.				false

		508						LN		20		13		false		         13  But I think it might actually end up in the 2023				false

		509						LN		20		14		false		         14  session.				false

		510						LN		20		15		false		         15            MS. WALKER:  Thank you.				false

		511						LN		20		16		false		         16            MS. ERICKSON:  So the 641B.041 and 641B.044,				false

		512						LN		20		17		false		         17  the changes of -- reversing the changes made in 2017,				false

		513						LN		20		18		false		         18  the discussion specifically was for these two that are				false

		514						LN		20		19		false		         19  highlighted under the supervision of an agency, you see				false

		515						LN		20		20		false		         20  is lined-out in red -- that became an issue of				false

		516						LN		20		21		false		         21  discussion and some controversy as to what does that				false

		517						LN		20		22		false		         22  really mean.				false

		518						LN		20		23		false		         23            So we took -- we proposed taking that out and				false

		519						LN		20		24		false		         24  putting in "as an associate in social work" to not				false

		520						LN		20		25		false		         25  confine the definition of associate and social work and				false

		521						PG		21		0		false		page 21				false

		522						LN		21		1		false		          1  social -- licensed social worker as confined under the				false

		523						LN		21		2		false		          2  supervision of an agency, because that led to a lot of				false

		524						LN		21		3		false		          3  confusion.				false

		525						LN		21		4		false		          4            MS. ROSACHI:  I spoke for all of you.  And I				false

		526						LN		21		5		false		          5  truly tried to convince them to leave the language as				false

		527						LN		21		6		false		          6  it was because it met the definition of everything that				false

		528						LN		21		7		false		          7  we are doing, and I was very comfortable just leaving				false

		529						LN		21		8		false		          8  it the way it was.  And so they agreed that they would				false

		530						LN		21		9		false		          9  just take it, associated with an agency, away.  And so				false

		531						LN		21		10		false		         10  it goes back to the original language that was passed				false

		532						LN		21		11		false		         11  in the law, and actually passed in law in 1987.  So				false

		533						LN		21		12		false		         12  it's all good language for us.				false

		534						LN		21		13		false		         13            MS. ERICKSON:  We are ready to move on to				false

		535						LN		21		14		false		         14  number 2?  Okay.				false

		536						LN		21		15		false		         15            So Licensing and Supervision, item ii is				false

		537						LN		21		16		false		         16  length of time an application for licensure will stay				false

		538						LN		21		17		false		         17  open.				false

		539						LN		21		18		false		         18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So if you're cross-walking				false

		540						LN		21		19		false		         19  this, this is page 10, and you'll see it in blue ink.				false

		541						LN		21		20		false		         20            MS. ROSACHI:  The discussion had to do a lot				false

		542						LN		21		21		false		         21  with some people, once they make an application, they				false

		543						LN		21		22		false		         22  sometimes have other issues that pop up, so it takes				false

		544						LN		21		23		false		         23  them some time to actually complete the application.				false

		545						LN		21		24		false		         24            So what this does is gives them more time, so				false

		546						LN		21		25		false		         25  that you don't lose the application and have to pay				false

		547						PG		22		0		false		page 22				false

		548						LN		22		1		false		          1  again for another application fee.  So it's actually				false

		549						LN		22		2		false		          2  giving you more time to actually follow through once				false

		550						LN		22		3		false		          3  the application is made.  It's a good thing.				false

		551						LN		22		4		false		          4            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment on that?				false

		552						LN		22		5		false		          5  Okay.				false

		553						LN		22		6		false		          6            So we'll go on to item iii, removing option				false

		554						LN		22		7		false		          7  for MSW graduate to take bachelor exam.  I think you				false

		555						LN		22		8		false		          8  just covered that as well.  So this, again, aligns with				false

		556						LN		22		9		false		          9  what Karen indicated.  It aligns with what they,				false

		557						LN		22		10		false		         10  Association of Social Work Boards, requires for --				false

		558						LN		22		11		false		         11  well, we're aligning with what a majority of the states				false

		559						LN		22		12		false		         12  in the country do under the Association of Social Work				false

		560						LN		22		13		false		         13  Boards, since they are our test creator and				false

		561						LN		22		14		false		         14  administrator.				false

		562						LN		22		15		false		         15            MS. ROSACHI:  If I recall correctly, the				false

		563						LN		22		16		false		         16  conversation, though, we need to have everybody				false

		564						LN		22		17		false		         17  understand, so you guys correct me if I'm wrong.  But				false

		565						LN		22		18		false		         18  when you get your bachelor's degree in social work, you				false

		566						LN		22		19		false		         19  can take your test to become a licensed social worker.				false

		567						LN		22		20		false		         20  If you don't take the test and wait until your master's				false

		568						LN		22		21		false		         21  degree and then you have to take the advanced test, and				false

		569						LN		22		22		false		         22  if you fail the advanced test, they won't let you go				false

		570						LN		22		23		false		         23  back and take the bachelor's test.  So you have to				false

		571						LN		22		24		false		         24  understand that.				false

		572						LN		22		25		false		         25            So if you want to be licensed, you want to				false

		573						PG		23		0		false		page 23				false

		574						LN		23		1		false		          1  make sure as soon as you get your bachelor's degree,				false

		575						LN		23		2		false		          2  you take the test for licensure.  That way if you fail				false

		576						LN		23		3		false		          3  the advanced one, you still are a licensed social				false

		577						LN		23		4		false		          4  worker.				false

		578						LN		23		5		false		          5            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Little bit tougher				false

		579						LN		23		6		false		          6  than --				false

		580						LN		23		7		false		          7            MS. ROSACHI:  No, it's actually okay, as long				false

		581						LN		23		8		false		          8  as you understand don't wait to take your test until				false

		582						LN		23		9		false		          9  you have your master's degree.  Take your test when you				false

		583						LN		23		10		false		         10  have your bachelor's degree, because then you could be				false

		584						LN		23		11		false		         11  a licensed social worker.  Then if you fail it, you're				false

		585						LN		23		12		false		         12  still a licensed social worker and you can continue on.				false

		586						LN		23		13		false		         13            MS. ERICKSON:  Further comment?  Okay.				false

		587						LN		23		14		false		         14            Hearing none, we'll move to iv,changing				false

		588						LN		23		15		false		         15  timeframes for when a failed exam may be retaken.  So				false

		589						LN		23		16		false		         16  that was a change, I believe, that's on page 12.  That				false

		590						LN		23		17		false		         17  was, like Karen indicated, changed to may be retaken				false

		591						LN		23		18		false		         18  every 90 days to give more of an opportunity to pass				false

		592						LN		23		19		false		         19  this exam.				false

		593						LN		23		20		false		         20            Any comments?  Okay.				false

		594						LN		23		21		false		         21            Hearing none.  Moving on to v, reducing				false

		595						LN		23		22		false		         22  period for restoration of an expired license from three				false

		596						LN		23		23		false		         23  to two years.  That is on 13.				false

		597						LN		23		24		false		         24            MS. ROSACHI:  That's also a good thing				false

		598						LN		23		25		false		         25  because what it does is, if for some reason you lose				false

		599						PG		24		0		false		page 24				false

		600						LN		24		1		false		          1  your license, you don't have to wait three years to get				false

		601						LN		24		2		false		          2  it restored.  You only have to wait two.				false

		602						LN		24		3		false		          3            So, so far all changes they've been proposing				false

		603						LN		24		4		false		          4  have been to our advantage because they're giving us				false

		604						LN		24		5		false		          5  better options.				false

		605						LN		24		6		false		          6            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment?  Okay.				false

		606						LN		24		7		false		          7            Vi, stipulating education requirements for a				false

		607						LN		24		8		false		          8  Provisional "B" license.				false

		608						LN		24		9		false		          9            MS. ROSACHI:  Can you maybe explain what a				false

		609						LN		24		10		false		         10  Provisional "B" license is?				false

		610						LN		24		11		false		         11            MS. ERICKSON:  Karen, what page are we on?				false

		611						LN		24		12		false		         12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  We're on page 14, 641B.112.				false

		612						LN		24		13		false		         13  Sometimes I think that somebody else ought to be here				false

		613						LN		24		14		false		         14  to discuss provisional licenses because when I'm in the				false

		614						LN		24		15		false		         15  office and somebody calls up about them, there's so few				false

		615						LN		24		16		false		         16  of them being utilized because they have tricky -- you				false

		616						LN		24		17		false		         17  know, to use a provisional license, somebody will see				false

		617						LN		24		18		false		         18  it there, and they think they ought to be getting one				false

		618						LN		24		19		false		         19  or something.				false

		619						LN		24		20		false		         20            They're really for specific circumstances,				false

		620						LN		24		21		false		         21  and I think, once again, if I remember correctly, there				false

		621						LN		24		22		false		         22  were only seven last year.  So they don't come up very				false

		622						LN		24		23		false		         23  often.  Although, we get calls about them pretty				false

		623						LN		24		24		false		         24  frequently.				false

		624						LN		24		25		false		         25            In my 17 months as Executive Director, I				false

		625						PG		25		0		false		page 25				false

		626						LN		25		1		false		          1  haven't been responsible for answering the nitty-gritty				false

		627						LN		25		2		false		          2  questions on provisional licenses, but Caroline and				false

		628						LN		25		3		false		          3  Lonnie or Sandy in the office can answer these to Nth				false

		629						LN		25		4		false		          4  degree.  And, if after today you want to understand a				false

		630						LN		25		5		false		          5  provisional license better, please write me a note by				false

		631						LN		25		6		false		          6  email, and I'll give you my business card right now,				false

		632						LN		25		7		false		          7  and I'll be happy to answer that question				false

		633						LN		25		8		false		          8  authoritatively as opposed to making up an answer right				false

		634						LN		25		9		false		          9  now.				false

		635						LN		25		10		false		         10            So I apologize, but I -- in the office, I				false

		636						LN		25		11		false		         11  turned to somebody that knows the answer rather than				false

		637						LN		25		12		false		         12  trying to make stuff up with anybody.  I'm always				false

		638						LN		25		13		false		         13  going, "Hold on a minute, let me hand you off to				false

		639						LN		25		14		false		         14  Caroline," or whatever.  Because I don't want people to				false

		640						LN		25		15		false		         15  have me confuse them.  I am really afraid that if I say				false

		641						LN		25		16		false		         16  much more, it will be more confusing than helpful.				false

		642						LN		25		17		false		         17            They're just rarely used, and, for the most				false

		643						LN		25		18		false		         18  part, we try to talk people out of using the				false

		644						LN		25		19		false		         19  provisional options because they -- you can shoot				false

		645						LN		25		20		false		         20  yourself in the foot on some of these.  So they can be				false

		646						LN		25		21		false		         21  a problem for you.  And so we're always trying to make				false

		647						LN		25		22		false		         22  it easier for people.  It's usually easier to just get				false

		648						LN		25		23		false		         23  a license the regular way.				false

		649						LN		25		24		false		         24            That's about all I know about it.  And I'm				false

		650						LN		25		25		false		         25  trying to find my business card so I can give them to				false

		651						PG		26		0		false		page 26				false

		652						LN		26		1		false		          1  anybody who might want to ask me -- send me an email				false

		653						LN		26		2		false		          2  and ask me a question later, and I'm really happy to				false

		654						LN		26		3		false		          3  answer those.  And I'll get those, whatever you have to				false

		655						LN		26		4		false		          4  say, in the public comment appropriately also.				false

		656						LN		26		5		false		          5            MS. ERICKSON:  Provisional licenses "A" and				false

		657						LN		26		6		false		          6  "B" are both licenses that are temporary in nature and				false

		658						LN		26		7		false		          7  we essentially indicated that it would be more				false

		659						LN		26		8		false		          8  reciprocated across state lines.				false

		660						LN		26		9		false		          9            And also, as Karen indicated, down on page 14				false

		661						LN		26		10		false		         10  in 4.(b), there's a typo that provisional licensing				false

		662						LN		26		11		false		         11  period of nine months was moved to 90 days expires, and				false

		663						LN		26		12		false		         12  that's until exam -- taking the exam.  It's a temporary				false

		664						LN		26		13		false		         13  license until you can secure your full exam.				false

		665						LN		26		14		false		         14            Further comments about provisional?				false

		666						LN		26		15		false		         15            MS. PETERSON:  So when it says you have to be				false

		667						LN		26		16		false		         16  30 units into the master's degree program -- I'm in the				false

		668						LN		26		17		false		         17  concentrate year, and so would mean I really wouldn't				false

		669						LN		26		18		false		         18  be able to qualify for that because I'm only -- that				false

		670						LN		26		19		false		         19  would be the last semester of my college degree, in				false

		671						LN		26		20		false		         20  which I would probably already be applying for a				false

		672						LN		26		21		false		         21  regular license?				false

		673						LN		26		22		false		         22            Okay.  Thank you.				false

		674						LN		26		23		false		         23            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Somehow 30 business cards				false

		675						LN		26		24		false		         24  that I've brought in here have --				false

		676						LN		26		25		false		         25            So if you see a rubber band with 30 business				false

		677						PG		27		0		false		page 27				false

		678						LN		27		1		false		          1  cards around.				false

		679						LN		27		2		false		          2            MS. ERICKSON:  So we covered vi and vii,				false

		680						LN		27		3		false		          3  unless there's further comment or question about				false

		681						LN		27		4		false		          4  provisional?  Which, again, we don't have --				false

		682						LN		27		5		false		          5            MS. CORTEZ:  Yes.  The same question.  So				false

		683						LN		27		6		false		          6  that means you have to complete your master's degree				false

		684						LN		27		7		false		          7  within three years that you graduated to obtain your				false

		685						LN		27		8		false		          8  bachelor's degree?  Or am I confusing that?				false

		686						LN		27		9		false		          9            MS. FITZGERALD:  May I?  On page 14, if you				false

		687						LN		27		10		false		         10  look at item 6, it gives you a pretty decent				false

		688						LN		27		11		false		         11  explanation of what a provisional license holder would				false

		689						LN		27		12		false		         12  do.  And that it's just getting them provisional, or				false

		690						LN		27		13		false		         13  short-term license to engage in social work, under the				false

		691						LN		27		14		false		         14  supervision of a licensed social worker, points (a) and				false

		692						LN		27		15		false		         15  points (b) there.				false

		693						LN		27		16		false		         16            So it's kind of like you're allowed to start				false

		694						LN		27		17		false		         17  being -- working as a social worker prior to actually				false

		695						LN		27		18		false		         18  having your degree.  Short term.  Provisional.  And				false

		696						LN		27		19		false		         19  I -- forgive me if I'm out of line explaining that, but				false

		697						LN		27		20		false		         20  that seems to answer it to me.				false

		698						LN		27		21		false		         21            MS. CORTEZ:  Thank you.				false

		699						LN		27		22		false		         22            MS. ERICKSON:  Moving to viii, increasing				false

		700						LN		27		23		false		         23  fees for applications, initial licensure, endorsement,				false

		701						LN		27		24		false		         24  and renewals.				false

		702						LN		27		25		false		         25            MS. VAN PATTEN:  I have a question.  I was				false

		703						PG		28		0		false		page 28				false

		704						LN		28		1		false		          1  just curious as to why the increase, and how you guys				false

		705						LN		28		2		false		          2  came up with that proposed number as opposed to, you				false

		706						LN		28		3		false		          3  know, because it was such a wide range that it could				false

		707						LN		28		4		false		          4  have been.				false

		708						LN		28		5		false		          5            MS. ERICKSON:  Do you want to discuss?				false

		709						LN		28		6		false		          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  There are three people in				false

		710						LN		28		7		false		          7  the room that walked through that process I'm going to				false

		711						LN		28		8		false		          8  describe to you during the legislative session:  Our				false

		712						LN		28		9		false		          9  president, Vikki Erickson; our Capital Partner in every				false

		713						LN		28		10		false		         10  way, Miranda Hoover; and myself.  So we have been				false

		714						LN		28		11		false		         11  walking this walk since January 1st.				false

		715						LN		28		12		false		         12            So if I ever jump to some conclusion that				false

		716						LN		28		13		false		         13  you're not going to with me, know that I got here in a				false

		717						LN		28		14		false		         14  really long, hard way.  Because before January started,				false

		718						LN		28		15		false		         15  I had been on the job since April 2nd the prior year.				false

		719						LN		28		16		false		         16  I'm a cynical and skeptical person, as people who have				false

		720						LN		28		17		false		         17  known me for a long time would tell you.				false

		721						LN		28		18		false		         18            When I started at the Board of Examiners for				false

		722						LN		28		19		false		         19  Social Workers, when somebody told me we needed fee				false

		723						LN		28		20		false		         20  increases, I said, "really?"  It wasn't my first bite.				false

		724						LN		28		21		false		         21  But for the longest process, we clawed back through our				false

		725						LN		28		22		false		         22  work.  And it turns out that the Board of Examiners for				false

		726						LN		28		23		false		         23  Social Workers, about 20 years ago, we started running				false

		727						LN		28		24		false		         24  behind.  Not with the public part, but with the --				false

		728						LN		28		25		false		         25  well, it is the public part, but not with the				false

		729						PG		29		0		false		page 29				false

		730						LN		29		1		false		          1  outward-facing part, but the inward-facing part.				false

		731						LN		29		2		false		          2            So when it came time to get licenses out the				false

		732						LN		29		3		false		          3  door, getting CEUs approved, doing a number of things,				false

		733						LN		29		4		false		          4  we could keep things moving along.  But on the back				false

		734						LN		29		5		false		          5  end, we have a very large backlog of disciplinary cases				false

		735						LN		29		6		false		          6  in our compliance unit.  We have a backlog to 2009.				false

		736						LN		29		7		false		          7  And we don't have investigative staff, and we don't				false

		737						LN		29		8		false		          8  have enough attorney fees to pay for the cases.				false

		738						LN		29		9		false		          9            So somebody will make a complaint against a				false

		739						LN		29		10		false		         10  social worker, and we're a regulatory Board.  We need				false

		740						LN		29		11		false		         11  to deal with those complaints, and we don't have enough				false

		741						LN		29		12		false		         12  whatever to get that done.				false

		742						LN		29		13		false		         13            The backlog started when the first executive				false

		743						LN		29		14		false		         14  director left.  She handed the backlog off to --				false

		744						LN		29		15		false		         15  essentially, I'll just say there's basically been				false

		745						LN		29		16		false		         16  three.  There's been a few fits and starts in between,				false

		746						LN		29		17		false		         17  but basically there's been three, except for folks like				false

		747						LN		29		18		false		         18  me that have been through all of that.  The first gal,				false

		748						LN		29		19		false		         19  Rose, had to hand off the backlog.  Not because she				false

		749						LN		29		20		false		         20  wanted to, but because she couldn't get it all done.				false

		750						LN		29		21		false		         21  She gave it off to Kim, who wanted to get it all done				false

		751						LN		29		22		false		         22  but didn't have enough hours in the day and handed it				false

		752						LN		29		23		false		         23  off to me.				false

		753						LN		29		24		false		         24            So I went back to see -- we never, on a sweet				false

		754						LN		29		25		false		         25  spot, were collecting enough fees to pay for what we				false

		755						PG		30		0		false		page 30				false

		756						LN		30		1		false		          1  needed to get our work done.  So let's just set that				false

		757						LN		30		2		false		          2  aside.  So that's not a big enough problem.				false

		758						LN		30		3		false		          3            The next thing that came along in 2015 is				false

		759						LN		30		4		false		          4  that we received -- have you ever heard of unfunded				false

		760						LN		30		5		false		          5  mandates?				false

		761						LN		30		6		false		          6            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Um-hum.				false

		762						LN		30		7		false		          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I know you have.  It's been				false

		763						LN		30		8		false		          8  your work for decades -- right? -- dealing with				false

		764						LN		30		9		false		          9  unfunded mandates.				false

		765						LN		30		10		false		         10            So this Board, as many Boards in				false

		766						LN		30		11		false		         11  commission -- of the Boards in commission, in general,				false

		767						LN		30		12		false		         12  there's about 300 in the State of Nevada -- or a couple				false

		768						LN		30		13		false		         13  of hundred, whatever there is -- about a third of				false

		769						LN		30		14		false		         14  Nevadans are licensees.  But our Board didn't charge				false

		770						LN		30		15		false		         15  enough in fees.  This is going way back.				false

		771						LN		30		16		false		         16            So when the unfunded mandates came down				false

		772						LN		30		17		false		         17  saying that we had to have reserves in the bank in case				false

		773						LN		30		18		false		         18  there was an emergency or whatever, we're supposed to				false

		774						LN		30		19		false		         19  -- depending on who's telling us -- we're supposed to				false

		775						LN		30		20		false		         20  have five to six months of reserves, if you're				false

		776						LN		30		21		false		         21  listening to the legislative branch of government, or				false

		777						LN		30		22		false		         22  eight to 12 months of reserves if you're listening to				false

		778						LN		30		23		false		         23  the executive branch of government.  You know, I might				false

		779						LN		30		24		false		         24  have that wrong depending on who's speaking, but we've				false

		780						LN		30		25		false		         25  heard various things.				false

		781						PG		31		0		false		page 31				false

		782						LN		31		1		false		          1            We have zero dollars in reserves.  We have				false

		783						LN		31		2		false		          2  been on a razor's edge of bankruptcy this year.				false

		784						LN		31		3		false		          3  Insolvency.  So I'm just trying to be clear.  This is				false

		785						LN		31		4		false		          4  not a big secret.  This has been in public meetings.				false

		786						LN		31		5		false		          5  It's part of minutes.  It's part of Board minutes.				false

		787						LN		31		6		false		          6  It's part of minutes in front of the legislators, et				false

		788						LN		31		7		false		          7  cetera.  This is not like quiet talk down the road				false

		789						LN		31		8		false		          8  here.				false

		790						LN		31		9		false		          9            We also have to have things like Windows				false

		791						LN		31		10		false		         10  compatible computers.  I'll just make that up.  That's				false

		792						LN		31		11		false		         11  kind of an easier one to solve; right?  But we don't				false

		793						LN		31		12		false		         12  have money for that, and the State of Nevada expects				false

		794						LN		31		13		false		         13  that.				false

		795						LN		31		14		false		         14            MS. ROSACHI:  I was going to say, maybe I can				false

		796						LN		31		15		false		         15  help you.  What probably most of you don't know is that				false

		797						LN		31		16		false		         16  the Board itself has to be self-funded.  In other				false

		798						LN		31		17		false		         17  words, most state agencies have the opportunity to go				false

		799						LN		31		18		false		         18  to legislature, and when they're running short, ask for				false

		800						LN		31		19		false		         19  some general funds or some other funds to cover their				false

		801						LN		31		20		false		         20  expenses.				false

		802						LN		31		21		false		         21            But licensing Boards do not have that				false

		803						LN		31		22		false		         22  opportunity.  So they have to -- they get all their				false

		804						LN		31		23		false		         23  funds from the licensees themselves.  So they have to				false

		805						LN		31		24		false		         24  look at their own organization to figure out how they				false

		806						LN		31		25		false		         25  can go ahead and fund the necessary expenses that she's				false

		807						PG		32		0		false		page 32				false

		808						LN		32		1		false		          1  talking about.  And so she's at the point now where				false

		809						LN		32		2		false		          2  she's got to come to us and ask us for some help.				false

		810						LN		32		3		false		          3  That's what she's attempting to describe right now.				false

		811						LN		32		4		false		          4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So what are some other				false

		812						LN		32		5		false		          5  unfunded mandates that we're looking at right now?				false

		813						LN		32		6		false		          6            MS. HOOVER:  One thing that we all know is we				false

		814						LN		32		7		false		          7  just got online renewals.  That was part of the				false

		815						LN		32		8		false		          8  discussion from the legislature last summer.  Have any				false

		816						LN		32		9		false		          9  of you ever testified at the legislature?  Awesome.				false

		817						LN		32		10		false		         10  Thank you.  That's a huge part.				false

		818						LN		32		11		false		         11            So in between our legislature, which you are				false

		819						LN		32		12		false		         12  only 120 days every other year, they have committees				false

		820						LN		32		13		false		         13  that happen during what's called the interim year				false

		821						LN		32		14		false		         14  period.  Last summer, during the interim period, the				false

		822						LN		32		15		false		         15  committee met and the Board of Social Work was a huge,				false

		823						LN		32		16		false		         16  hot topic.  And, as Karen described, we are required to				false

		824						LN		32		17		false		         17  have a cash accrual system, which is essentially a				false

		825						LN		32		18		false		         18  checking account and savings account.  Right now, we do				false

		826						LN		32		19		false		         19  not have a savings account as Karen described.				false

		827						LN		32		20		false		         20            Two, as a licensing Board, we have to get				false

		828						LN		32		21		false		         21  online renewals, which if any of you renewed in the				false

		829						LN		32		22		false		         22  last few months, you'll know that we have online				false

		830						LN		32		23		false		         23  renewals.  Yay.  And, hopefully, if so, you've taken				false

		831						LN		32		24		false		         24  our online renewal survey.  If you haven't, please take				false

		832						LN		32		25		false		         25  that.				false

		833						PG		33		0		false		page 33				false

		834						LN		33		1		false		          1            We have everything from cash accruals,				false

		835						LN		33		2		false		          2  getting online, and really trying to work on our				false

		836						LN		33		3		false		          3  licensing numbers overall.  And we have a very short				false

		837						LN		33		4		false		          4  window to get this done.  They gave us until 2023 to				false

		838						LN		33		5		false		          5  get this done.				false

		839						LN		33		6		false		          6            And with, as Karen described, our backlog of				false

		840						LN		33		7		false		          7  cases right now, we're trying to figure out an increase				false

		841						LN		33		8		false		          8  in staff, potentially, and we're just trying to figure				false

		842						LN		33		9		false		          9  out how to continue online licensing; how to ensure the				false

		843						LN		33		10		false		         10  website stays maintained, stays posted.  It all costs				false

		844						LN		33		11		false		         11  money.				false

		845						LN		33		12		false		         12            So I know that, looking at these numbers,				false

		846						LN		33		13		false		         13  it's very scary, and I know looking at fee ceiling				false
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		882						LN		34		23		false		         23  trying to raise the pay to pay for the license.				false
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		1086						LN		42		19		false		         19  those on the Board are fighting to raise the fees.				false

		1087						LN		42		20		false		         20  Because it's unfunded, you have to fund your own -- and				false

		1088						LN		42		21		false		         21  a lot of people -- there are more violations -- did				false

		1089						LN		42		22		false		         22  they find there is more violations versus people				false

		1090						LN		42		23		false		         23  following the code of ethics?  Have they done a type of				false

		1091						LN		42		24		false		         24  study on that?				false

		1092						LN		42		25		false		         25            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Um-hum.				false
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		1094						LN		43		1		false		          1            MS. BARTELL:  Because if you followed the				false

		1095						LN		43		2		false		          2  code of ethics, you'd have less violations.  I was just				false

		1096						LN		43		3		false		          3  wondering what kind of studies that the Board was				false

		1097						LN		43		4		false		          4  doing.  That way you wouldn't have to have as much				false

		1098						LN		43		5		false		          5  fees, as much -- another position to, you know, pay for				false

		1099						LN		43		6		false		          6  another position to get investigations done.				false

		1100						LN		43		7		false		          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So in a 10-year period				false

		1101						LN		43		8		false		          8  ending in 2018, the calendar year 2018, I've been -- I				false

		1102						LN		43		9		false		          9  hope I quote this correctly -- there were 224 cases				false

		1103						LN		43		10		false		         10  brought to the Board of complaints asking for sanctions				false

		1104						LN		43		11		false		         11  against licensees.  And of those 224 complaints, 20 of				false

		1105						LN		43		12		false		         12  them were brought to conclusion with sanctions against				false

		1106						LN		43		13		false		         13  licensees.  The remaining 204 cases were either				false

		1107						LN		43		14		false		         14  dismissed or discharged.				false

		1108						LN		43		15		false		         15            So a complaint, in and of itself, we have to				false

		1109						LN		43		16		false		         16  follow through on.  But not all complaints are verified				false

		1110						LN		43		17		false		         17  or warranted for investigation, and so they're not				false

		1111						LN		43		18		false		         18  necessarily something we would follow through on.				false

		1112						LN		43		19		false		         19            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.				false

		1113						LN		43		20		false		         20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  If a complaint is verified				false

		1114						LN		43		21		false		         21  and worthy of continuing with an investigation, in				false

		1115						LN		43		22		false		         22  order words, somebody is violating either the Nevada				false

		1116						LN		43		23		false		         23  revised statute, which we're not -- we don't have a				false

		1117						LN		43		24		false		         24  copy of in front of us today -- but they're violating				false

		1118						LN		43		25		false		         25  NRS 641B or they're violating NAC641B, then the Board				false
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		1120						LN		44		1		false		          1  will conduct an investigation to try to find out an				false

		1121						LN		44		2		false		          2  abundance of evidence.				false

		1122						LN		44		3		false		          3            So this isn't like a crime case on NCIS where				false

		1123						LN		44		4		false		          4  it's a crime beyond a shadow of a doubt.  We're not in				false

		1124						LN		44		5		false		          5  criminal law here, generally speaking.  We're,				false

		1125						LN		44		6		false		          6  generally speaking, in administrative law.				false

		1126						LN		44		7		false		          7  Administrative law is an abundance of evidence, and				false

		1127						LN		44		8		false		          8  that's 50 percent of evidence plus the other.  We have				false

		1128						LN		44		9		false		          9  to have that much evidence before we can do a sanction				false

		1129						LN		44		10		false		         10  against a social worker.				false

		1130						LN		44		11		false		         11            So it's a process, and I think that gives you				false

		1131						LN		44		12		false		         12  a sense, of all the many cases we might receive, how				false

		1132						LN		44		13		false		         13  many actually are brought to conclusion.				false

		1133						LN		44		14		false		         14            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.				false

		1134						LN		44		15		false		         15            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Twenty cases over a 10-year				false

		1135						LN		44		16		false		         16  period when you have over -- during that year, we had				false

		1136						LN		44		17		false		         17  3,000 social workers in -- or in 2018, we had 3,000				false

		1137						LN		44		18		false		         18  social workers -- is not a heck of a lot of people that				false

		1138						LN		44		19		false		         19  actually have sanctions against them.				false

		1139						LN		44		20		false		         20            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.				false

		1140						LN		44		21		false		         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  However, the public expects				false

		1141						LN		44		22		false		         22  that if somebody's not following NRS 641B or NAC 641B,				false

		1142						LN		44		23		false		         23  that we will follow through on a complaint to find out				false

		1143						LN		44		24		false		         24  what's up there and get it remedied.				false

		1144						LN		44		25		false		         25            Some other remedies are more education to the				false
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		1146						LN		45		1		false		          1  person.  Some remedies are more extreme and they lose				false

		1147						LN		45		2		false		          2  their license.  So there's a whole range of sanctions				false

		1148						LN		45		3		false		          3  that take place, and there's a whole other discussion				false

		1149						LN		45		4		false		          4  that takes place in NACs in part in the fifth section,				false

		1150						LN		45		5		false		          5  and in the NRS, the Nevada revised statute.				false

		1151						LN		45		6		false		          6            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.				false

		1152						LN		45		7		false		          7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Did that answer your				false

		1153						LN		45		8		false		          8  question?				false

		1154						LN		45		9		false		          9            MS. BARTELL:  Oh, yeah.  Um-hum.				false

		1155						LN		45		10		false		         10            MS. DeHART:  I was just kind of Googling				false

		1156						LN		45		11		false		         11  here.  For the record, I think that it's important to				false

		1157						LN		45		12		false		         12  keep the Board intact with the money that it needs in				false

		1158						LN		45		13		false		         13  order to continue with our profession in the community,				false

		1159						LN		45		14		false		         14  and I know there was a push to try to put us all under				false

		1160						LN		45		15		false		         15  one Board, LADCs and psychologists.				false

		1161						LN		45		16		false		         16            I was just looking at their fees, and the				false

		1162						LN		45		17		false		         17  LADCs are 495, and then the psychologists are 965, so I				false

		1163						LN		45		18		false		         18  don't really feel this is out of line at all.  I feel				false

		1164						LN		45		19		false		         19  like you guys probably definitely need that money.				false

		1165						LN		45		20		false		         20  That's just my -- looking at the other Boards, that				false

		1166						LN		45		21		false		         21  money doesn't seem to be out of line to them.				false

		1167						LN		45		22		false		         22            MS. BOSLER:  I totally agree a hundred				false

		1168						LN		45		23		false		         23  percent.  I would like to stay independent, and I don't				false

		1169						LN		45		24		false		         24  think it's out of line at all.				false

		1170						LN		45		25		false		         25            MS. ERICKSON:  I really like that.  I was				false
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		1172						LN		46		1		false		          1  Googling, for the record.				false

		1173						LN		46		2		false		          2            (Laughter.)				false

		1174						LN		46		3		false		          3            MR. McMANN:  First of all, I'd like to thank				false

		1175						LN		46		4		false		          4  you for the background as far as the thought process				false

		1176						LN		46		5		false		          5  behind the rate increases and also your continuation in				false

		1177						LN		46		6		false		          6  terms of looking ahead for the rates.  That's good				false

		1178						LN		46		7		false		          7  information to have moving forward.  It is very				false

		1179						LN		46		8		false		          8  logical.  So your logic is not flawed as far as being				false

		1180						LN		46		9		false		          9  able to move forward and being able to cover the				false

		1181						LN		46		10		false		         10  operational costs.				false

		1182						LN		46		11		false		         11            Rota and I are probably the only two in the				false

		1183						LN		46		12		false		         12  room who have a background -- that can remember back				false

		1184						LN		46		13		false		         13  when a person by the name of Dr. Jane Lamb stepped				false

		1185						LN		46		14		false		         14  forward to the Nevada legislature with a bill draft to				false

		1186						LN		46		15		false		         15  create the Board of Examiners for Social Workers.				false

		1187						LN		46		16		false		         16            At that time, economically, things were very				false

		1188						LN		46		17		false		         17  lean in the state.  And one of the concessions that was				false

		1189						LN		46		18		false		         18  made in order to get the Board created was to make the				false

		1190						LN		46		19		false		         19  Board independent and self-sufficient.				false

		1191						LN		46		20		false		         20            The legislature nor any of the people who				false

		1192						LN		46		21		false		         21  were involved in the actual creation of the Board of				false

		1193						LN		46		22		false		         22  Examiners had any understanding in terms of what the				false

		1194						LN		46		23		false		         23  cost for operation would actually be.  It was figured				false

		1195						LN		46		24		false		         24  that using an adjustment for rates for fees would be				false

		1196						LN		46		25		false		         25  able to accommodate that similar in the way it does in				false
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		1198						LN		47		1		false		          1  other professions.				false

		1199						LN		47		2		false		          2            The problem is, today -- the problem is, is				false

		1200						LN		47		3		false		          3  that social workers are a finite group of people.  We				false

		1201						LN		47		4		false		          4  also are in a different economic level than other				false

		1202						LN		47		5		false		          5  licensed professionals.  We don't have the ability to				false

		1203						LN		47		6		false		          6  generate the revenue those types of professionals				false

		1204						LN		47		7		false		          7  would -- those other public Boards that can afford				false

		1205						LN		47		8		false		          8  those fees to be self-sufficient.				false

		1206						LN		47		9		false		          9            It seems to be that right now in the State of				false

		1207						LN		47		10		false		         10  Nevada, the state is struggling with being able to try				false

		1208						LN		47		11		false		         11  and fill the need for licensed social workers within				false

		1209						LN		47		12		false		         12  state, and it's having a hard time doing that.  We've				false

		1210						LN		47		13		false		         13  gone to an exercise a couple of years ago where we're				false

		1211						LN		47		14		false		         14  trying to soften reciprocity issues for licensing and				false

		1212						LN		47		15		false		         15  that type of thing, but it still doesn't fill the need				false

		1213						LN		47		16		false		         16  we have within the state and the growing need we have				false

		1214						LN		47		17		false		         17  for social workers.				false

		1215						LN		47		18		false		         18            So I don't think we've ever really had an				false

		1216						LN		47		19		false		         19  opportunity to compare the finances of operating this				false

		1217						LN		47		20		false		         20  organization with meeting the needs and expanding the				false

		1218						LN		47		21		false		         21  capacity for additional social workers within the				false

		1219						LN		47		22		false		         22  state.				false

		1220						LN		47		23		false		         23            So it seems to me -- and I'll circle back				false

		1221						LN		47		24		false		         24  with you, ma'am -- that we need to have a real hard				false

		1222						LN		47		25		false		         25  look at where we're at, and this obviously is one				false
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		1224						LN		48		1		false		          1  stopgap measure to be able to address the financial				false

		1225						LN		48		2		false		          2  needs to be able to keep ourselves solvent.  But, at				false

		1226						LN		48		3		false		          3  the same time, I also think we need to look beyond				false

		1227						LN		48		4		false		          4  that.				false

		1228						LN		48		5		false		          5            It seems to me that Senator Woodhouse would				false

		1229						LN		48		6		false		          6  be a supporter for social workers.  It seems to me that				false

		1230						LN		48		7		false		          7  Theresa would be a good supporter for social workers				false

		1231						LN		48		8		false		          8  and would be willing to help sponsor or craft a bill				false

		1232						LN		48		9		false		          9  that would give, possibly, a one-time allocation to the				false

		1233						LN		48		10		false		         10  Board of Examiners, possibly a multi-year for included				false

		1234						LN		48		11		false		         11  a certain dollar amount with dollar amount within a				false

		1235						LN		48		12		false		         12  budget that would be considered a contribution.				false

		1236						LN		48		13		false		         13  Because, in my mind, if the State of Nevada truly does				false

		1237						LN		48		14		false		         14  value the work of social workers, they can damn well				false

		1238						LN		48		15		false		         15  stand behind it.				false

		1239						LN		48		16		false		         16            Thank you.				false

		1240						LN		48		17		false		         17            MS. ROSACHI:  Left us speechless.				false

		1241						LN		48		18		false		         18            MS. DeHART:  And possibly if this comes to				false

		1242						LN		48		19		false		         19  where, you know, there's some negotiation on it, and				false

		1243						LN		48		20		false		         20  rather than, you know, taking a lower fee of 125, we				false

		1244						LN		48		21		false		         21  could keep it at 175, and then maybe have a program				false

		1245						LN		48		22		false		         22  where people could apply for a hardship or a				false

		1246						LN		48		23		false		         23  scholarship, and that way you're only going to take				false

		1247						LN		48		24		false		         24  that individual once that, you know, would need the				false

		1248						LN		48		25		false		         25  assistance instead of lowering the fee for everybody,				false
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		1250						LN		49		1		false		          1  you know?  That way we keep the revenue higher that				false

		1251						LN		49		2		false		          2  way, if you have a negotiating chip maybe.				false

		1252						LN		49		3		false		          3            Just an idea.				false

		1253						LN		49		4		false		          4            MS. BOSLER:  I don't think that people who				false

		1254						LN		49		5		false		          5  are licensed in this state understand that the Board is				false

		1255						LN		49		6		false		          6  self-supporting.  And I would appreciate it if, you				false

		1256						LN		49		7		false		          7  know, we can send something with the license renewal				false

		1257						LN		49		8		false		          8  just to explain that.				false

		1258						LN		49		9		false		          9            I'm licensed in California as well, and I				false

		1259						LN		49		10		false		         10  pay -- think I pay $120 every two years.  But the Board				false

		1260						LN		49		11		false		         11  is completely supported.  So it's -- it's what it is.				false

		1261						LN		49		12		false		         12  It is what it is.				false

		1262						LN		49		13		false		         13            So maybe some education around the fee				false

		1263						LN		49		14		false		         14  structures and the needs would be really important.				false

		1264						LN		49		15		false		         15            MS. PETERSON:  I have some additional				false

		1265						LN		49		16		false		         16  comments on that.  I received my undergraduate degree				false

		1266						LN		49		17		false		         17  in social work from Arizona State University, and since				false

		1267						LN		49		18		false		         18  then I moved here.  I am not licensed yet, but I need				false

		1268						LN		49		19		false		         19  to develop my understudy concentrate program.  So I'm				false

		1269						LN		49		20		false		         20  not totally aware if this already existed or not.  I				false

		1270						LN		49		21		false		         21  know that somebody already came and presented to our				false

		1271						LN		49		22		false		         22  social work students at the beginning of the year and				false

		1272						LN		49		23		false		         23  kind of gave a brief overview of the Board.				false

		1273						LN		49		24		false		         24            Something that might be helpful is creating a				false

		1274						LN		49		25		false		         25  video that could be shared on your website and shared				false
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		1276						LN		50		1		false		          1  in schools of social work that's easily accessible and				false

		1277						LN		50		2		false		          2  explains this, so you don't have to explain this time				false

		1278						LN		50		3		false		          3  and time again through phone calls and other things				false

		1279						LN		50		4		false		          4  like that.  That would give people a really solid				false

		1280						LN		50		5		false		          5  understanding of what the Board is.  Because, as a				false

		1281						LN		50		6		false		          6  young person, not having an idea of any of that, it's				false

		1282						LN		50		7		false		          7  very easy to see this and be very critical.  My opinion				false

		1283						LN		50		8		false		          8  has definitely changed in this conversation and hearing				false

		1284						LN		50		9		false		          9  you remind that.				false

		1285						LN		50		10		false		         10            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comments,				false

		1286						LN		50		11		false		         11  conversations?  Okay.				false

		1287						LN		50		12		false		         12            Number ix, disallowing payments by cash.				false

		1288						LN		50		13		false		         13            Karen discussed that as well, about our				false

		1289						LN		50		14		false		         14  online process now accepting debit or credit card.  So				false

		1290						LN		50		15		false		         15  that's a change so cash isn't floating around the				false

		1291						LN		50		16		false		         16  office.  And what page is this on?				false

		1292						LN		50		17		false		         17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Page 16, at the top.				false

		1293						LN		50		18		false		         18            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So 16, item 1.				false

		1294						LN		50		19		false		         19            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It starts at the very				false

		1295						LN		50		20		false		         20  bottom of 15, and then it goes to 16.				false

		1296						LN		50		21		false		         21            MS. ERICKSON:  Oh, okay.  Any comments about				false

		1297						LN		50		22		false		         22  that?  Let's save up all your pennies and bring all				false

		1298						LN		50		23		false		         23  your pennies all in a penny jar.				false

		1299						LN		50		24		false		         24            MS. PETERSON:  I have not looked at our				false

		1300						LN		50		25		false		         25  website, but is it clearly stated about credit card				false
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		1302						LN		51		1		false		          1  fees on the website as well?  Or do you charge credit				false

		1303						LN		51		2		false		          2  card fees, or does the Board eat that cost?				false

		1304						LN		51		3		false		          3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  The fee structure itself is				false

		1305						LN		51		4		false		          4  eating the cost of the credit card fees.				false

		1306						LN		51		5		false		          5            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.				false

		1307						LN		51		6		false		          6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So it's costing money to				false

		1308						LN		51		7		false		          7  process the credit cards.				false

		1309						LN		51		8		false		          8            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.				false

		1310						LN		51		9		false		          9            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And it, you know, when I				false

		1311						LN		51		10		false		         10  get the statements that say that Discover costs this				false

		1312						LN		51		11		false		         11  much or American Express costs that much or whatever,				false

		1313						LN		51		12		false		         12  whatever, whatever.  They are changing rapidly.  Not				false

		1314						LN		51		13		false		         13  always upwards.  They're just the little .00 whatever,				false

		1315						LN		51		14		false		         14  you know, that little number is changing all the time,				false

		1316						LN		51		15		false		         15  so it's not like -- I could never keep up with it on				false

		1317						LN		51		16		false		         16  the website.  I can't even keep up with in it the mail.				false

		1318						LN		51		17		false		         17  It's like, really, okay, fine.  So we're trying to sort				false

		1319						LN		51		18		false		         18  that all the time.				false

		1320						LN		51		19		false		         19            So, yes, it does cost.  It goes against fees.				false

		1321						LN		51		20		false		         20            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.				false

		1322						LN		51		21		false		         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It's not in addition to the				false
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		1343						LN		52		16		false		         16            So it looks like we're on post-graduate				false

		1344						LN		52		17		false		         17  internships, x, removing "substantially equivalent"				false
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		1347						LN		52		20		false		         20            Where are we at on that one?				false

		1348						LN		52		21		false		         21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Eighteen.  Page 18,				false

		1349						LN		52		22		false		         22  641B.150.  So might be one of them, yeah.  Nevermind.				false
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		1367						LN		53		14		false		         14  is also in an effort to make it a little easier for an				false

		1368						LN		53		15		false		         15  intern to find an internship supervisor, since there				false

		1369						LN		53		16		false		         16  was that cap.				false

		1370						LN		53		17		false		         17            MS. ROSACHI:  Actually, it's also because				false

		1371						LN		53		18		false		         18  there's a lack of so many supervisors.  And so if any				false

		1372						LN		53		19		false		         19  of you are in the position to supervise, they are				false

		1373						LN		53		20		false		         20  looking for people that would be willing to take on				false

		1374						LN		53		21		false		         21  students to keep the internships too.				false

		1375						LN		53		22		false		         22            MS. BOSLER:  I got trained as a supervisor.				false

		1376						LN		53		23		false		         23  Corrine got trained as a supervisor.  But the minutia				false

		1377						LN		53		24		false		         24  around it, both of us decided not to.  It's too				false

		1378						LN		53		25		false		         25  complex.  It's too convoluted.				false
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		1380						LN		54		1		false		          1            MS. ROSACHI:  From the social work --				false

		1381						LN		54		2		false		          2  internship side or the --				false

		1382						LN		54		3		false		          3            MS. BOSLER:  From the supervisor side.				false

		1383						LN		54		4		false		          4            MS. ROSACHI:  From the internship side.				false

		1384						LN		54		5		false		          5            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  Yeah.  I mean, those of				false

		1385						LN		54		6		false		          6  us who supervised over the years, this seemed to be				false

		1386						LN		54		7		false		          7  over the top, you know?  So if that could be				false

		1387						LN		54		8		false		          8  streamlined in some way or --				false

		1388						LN		54		9		false		          9            MS. ROSACHI:  It's a different opportunity,				false

		1389						LN		54		10		false		         10  but Karen and I sit on an advisory Board that we might				false

		1390						LN		54		11		false		         11  be able to bring this discussion up.				false

		1391						LN		54		12		false		         12            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  That would be fantastic.				false

		1392						LN		54		13		false		         13            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Even if they made it a				false

		1393						LN		54		14		false		         14  little bit less.  Every six months instead of --				false

		1394						LN		54		15		false		         15            MS. ROSACHI:  We still need to look at the				false

		1395						LN		54		16		false		         16  criteria.				false

		1396						LN		54		17		false		         17            MS. BOSLER:  If even the training was just				false

		1397						LN		54		18		false		         18  free.  Because it was just -- I didn't get it and I've				false

		1398						LN		54		19		false		         19  been a 30-year social worker.  And I thought, I don't				false

		1399						LN		54		20		false		         20  know what you're talking about.  And when I went				false

		1400						LN		54		21		false		         21  through the documents, I thought, yeah, there's a				false

		1401						LN		54		22		false		         22  liability here that I'm not willing to take on, so --				false

		1402						LN		54		23		false		         23            Honestly, that's my honest opinion.				false
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		1407						LN		55		2		false		          2  months.  So that will make the minutia a little bit				false

		1408						LN		55		3		false		          3  easier, I think.  Hopefully.  That was the goal in				false

		1409						LN		55		4		false		          4  that.				false

		1410						LN		55		5		false		          5            MS. BOSLER:  Oh, yeah.  I think that's				false

		1411						LN		55		6		false		          6  probably true.				false

		1412						LN		55		7		false		          7            MS. ERICKSON:  And I think on both sides too.				false

		1413						LN		55		8		false		          8  It decreases the work for the Board to review those.				false

		1414						LN		55		9		false		          9            MS. DeHART:  A comment.  You know, with the				false

		1415						LN		55		10		false		         10  push to de-professionalize us in the state agencies and				false

		1416						LN		55		11		false		         11  not let -- you know, you don't have to be a social				false

		1417						LN		55		12		false		         12  worker anymore, so those locations used to have more				false

		1418						LN		55		13		false		         13  internships.  So you've lost a lot of places where you				false

		1419						LN		55		14		false		         14  can have them, you know, too.				false

		1420						LN		55		15		false		         15            MS. BOSLER:  A comment on that.  I think				false

		1421						LN		55		16		false		         16  that's a crisis.  And I think that's a pity and a				false

		1422						LN		55		17		false		         17  shame.  Historically, institutions would step up, and				false

		1423						LN		55		18		false		         18  there was a lot of opportunity for students to get				false

		1424						LN		55		19		false		         19  their hours.  And now, it's -- I feel like it's sort of				false

		1425						LN		55		20		false		         20  abusive to the students who are working for low pay or				false

		1426						LN		55		21		false		         21  begging for time or whatever.  It's just not right.				false

		1427						LN		55		22		false		         22            MS. TAYLOR:  Just reporting that, I think so				false

		1428						LN		55		23		false		         23  much of this is pretty straightforward, and, really,				false

		1429						LN		55		24		false		         24  from a -- agencies that provide that to students, to				false
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		1514						LN		59		5		false		          5  think there is a sunset.  I couldn't find it, so I				false
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 1  RENO, NEVADA, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2019, 12:30 P.M.
 2                           -oOo-
 3
 4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  In the agenda in either
 5  number 2 or 4, if you have public comment around the
 6  Nevada Administrative Code changes that you're here to
 7  meet about today, I would probably do those in the
 8  section A, which is all the way from here to here.  I
 9  don't know if that make sense, but I'm just trying to
10  distinguish --
11            Did that say it well enough, Rota?  You know
12  all about this stuff.
13            Before we get going, I'm just trying to give
14  you -- because this is a kind of a weird agenda in that
15  way, and I just didn't want you to not see what I saw,
16  and I can't really do much about it.
17            MS. ROSACHI:  Most of them have never been to
18  an open meeting, so they don't know how the open
19  meetings work.  They don't know how to do the public
20  comment.  So you might guide them and say, now is the
21  time to speak.  So when you want them to speak, you
22  might tell them this the time to speak.
23            So you just did that in the beginning, but
24  after you go through some of the actual NACs, that's
25  probably when they'll want to speak.
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 1            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Right.  We haven't called
 2  to order or roll yet.  So I am just kind of, you know,
 3  Karen, this is who I am.  Kind of guide people who
 4  maybe haven't been in this situation like this before
 5  to a State of Nevada agenda.  So, generally speaking, a
 6  State of Nevada agenda for the Board of Examiners and
 7  Social Workers starts off with a call to order and
 8  roll, and then public comment where anybody can say
 9  whatever they need to say.
10            And then lastly, as we close out before
11  adjournment, there's public comment at the end of the
12  state meeting, and then adjournment.  So it's a
13  standard format.  What's different about what we're
14  doing today is the whole body of the agenda is about
15  public comment.  It's for you to tell us what you think
16  about the changes.  So we'll go with that flow, and,
17  hopefully, it will make sense if it doesn't make
18  perfect sense right now.
19            I think somebody just came in, so I'm going
20  to make sure that -- I have two more only, so from here
21  on out there is going to be sharing happening, and I
22  have two more of the NAC changes for $10 at Office Depo
23  with our two-thirds off discount.  This is all printed,
24  and nobody told me they were coming today.  I had
25  notice from four people, so I brought 20 copies of
0004
 1  everything.  And the agendas have managed to fly the
 2  coop, so I'm going to ask you to share agendas.  And if
 3  you want me -- these are online on our website, so you
 4  can go to our website and print them off later.
 5            Everybody feeling kind of comfortable with
 6  our set-up?
 7            Okay, Vikki.
 8            MS. ERICKSON:  Guide me along on this.  Okay?
 9  Because I -- the last time we did this, there wasn't so
10  many folks.  So I'm not quite sure how this will go.
11            All right.  So let's call to order.  And it
12  is sometime, 12:41 on September 11, 2019.  This is a
13  public workshop regarding the proposed regulation
14  changes.  So let's do a roll call.
15            I'm Vikki Erickson, Board chair.
16            MS. OPPENLANDER:   I'm Karen Oppenlander,
17  Executive Director for the Board of Examiners of Social
18  Workers.
19            MS. AXLEROE:  Jamie Axelroe, social worker at
20  the Fallon District Office for Division of Welfare and
21  Supportive Services.
22            MS. HOOVER:  Miranda Hoover, Capital Partners
23  representing the Board of Social Work.
24            MS. DeHART:  Lisa DeHart with the State of
25  Nevada, the program.
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 1            MS. FITZGERALD:  Alanna Fitzgerald, MSW, now
 2  teaching at UNR.
 3            MS. ROSACHI:  Rota Rosachi, Nevada Health
 4  Foundation.
 5            MS. CARTER:  Linda Carter, supervisor of
 6  social work, welfare office in Reno.
 7            MS. BARTELL:  Dawn Bartell, social work
 8  supervisor, Carson City District Office, Division of
 9  Welfare and Social Services.
10            MS. BROWN:  Marcina Brown, with DWSS.
11            MS. BOSLER:  Paula Bosler, retired and also
12  contract work at Healing Mind.
13            MS. TAYLOR:  Corinne Taylor, working with
14  Renown outpatient behavioral.
15            MS. NORMAND:  Monique Normand, candidate for
16  clinical social work exam.
17            MS. PINELLI:  Kathleen Pinelli, social worker
18  at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.
19            MS. LAZARO:  Siara Lazaro, social worker,
20  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.
21            MS. ENSLEY:  Karen Ensley, social worker,
22  Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.
23            MS. DeWEESE:  Daxia DeWeese, social worker at
24  the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.
25            MS. CORTEZ:  Carmen Cortez, social worker at
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 1  the Division of Welfare office.
 2            MS. WALKER:  Sophie Walker, social worker at
 3  Liberty Dialysis.
 4            MR. McMAHON:  Michael McMahon, with Alpha
 5  Productions Technologies.
 6            MS. PETERSON:  Tess Peterson with Nevada
 7  Public Health Foundation, and I am currently an MSPW
 8  student at UNR.
 9            MS. VAN PATTEN:  Cara Van Patten, I am a
10  student of social work at UNR, and I am an intern.
11            MS. ERICKSON:  Nice.  Okay.  Do we do agenda
12  item number 2?
13            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)
14            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  Public comment?
15            Okay.  So hearing none, so let's move to
16  agenda item number 3.
17            Karen, do you want to start this one off?
18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I do.  Thank you.
19            We're on item 3, introduction to an open
20  workshop.  So I'm going to just briefly go over this
21  whole section before it gets to number 4.  And there's
22  plenty of places that I could stop and item by item,
23  but rather than do that, I think it might be better for
24  me -- before we come back and get into stuff -- to give
25  you an overview.
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 1            So the overview is section 3.  So right now
 2  we have submitted these NAC changes, or Nevada
 3  Administrative Code changes, to the Legislative Council
 4  Bureau.  And it has been assigned -- this whole thing
 5  has been assigned a number.  So the number is R055-19.
 6            So in 3A, it's right there, and it's also up
 7  at the top right in your heading.  So, right now, we
 8  have an attorney from the Legislative Council Bureau
 9  who's working through these NAC changes, as we refer to
10  them -- shorter than saying Nevada Administrative Code
11  every time.  And they're working on it, our staff, to
12  make sure that we do it accurately, because LCB, the
13  Legislative Council Bureau, has to make sure that we do
14  it accurately.  So that's why they have an attorney
15  working with our staff.
16            There's Board intent about what the changes
17  are, and then we're going to make sure that the Board
18  have -- or the group that met -- intent matches the
19  legal side of it.  So that's what's going on right now
20  in our 55-19.
21            The changes, when you get into them with us,
22  are inside of here and are color-coded.  So as you
23  thumb through this document, when you see red line,
24  blue line, yellow, or fuchsia, that means there was
25  some little change.  Or a big change.
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 1            General speaking, the summary of the changes
 2  are as follows:  In general position -- general
 3  provision -- excuse me -- small letter i, the
 4  definition of LASW and LSW are reversing back to what
 5  they were before.  So I'll come back to that, but this
 6  little statement I just made matches 641B.41 and the
 7  641B.44.  So it's like cross-walking stuff.
 8            Number 2, in summary, under licensing and
 9  supervision -- I should probably stop for a minute.
10            NACs are divided into five sections.  What
11  you see in Nevada Administrative Code -- I'm 17 months
12  on the job, so I have spent a lot of time with our
13  attorney being able to say this to you.
14            So we have five sections.  The first section
15  is General Provisions.  The second section is Licensing
16  and Supervision.  The third section is about
17  post-graduate internships.  The fourth section is about
18  continuing education.  And the fifth section in this
19  packet -- the thick packet -- is around standards of
20  practice.  So this is all the law.  And we're making
21  some recommendations about changing some of the
22  language in the law.  That's why you're here, because
23  you care.  Thank you.
24            So, anyway, resuming where I was at, on your
25  agenda, small letters ii, length of time and
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 1  application of licensure will stay open.  That's being
 2  changed.
 3            And so if you're tying it to this, that's on
 4  page 10.  It's 441B.090, and it has to do with two
 5  areas.  One is that the initial exam approval, once you
 6  receive exam approval, your application can stay open
 7  for nine months and then it closes.  Or if you're
 8  getting endorsed and your endorsement is received in a
 9  completed fashion, your application can stay open for
10  six months.
11            In number iii, removing the option for NSW
12  graduates to take the bachelor's exam.  That's renewing
13  the option that's been there for somebody who's
14  graduated with an MSW to take the bachelor's exam.  And
15  that's because that testing group, the Association of
16  Social Work Boards who provides the examination, will
17  no longer support master's candidates taking the
18  bachelor's-level exam.
19            They said they were looking for test
20  integrity.  So to make the test integrity be there,
21  master's candidates take -- or master's graduates take
22  the master's exam; bachelor's graduates take the
23  bachelor's exam.  So what we're doing is we're syncing
24  up our NACs with the Association of Social Work Boards
25  nationally -- or actually, North America for United
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 1  States and Canada.
 2            In number -- little numbers iv or four, we're
 3  changing the timeframes for when a failed exam may be
 4  retaken.  And we're allowing the exams to be retaken
 5  every 90 days.  So anybody that got caught in the deal
 6  where you were retaking the exam in 90 days, and then
 7  all of a sudden you wait six months, we're going to
 8  allow you to do it every 90 days now.
 9            In the next one, that's stipulating
10  educational requirements for provisional "B," that's
11  tying on page 14 to 641B.112.  And it talks about that
12  you have to be 30 units into your MSW program before
13  you can do a provisional "B" license.
14            The next one down -- I skipped 5.  Sorry.  I
15  didn't mean to.  Well, it's self-explanatory.  We're
16  not going to force you to restore a license past two
17  years.  So it's a cost savings to people that are in
18  that area.
19            So we determined with the people that were
20  part of this process to make the changes that two years
21  was plenty to force you into restoration, and we didn't
22  have to keep trying to force you into restoration at
23  three years.  It's a fee decrease, if you're in that
24  boat.  Not many people end up in that boat, so if they
25  are in it, it's good for them.
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 1            Down to provisional vii, length of time for
 2  exam and expiration for a Provisional "A" license.
 3  That was that typo.  And it had said nine months and it
 4  was supposed to say 90 days and we're fixing that.
 5            We have a lot of typos in the NAC changes.
 6  Really, I'm only summarizing major changes.  When we
 7  went through the NACs to try to clean them up, if there
 8  were "charges" where the word "change" was supposed to
 9  be there, or the word "change" was in there and the
10  word "charge" was supposed to be there, we're -- I'm
11  not talking about that stuff today.
12            Housekeeping where we had an inaccurate word,
13  we're just cleaning that up.  So you'll see more little
14  marks in this packet that I will talk about today for
15  that reason.
16            The next one down is ix or nine, dissallowing
17  payments by cash.  Most of the Boards and commissions
18  don't take cash anymore.  There's been, over the years,
19  fraud and embezzlement when you walk into a cash-based
20  office where cash is floating around.
21            I'm not saying we've ever had that problem,
22  but we're going to move away from cash.  I can imagine
23  there might be some comments about that because there's
24  a nationally -- including USA Today, there was an
25  article this week about how moving away from cash is a
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 1  problem for some people.
 2            So I'm not trying to do it for that reason.
 3  What I am trying to do is not having a 10-dollar bill
 4  floating around over here and a hundred-dollar bill and
 5  walking through an office that's stopped up with
 6  paperwork with paperclips attached to it with money.
 7  So just trying to move to a cleaned-up environment
 8  where fraud and embezzlement is less likely to happen.
 9  That's all this is about.
10            I would imagine that if you came flying in at
11  4:30 when we're closing with $25 to pay something, we
12  probably will take it, you know, because we're not that
13  weird.  But just trying to reduce that.  Because we're
14  online now, and online we actually have credit cards
15  this year for the first time.  So, yay us.  This is
16  modernization in action.  So we felt like maybe it was
17  time to dispose with the whole storyline.
18            The next one down is the section on
19  post-graduate internships.  Summarizing, once again,
20  removing "substantially equivalent" language on hours
21  being counted from an internship in another state.
22            What's happened is if you were an intern in
23  Utah and you came over and you had already done a
24  thousand hours and jumped over to Nevada where we need
25  3,000, we would examine your thousand hours from Utah.
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 1  We're saying we're not going to examine those hours.
 2  If they were approved in Utah, they're good enough for
 3  us.  But we're just going to count on, and then you're
 4  going to get your other 2,000 hours so you can get
 5  3,000 over here, and, you know, we trust Utah.  This is
 6  a trust matter.  So it's not any more exciting than
 7  that.  It's just making it easier on everybody.
 8            If you're an intern supervisor -- is anybody
 9  here an intern supervisor?  Anybody?  Anybody?
10  Anybody?  Okay.  So intern supervisors are
11  post-graduate.  So field practicum is when you're a
12  student, when you're post-graduate, and you're getting
13  either hours for clinical social work internship or,
14  like I am, a licensed independent social worker, those
15  intern hours, if you're a supervisor, you can now
16  accept four interns.
17            The xii, reducing frequency of post-graduate
18  internship progress reports from quarterly to every six
19  months.  We did a study nationally.  There are six
20  states in the United States that don't ask for
21  quarterly reports at all, and about seven states that
22  do.  I might have gotten those numbers wrong, but you
23  get the point.
24            We're one of the ones that ask for quarterly
25  reports.  So we're going to take a middle-range
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 1  position on that and move to twice a year.  So for
 2  interns, twice a year, if you've been through the
 3  process, probably feels like plenty.  It certainly
 4  would have to me.  I did the four quarters a year plan.
 5  I wish I had done two.
 6            Continuing education, cross-walking that it's
 7  on page 24.  It's 641B.187(a).  And it's specifying for
 8  those of you who are retired licensees, that if you
 9  want to stay in the retired licensee thing where you
10  don't have to get CEUs anymore, you still have to get
11  them for suicide prevention.  Not because we need that
12  in the social work world, 641B, but because the State
13  of Nevada requires it.  So we can't ditch that.  So you
14  get to get two CEUs in suicide prevention even as a
15  retired social worker.
16            MS. ROSACHI:  Doesn't that expire, though,
17  after a period of time?
18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You know, that's a
19  perfectly good question that maybe when we cross-walk
20  this together and we look at the small print, we can
21  see if it's written in there or if I have to go back
22  and find out the answer, or maybe you already know and
23  can teach us all.
24            And then in -- that last thing in section 3
25  that I am summarizing right now is xiv or 14, adding
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 1  information regarding what is considered unprofessional
 2  conduct.  This is cross-walked on page 34, 641B.220.
 3            So that's my presentation.  I know that this
 4  is not probably state language, but this is the
 5  language that comes from my background.  This, to me,
 6  is a community conversation.  So me being up here being
 7  a talking head any further than right now is silly.
 8  This is really what do you have to say about the NACs.
 9            Because we have a court reporter, as required
10  in public hearings, when you decide you want to talk,
11  please introduce yourself and enunciate loudly.  Many
12  of you are soft-spoken, and she couldn't hear you when
13  you did roll call.  So enunciate clearly, perhaps even
14  spelling your name.  For example, Alanna is with two
15  "Ns" at the end of it.  That kind of thing.  Although,
16  I think she probably figured out Fitzgerald.  So just,
17  you know, just think it through for her sake.  And so
18  that's that stage where --
19            There's only one other thing I'd like to
20  explain in terms of what's attached to the agenda, and
21  that's the process that we're in right now.  This is
22  the shorthand of this process.
23            On July 30th and 31st, Vikki held a meeting
24  with -- depending on which day it was -- 12 people on
25  the 30th and 13 people on the 31st that were from the
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 1  university, including Shawdee from the north, Kathleen
 2  from UNLV, public members like Rota and Miranda, and
 3  others that were -- we had a student -- MSW concentrate
 4  student there.  All four Board members were in
 5  attendance, two staff members were in attendance.  In
 6  general, we had 12 to 13 people come up with these NAC
 7  changes.
 8            And it was an interesting process because the
 9  first part of it was reviewing where the Board was at
10  strategically and why it wanted to tackle some things
11  now and maybe some other things, perhaps, in the next
12  legislative session and some other things in future
13  years.
14            They also were looking at some suggestions
15  that are being made by business and industry about
16  where 34 unregulated regulatory Boards might end up in
17  January of 2022.
18            And that's not a topic of today's meeting,
19  but these are things that we're and the other public
20  members were contemplating and seating their NAC
21  changes in the middle of these other issues that are
22  controversial.  They were looking at senate current
23  resolution number 6, which has about 12 "whereases" in
24  it that will be studied by the sunset committee during
25  the interim session.
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 1            They looked at the process this outlines so
 2  that they understood it fully and understand why a
 3  process like what we're in today takes somewhere
 4  between six to nine months before a NAC change actually
 5  goes into effect.  So we are at a stage in that process
 6  right now which is taking all of your comments into
 7  understanding for the Board so that they can filter
 8  those in the other comments that we have been issuing
 9  since January.  So that's going on.
10            One of the things I was cross-walking you
11  over to is fee changes.  This is a more simpler way to
12  look at it for me.  Even until the day before
13  yesterday, I was having this reworked so that I can see
14  it better because I had cataract surgery last week and
15  I was having trouble reading across the lines because
16  this eye and that eye aren't quite jibing, so I had
17  broken up the boxes so that I can see better.
18            So just letting you know a little bit more
19  about, you know, what we've prepared for you so that
20  you are best able to make public comment.  If, in your
21  public comment, it's beyond a comment, and you would
22  like to talk with some of the people here that could
23  possibly answer some questions.  So if it is a public
24  comment that is a comment, that's one thing.  But if
25  it's a public comment that has a question that goes
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 1  with it, then there are several people here that can
 2  answer those questions, including one of the public
 3  members that was in this process.
 4            Rota Rosachi, can you raise your hand?
 5            MS. ROSACHI:  (Participant complied.)
 6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Including Vikki Erickson,
 7  the president of the Board.  Including myself, who gets
 8  hired to answer questions like this.  And including
 9  Miranda Hoover, who represented our Board here in this
10  session.  And so she was down in Carson City every day
11  because I couldn't be.  And so she's really schooled in
12  how the whole legislative process works.
13            So there's a couple of people here who can
14  answer questions, but right now we're in the community
15  conversation part where you tell us what you're
16  thinking.
17            Thank you.
18            MS. ERICKSON:  Should we just -- should we go
19  one by one?  Would that be best, do you believe?
20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)
21            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So let's just go step
22  by step then, unless somebody opposes that.
23            To general provisions, I guess, agenda item
24  3A little i.  Definition of LASW and LSW, reversing the
25  changes made in 2017.  So going to open it up and just
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 1  go down agenda item by agenda item.  We'll look at
 2  agenda item 3A little i, definition of LASW and LSW
 3  (reversing changes made in 2017).  Somebody said it was
 4  on page 6.
 5            MS. WALKER:  I have a questions on this.  Is
 6  there a difference with baccalaureate and masters,
 7  like, in some states you do the LMSW versus LBSW?
 8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or an LBSW.  Those aren't
 9  designations in the State of Nevada.
10            MS. WALKER:  So we write LSW for either?
11  Unless you have your LCSW.
12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Or LISW.
13            MS. WALKER:  Right.  Is that something
14  that -- I'm not sure.  I apologize.  This is my first
15  time here.  Is that something that's been brought up in
16  the past or something that's a consideration or --
17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I'm going to think that
18  your question is -- because I've heard this question
19  before.  So 17 months on the job, I hear certain
20  questions by picking up the phone all the time.  Are we
21  going to be moving into having LMSWs?  And that was
22  brought up at a Board -- at the May 2018 Board meeting.
23  And it is parking -- it's on a parking lot for now.
24            So there are a couple of states that use the
25  LMSW category.  I'm favorable to it personally and
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 1  professionally, but there's more considerations that
 2  need to be made.  And so the timing of making one more
 3  shift right now is probably why it's parking lot'd.
 4  So.
 5            I would think that if the Board takes that
 6  up, it will probably be in the 2021 session.  Or the
 7  2023 session because it's a -- we'd have to go to the
 8  legislators again.  And so part of it is the appetite
 9  for working with the legislators again right now.
10  Because there's a couple of other changes we must go
11  through in order to be successful.  So it's a real
12  time-taker-upper to add that category at the moment.
13  But I think it might actually end up in the 2023
14  session.
15            MS. WALKER:  Thank you.
16            MS. ERICKSON:  So the 641B.041 and 641B.044,
17  the changes of -- reversing the changes made in 2017,
18  the discussion specifically was for these two that are
19  highlighted under the supervision of an agency, you see
20  is lined-out in red -- that became an issue of
21  discussion and some controversy as to what does that
22  really mean.
23            So we took -- we proposed taking that out and
24  putting in "as an associate in social work" to not
25  confine the definition of associate and social work and
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 1  social -- licensed social worker as confined under the
 2  supervision of an agency, because that led to a lot of
 3  confusion.
 4            MS. ROSACHI:  I spoke for all of you.  And I
 5  truly tried to convince them to leave the language as
 6  it was because it met the definition of everything that
 7  we are doing, and I was very comfortable just leaving
 8  it the way it was.  And so they agreed that they would
 9  just take it, associated with an agency, away.  And so
10  it goes back to the original language that was passed
11  in the law, and actually passed in law in 1987.  So
12  it's all good language for us.
13            MS. ERICKSON:  We are ready to move on to
14  number 2?  Okay.
15            So Licensing and Supervision, item ii is
16  length of time an application for licensure will stay
17  open.
18            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So if you're cross-walking
19  this, this is page 10, and you'll see it in blue ink.
20            MS. ROSACHI:  The discussion had to do a lot
21  with some people, once they make an application, they
22  sometimes have other issues that pop up, so it takes
23  them some time to actually complete the application.
24            So what this does is gives them more time, so
25  that you don't lose the application and have to pay
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 1  again for another application fee.  So it's actually
 2  giving you more time to actually follow through once
 3  the application is made.  It's a good thing.
 4            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment on that?
 5  Okay.
 6            So we'll go on to item iii, removing option
 7  for MSW graduate to take bachelor exam.  I think you
 8  just covered that as well.  So this, again, aligns with
 9  what Karen indicated.  It aligns with what they,
10  Association of Social Work Boards, requires for --
11  well, we're aligning with what a majority of the states
12  in the country do under the Association of Social Work
13  Boards, since they are our test creator and
14  administrator.
15            MS. ROSACHI:  If I recall correctly, the
16  conversation, though, we need to have everybody
17  understand, so you guys correct me if I'm wrong.  But
18  when you get your bachelor's degree in social work, you
19  can take your test to become a licensed social worker.
20  If you don't take the test and wait until your master's
21  degree and then you have to take the advanced test, and
22  if you fail the advanced test, they won't let you go
23  back and take the bachelor's test.  So you have to
24  understand that.
25            So if you want to be licensed, you want to
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 1  make sure as soon as you get your bachelor's degree,
 2  you take the test for licensure.  That way if you fail
 3  the advanced one, you still are a licensed social
 4  worker.
 5            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Little bit tougher
 6  than --
 7            MS. ROSACHI:  No, it's actually okay, as long
 8  as you understand don't wait to take your test until
 9  you have your master's degree.  Take your test when you
10  have your bachelor's degree, because then you could be
11  a licensed social worker.  Then if you fail it, you're
12  still a licensed social worker and you can continue on.
13            MS. ERICKSON:  Further comment?  Okay.
14            Hearing none, we'll move to iv,changing
15  timeframes for when a failed exam may be retaken.  So
16  that was a change, I believe, that's on page 12.  That
17  was, like Karen indicated, changed to may be retaken
18  every 90 days to give more of an opportunity to pass
19  this exam.
20            Any comments?  Okay.
21            Hearing none.  Moving on to v, reducing
22  period for restoration of an expired license from three
23  to two years.  That is on 13.
24            MS. ROSACHI:  That's also a good thing
25  because what it does is, if for some reason you lose
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 1  your license, you don't have to wait three years to get
 2  it restored.  You only have to wait two.
 3            So, so far all changes they've been proposing
 4  have been to our advantage because they're giving us
 5  better options.
 6            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comment?  Okay.
 7            Vi, stipulating education requirements for a
 8  Provisional "B" license.
 9            MS. ROSACHI:  Can you maybe explain what a
10  Provisional "B" license is?
11            MS. ERICKSON:  Karen, what page are we on?
12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  We're on page 14, 641B.112.
13  Sometimes I think that somebody else ought to be here
14  to discuss provisional licenses because when I'm in the
15  office and somebody calls up about them, there's so few
16  of them being utilized because they have tricky -- you
17  know, to use a provisional license, somebody will see
18  it there, and they think they ought to be getting one
19  or something.
20            They're really for specific circumstances,
21  and I think, once again, if I remember correctly, there
22  were only seven last year.  So they don't come up very
23  often.  Although, we get calls about them pretty
24  frequently.
25            In my 17 months as Executive Director, I
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 1  haven't been responsible for answering the nitty-gritty
 2  questions on provisional licenses, but Caroline and
 3  Lonnie or Sandy in the office can answer these to Nth
 4  degree.  And, if after today you want to understand a
 5  provisional license better, please write me a note by
 6  email, and I'll give you my business card right now,
 7  and I'll be happy to answer that question
 8  authoritatively as opposed to making up an answer right
 9  now.
10            So I apologize, but I -- in the office, I
11  turned to somebody that knows the answer rather than
12  trying to make stuff up with anybody.  I'm always
13  going, "Hold on a minute, let me hand you off to
14  Caroline," or whatever.  Because I don't want people to
15  have me confuse them.  I am really afraid that if I say
16  much more, it will be more confusing than helpful.
17            They're just rarely used, and, for the most
18  part, we try to talk people out of using the
19  provisional options because they -- you can shoot
20  yourself in the foot on some of these.  So they can be
21  a problem for you.  And so we're always trying to make
22  it easier for people.  It's usually easier to just get
23  a license the regular way.
24            That's about all I know about it.  And I'm
25  trying to find my business card so I can give them to
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 1  anybody who might want to ask me -- send me an email
 2  and ask me a question later, and I'm really happy to
 3  answer those.  And I'll get those, whatever you have to
 4  say, in the public comment appropriately also.
 5            MS. ERICKSON:  Provisional licenses "A" and
 6  "B" are both licenses that are temporary in nature and
 7  we essentially indicated that it would be more
 8  reciprocated across state lines.
 9            And also, as Karen indicated, down on page 14
10  in 4.(b), there's a typo that provisional licensing
11  period of nine months was moved to 90 days expires, and
12  that's until exam -- taking the exam.  It's a temporary
13  license until you can secure your full exam.
14            Further comments about provisional?
15            MS. PETERSON:  So when it says you have to be
16  30 units into the master's degree program -- I'm in the
17  concentrate year, and so would mean I really wouldn't
18  be able to qualify for that because I'm only -- that
19  would be the last semester of my college degree, in
20  which I would probably already be applying for a
21  regular license?
22            Okay.  Thank you.
23            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Somehow 30 business cards
24  that I've brought in here have --
25            So if you see a rubber band with 30 business
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 1  cards around.
 2            MS. ERICKSON:  So we covered vi and vii,
 3  unless there's further comment or question about
 4  provisional?  Which, again, we don't have --
 5            MS. CORTEZ:  Yes.  The same question.  So
 6  that means you have to complete your master's degree
 7  within three years that you graduated to obtain your
 8  bachelor's degree?  Or am I confusing that?
 9            MS. FITZGERALD:  May I?  On page 14, if you
10  look at item 6, it gives you a pretty decent
11  explanation of what a provisional license holder would
12  do.  And that it's just getting them provisional, or
13  short-term license to engage in social work, under the
14  supervision of a licensed social worker, points (a) and
15  points (b) there.
16            So it's kind of like you're allowed to start
17  being -- working as a social worker prior to actually
18  having your degree.  Short term.  Provisional.  And
19  I -- forgive me if I'm out of line explaining that, but
20  that seems to answer it to me.
21            MS. CORTEZ:  Thank you.
22            MS. ERICKSON:  Moving to viii, increasing
23  fees for applications, initial licensure, endorsement,
24  and renewals.
25            MS. VAN PATTEN:  I have a question.  I was
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 1  just curious as to why the increase, and how you guys
 2  came up with that proposed number as opposed to, you
 3  know, because it was such a wide range that it could
 4  have been.
 5            MS. ERICKSON:  Do you want to discuss?
 6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  There are three people in
 7  the room that walked through that process I'm going to
 8  describe to you during the legislative session:  Our
 9  president, Vikki Erickson; our Capital Partner in every
10  way, Miranda Hoover; and myself.  So we have been
11  walking this walk since January 1st.
12            So if I ever jump to some conclusion that
13  you're not going to with me, know that I got here in a
14  really long, hard way.  Because before January started,
15  I had been on the job since April 2nd the prior year.
16  I'm a cynical and skeptical person, as people who have
17  known me for a long time would tell you.
18            When I started at the Board of Examiners for
19  Social Workers, when somebody told me we needed fee
20  increases, I said, "really?"  It wasn't my first bite.
21  But for the longest process, we clawed back through our
22  work.  And it turns out that the Board of Examiners for
23  Social Workers, about 20 years ago, we started running
24  behind.  Not with the public part, but with the --
25  well, it is the public part, but not with the
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 1  outward-facing part, but the inward-facing part.
 2            So when it came time to get licenses out the
 3  door, getting CEUs approved, doing a number of things,
 4  we could keep things moving along.  But on the back
 5  end, we have a very large backlog of disciplinary cases
 6  in our compliance unit.  We have a backlog to 2009.
 7  And we don't have investigative staff, and we don't
 8  have enough attorney fees to pay for the cases.
 9            So somebody will make a complaint against a
10  social worker, and we're a regulatory Board.  We need
11  to deal with those complaints, and we don't have enough
12  whatever to get that done.
13            The backlog started when the first executive
14  director left.  She handed the backlog off to --
15  essentially, I'll just say there's basically been
16  three.  There's been a few fits and starts in between,
17  but basically there's been three, except for folks like
18  me that have been through all of that.  The first gal,
19  Rose, had to hand off the backlog.  Not because she
20  wanted to, but because she couldn't get it all done.
21  She gave it off to Kim, who wanted to get it all done
22  but didn't have enough hours in the day and handed it
23  off to me.
24            So I went back to see -- we never, on a sweet
25  spot, were collecting enough fees to pay for what we
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 1  needed to get our work done.  So let's just set that
 2  aside.  So that's not a big enough problem.
 3            The next thing that came along in 2015 is
 4  that we received -- have you ever heard of unfunded
 5  mandates?
 6            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Um-hum.
 7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I know you have.  It's been
 8  your work for decades -- right? -- dealing with
 9  unfunded mandates.
10            So this Board, as many Boards in
11  commission -- of the Boards in commission, in general,
12  there's about 300 in the State of Nevada -- or a couple
13  of hundred, whatever there is -- about a third of
14  Nevadans are licensees.  But our Board didn't charge
15  enough in fees.  This is going way back.
16            So when the unfunded mandates came down
17  saying that we had to have reserves in the bank in case
18  there was an emergency or whatever, we're supposed to
19  -- depending on who's telling us -- we're supposed to
20  have five to six months of reserves, if you're
21  listening to the legislative branch of government, or
22  eight to 12 months of reserves if you're listening to
23  the executive branch of government.  You know, I might
24  have that wrong depending on who's speaking, but we've
25  heard various things.
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 1            We have zero dollars in reserves.  We have
 2  been on a razor's edge of bankruptcy this year.
 3  Insolvency.  So I'm just trying to be clear.  This is
 4  not a big secret.  This has been in public meetings.
 5  It's part of minutes.  It's part of Board minutes.
 6  It's part of minutes in front of the legislators, et
 7  cetera.  This is not like quiet talk down the road
 8  here.
 9            We also have to have things like Windows
10  compatible computers.  I'll just make that up.  That's
11  kind of an easier one to solve; right?  But we don't
12  have money for that, and the State of Nevada expects
13  that.
14            MS. ROSACHI:  I was going to say, maybe I can
15  help you.  What probably most of you don't know is that
16  the Board itself has to be self-funded.  In other
17  words, most state agencies have the opportunity to go
18  to legislature, and when they're running short, ask for
19  some general funds or some other funds to cover their
20  expenses.
21            But licensing Boards do not have that
22  opportunity.  So they have to -- they get all their
23  funds from the licensees themselves.  So they have to
24  look at their own organization to figure out how they
25  can go ahead and fund the necessary expenses that she's
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 1  talking about.  And so she's at the point now where
 2  she's got to come to us and ask us for some help.
 3  That's what she's attempting to describe right now.
 4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So what are some other
 5  unfunded mandates that we're looking at right now?
 6            MS. HOOVER:  One thing that we all know is we
 7  just got online renewals.  That was part of the
 8  discussion from the legislature last summer.  Have any
 9  of you ever testified at the legislature?  Awesome.
10  Thank you.  That's a huge part.
11            So in between our legislature, which you are
12  only 120 days every other year, they have committees
13  that happen during what's called the interim year
14  period.  Last summer, during the interim period, the
15  committee met and the Board of Social Work was a huge,
16  hot topic.  And, as Karen described, we are required to
17  have a cash accrual system, which is essentially a
18  checking account and savings account.  Right now, we do
19  not have a savings account as Karen described.
20            Two, as a licensing Board, we have to get
21  online renewals, which if any of you renewed in the
22  last few months, you'll know that we have online
23  renewals.  Yay.  And, hopefully, if so, you've taken
24  our online renewal survey.  If you haven't, please take
25  that.
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 1            We have everything from cash accruals,
 2  getting online, and really trying to work on our
 3  licensing numbers overall.  And we have a very short
 4  window to get this done.  They gave us until 2023 to
 5  get this done.
 6            And with, as Karen described, our backlog of
 7  cases right now, we're trying to figure out an increase
 8  in staff, potentially, and we're just trying to figure
 9  out how to continue online licensing; how to ensure the
10  website stays maintained, stays posted.  It all costs
11  money.
12            So I know that, looking at these numbers,
13  it's very scary, and I know looking at fee ceiling
14  versus what is proposed -- our number one goal, and
15  what I told Karen and Vikki when I first started was
16  let's go high on the fee ceiling so that I don't have
17  to come back next legislative session and explain to
18  legislators why we need another fee increase.
19            I would rather go a little bit higher than
20  what everyone's comfortable with during this
21  administrative process that you all are here to take
22  part in today.  We will decide on a good number for
23  today.
24            This Board is not looking to increase your
25  fees every six months.  We're hoping that this increase
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 1  is going to be the fix we need to get us to the next
 2  legislative session, and when the legislators call us,
 3  call me, call Karen, call Vikki, and they say what
 4  progress have you made over the last two years, we can
 5  show them not only on paper the facts and the data, but
 6  we can also show them our bank account and say, hey, we
 7  do have some money in reserves.
 8            So I hope that helps.
 9            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So I'm still answering this
10  question, and I'll -- if you're asking me questions,
11  I'll --
12            MS. BARTELL:  No.  It was about what she
13  said.
14            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Then why don't you --
15            (Inaudible commentary amongst
16            participants.)
17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Crosstalk right now.
18            MS. BARTELL:  So this fight for getting
19  funded, is there anything to do with raising the pay
20  for the workers also?  Does that correlate at all?
21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It's --
22            MS. BARTELL:  Rasing the license without
23  trying to raise the pay to pay for the license.
24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So I'm going to parking-lot
25  that.  So pretend that I brought a -- which I forgot to
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 1  do.  I was so good at this at our last meeting, that
 2  easel right here, and it's got a flow chart on it.
 3            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.
 4            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And I'm going to
 5  parking-lot that discussion because it's a side
 6  discussion.  And I want to get back to answering your
 7  question before we come to you, Mike.
 8            So the -- so how did we come about with
 9  things?  So I tried to lay some background so this
10  starts to make sense.  So what you're cross-walking for
11  me right now, if you will, is on page 15.  This is what
12  got written into legislation by the legislators.  This
13  is a proposed -- I'm sorry.
14            This discusses what the legislature does.
15  This discusses what the legislature does.  This
16  discusses what's happened historically.  And here's the
17  proposals.
18            So this blue column is lining up with the NAC
19  changes.  This light blue column should be matching
20  page 15.  But let me explain how you're getting to the
21  light blue column, which is your specific question.
22  I'm not forgetting that.
23            So fee ceilings were instituted by the
24  legislation in 1987, in 1993, and 1995.  We have not
25  had a fee ceiling increase since 1995.  What we did in
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 1  the last session was as for fee ceiling increases.  So
 2  we jumped up a big number in here with no intent to
 3  move to this big number anytime soon.
 4            This was -- this created a lot of fear out
 5  there that the Board would jump to the big number if we
 6  got this embedded here.  This is just this Board's
 7  intent not to have to go back to the legislation --
 8  legislators again and ask for a fee ceiling increase.
 9            Before you can ever ask for an increase, you
10  have to have room within your ceiling to work with.
11  Historically, in 1987, in each of these categories,
12  these were where we were at.  And so these were when
13  they got jumped up.
14            So in '87 we took a fee increase; '93 we took
15  a fee increase; '99 we took a lot of fee increases.
16  You can see they're incremental.  There's never any
17  big, huge jump in any particular year.  In 2003, there
18  were some increases, in the 2015, and then we hit our
19  caps.  And then we couldn't keep working.  We couldn't
20  make ends meet.  We were on -- into insolvency, which
21  led us to asking for these big numbers here.
22            But your question more specifically is why in
23  the heck did we choose this set of numbers.  And that's
24  the interesting discussion.  So we've been receiving
25  feedback since January.  And I have it all captured.  I
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 1  capture every piece of feedback from anybody, any way.
 2  Any type of media that you want to contact the Board,
 3  we capture all of it and we feed it back to the Board.
 4  So in -- on July 30th, 31st, the Board listened to the
 5  summary of all the feedback.
 6            This particular recommendation is the most
 7  interesting to me about how it came about, so I love
 8  telling this story.  When we were looking at how can we
 9  make ends meet on the budget, and, of course, we tried
10  to look at a 10 percent budget increase, but that
11  doesn't help us.
12            If we asked for a 50 percent increase over
13  what we're charged right now, I could hit our
14  legislative mandates next year.  But I am a kind of a
15  gutsy person, and I'm okay with going back to
16  legislators and saying we're not going to hit your
17  legislative mandates until 2023.  I know you wanted
18  them in 2015 and you wanted them again in 2017 and you
19  wanted them again 2018, during the sunset committee
20  last hour, and you wanted them during when we were in
21  session in 2019.  But given our budget projections,
22  we're going to tell you we'll hit your unfunded
23  mandates that you tell us we must do by 2023, if we do
24  a 25 percent increase.
25            I didn't come up with this number by myself.
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 1  A student group at the University of Nevada, Reno,
 2  undergraduate students, bachelor students who are just
 3  getting ready to graduate -- are any of you in that
 4  policy class that came up with this 25 percent number
 5  by chance?
 6            This group of policy students, who are
 7  members of FUSED as well as some other policy groups at
 8  UNR, studied our minutes, studied our situation, so
 9  forth and so on, and worked with Senator Woodhouse and
10  talked to her at length and said, we think a 25 percent
11  increase is palatable.
12            I went back and plucked in the numbers into
13  our budget and projected numbers, like when can we get
14  our backlog reduced if we had attorney fees and
15  investigators to actually investigate our cases; when
16  could we get our applications online; when could we get
17  our disciplinary compliance unit stuff online.  So
18  there's a whole bunch of stuff we're supposed to be
19  doing.  If we got all that done at 25 percent increase,
20  it would hit 2023.
21            So I went, I'll stand that up in front of the
22  legislator that wants to take me down.  Because I
23  thought it was a good understanding of what all the
24  summary statements had been coming into our office and
25  all the fear and all the different positions that
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 1  people took.
 2            What was really interesting to me about the
 3  25 percent as opposed to the $25 increase per category,
 4  which was also looked at, was a $25 increase per
 5  category was disproportionate to the newly graduated.
 6  So an application that would be increased from $40 by
 7  $25 would be $65.  A $40 application for somebody newly
 8  graduated at a 25 percent increase brings it to $50.
 9  So it was a lower hit on a new graduate.  So that was
10  why it was 25 percent instead of $25.
11            Let's take that to the most highest-paid
12  social workers, the LCSWs.  If they get a $25 increase
13  to 150, it's 175.  If they get a 25 percent increase,
14  it's 187.50.
15            So the group on July 30th and 31st, after
16  much discussion, decided that it was proportionately
17  more fair to hit the highest-paid social workers with
18  the 25 percent increase, the 187.50.
19            And I'll tell you, I couldn't have made these
20  numbers up if I tried.  What was so fascinated is it
21  came straight out of this group of students who
22  testified in the legislature several times, who banded
23  together as a group, a forcefield, if you will, who
24  came in public situations, and not only spent publicly
25  in big groups, if you saw them there, but also tackled
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 1  me independently; Vikki independently; Miranda
 2  independently; senators independently; so forth and so
 3  on.  And they came up with 25 percent.  They thought it
 4  was a palatable fix because they understood the Board's
 5  position.  And they went through the trouble to
 6  actually go back to the Board minutes and understand
 7  what the Board was suggesting with trying to stay
 8  viable.
 9            That's the A to Z answer.
10            MS. BARTELL:  Thank you.
11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You're welcome.
12            So before I get to do my -- and I'm so sorry,
13  I forgot your name.
14            MS. BARTELL:  Donna Bartell.
15            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So, Ms. Bartell, you were
16  wondering about raising --
17            MS. BARTELL:  The income.  I mean, because
18  the Board is for the -- it's a state Board; right?
19  It's State of Nevada jobs.  Everybody wouldn't know
20  this.  I was looking at your letterhead.
21            So this is not a state employment site that
22  I -- state employees at all?  That's why I thought they
23  were.  I thought it was people that worked for state
24  employees.
25            MS. ERICKSON:  It's a regulatory Board
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 1  that --
 2            MS. BARTELL:  So if you -- you couldn't have
 3  a position at this agency on the Board of Examiners as
 4  a state employee?
 5            MS. ERICKSON:  Well it's -- the folks that
 6  work at the Board are state employees of the Board, but
 7  the Board's role is regulation of the licensure.
 8            MS. BARTELL:  Everybody's elected on that
 9  Board?
10            MS. ERICKSON:  Not elected.  Their appointed
11  by Boards and commissions of the governor's office.
12  And then there's staff that work at the Board, that do
13  the daily tasks of the Board.
14            MS. BARTELL:  And the support of the social
15  workers that are licensed.
16            MS. ERICKSON:  Well, it's a -- the Social
17  Work Board regulates licensure.  So complaints would
18  come in, hypothetically, or people apply for licensure
19  or questions about maintaining licensure or
20  transitioning licensure from another state would come
21  in.  So they regulate that.  Kind of like the DMV would
22  regulate a driver's license.  We regulate the social
23  work license.
24            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  So it is self-funded.
25            MS. ERICKSON:  Self-funded.
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 1            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  By the fees.
 2            MS. ERICKSON:  By the fees.
 3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Just in order -- because
 4  he's behind you.  I don't want to tell you what to do,
 5  Vikki, but Mike had his hand up for a question next.
 6  Mike McMann.
 7            MR. McMAHON:  It's all right.  Finish up with
 8  the conversation.  I can come back.
 9            MS. ERICKSON:  Does that answer the question?
10            MS. BARTELL:  Oh, no, I just thought since
11  they're fighting to raise our fees, they were going to
12  fight to raise our pay.  But that's probably --
13            MS. ROSACHI:  That'd be like an NASW.
14            MS. BARTELL:  NASW.  Yeah.
15            MS. ROSACHI:  Different group.
16            MS. ERICKSON:  Although, many of us are
17  social workers on the Board.
18            MS. BARTELL:  Right.  Yeah.  And were a --
19  those on the Board are fighting to raise the fees.
20  Because it's unfunded, you have to fund your own -- and
21  a lot of people -- there are more violations -- did
22  they find there is more violations versus people
23  following the code of ethics?  Have they done a type of
24  study on that?
25            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Um-hum.
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 1            MS. BARTELL:  Because if you followed the
 2  code of ethics, you'd have less violations.  I was just
 3  wondering what kind of studies that the Board was
 4  doing.  That way you wouldn't have to have as much
 5  fees, as much -- another position to, you know, pay for
 6  another position to get investigations done.
 7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So in a 10-year period
 8  ending in 2018, the calendar year 2018, I've been -- I
 9  hope I quote this correctly -- there were 224 cases
10  brought to the Board of complaints asking for sanctions
11  against licensees.  And of those 224 complaints, 20 of
12  them were brought to conclusion with sanctions against
13  licensees.  The remaining 204 cases were either
14  dismissed or discharged.
15            So a complaint, in and of itself, we have to
16  follow through on.  But not all complaints are verified
17  or warranted for investigation, and so they're not
18  necessarily something we would follow through on.
19            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.
20            MS. OPPENLANDER:  If a complaint is verified
21  and worthy of continuing with an investigation, in
22  order words, somebody is violating either the Nevada
23  revised statute, which we're not -- we don't have a
24  copy of in front of us today -- but they're violating
25  NRS 641B or they're violating NAC641B, then the Board
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 1  will conduct an investigation to try to find out an
 2  abundance of evidence.
 3            So this isn't like a crime case on NCIS where
 4  it's a crime beyond a shadow of a doubt.  We're not in
 5  criminal law here, generally speaking.  We're,
 6  generally speaking, in administrative law.
 7  Administrative law is an abundance of evidence, and
 8  that's 50 percent of evidence plus the other.  We have
 9  to have that much evidence before we can do a sanction
10  against a social worker.
11            So it's a process, and I think that gives you
12  a sense, of all the many cases we might receive, how
13  many actually are brought to conclusion.
14            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.
15            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Twenty cases over a 10-year
16  period when you have over -- during that year, we had
17  3,000 social workers in -- or in 2018, we had 3,000
18  social workers -- is not a heck of a lot of people that
19  actually have sanctions against them.
20            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.
21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  However, the public expects
22  that if somebody's not following NRS 641B or NAC 641B,
23  that we will follow through on a complaint to find out
24  what's up there and get it remedied.
25            Some other remedies are more education to the
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 1  person.  Some remedies are more extreme and they lose
 2  their license.  So there's a whole range of sanctions
 3  that take place, and there's a whole other discussion
 4  that takes place in NACs in part in the fifth section,
 5  and in the NRS, the Nevada revised statute.
 6            MS. BARTELL:  Um-hum.
 7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Did that answer your
 8  question?
 9            MS. BARTELL:  Oh, yeah.  Um-hum.
10            MS. DeHART:  I was just kind of Googling
11  here.  For the record, I think that it's important to
12  keep the Board intact with the money that it needs in
13  order to continue with our profession in the community,
14  and I know there was a push to try to put us all under
15  one Board, LADCs and psychologists.
16            I was just looking at their fees, and the
17  LADCs are 495, and then the psychologists are 965, so I
18  don't really feel this is out of line at all.  I feel
19  like you guys probably definitely need that money.
20  That's just my -- looking at the other Boards, that
21  money doesn't seem to be out of line to them.
22            MS. BOSLER:  I totally agree a hundred
23  percent.  I would like to stay independent, and I don't
24  think it's out of line at all.
25            MS. ERICKSON:  I really like that.  I was
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 1  Googling, for the record.
 2            (Laughter.)
 3            MR. McMANN:  First of all, I'd like to thank
 4  you for the background as far as the thought process
 5  behind the rate increases and also your continuation in
 6  terms of looking ahead for the rates.  That's good
 7  information to have moving forward.  It is very
 8  logical.  So your logic is not flawed as far as being
 9  able to move forward and being able to cover the
10  operational costs.
11            Rota and I are probably the only two in the
12  room who have a background -- that can remember back
13  when a person by the name of Dr. Jane Lamb stepped
14  forward to the Nevada legislature with a bill draft to
15  create the Board of Examiners for Social Workers.
16            At that time, economically, things were very
17  lean in the state.  And one of the concessions that was
18  made in order to get the Board created was to make the
19  Board independent and self-sufficient.
20            The legislature nor any of the people who
21  were involved in the actual creation of the Board of
22  Examiners had any understanding in terms of what the
23  cost for operation would actually be.  It was figured
24  that using an adjustment for rates for fees would be
25  able to accommodate that similar in the way it does in
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 1  other professions.
 2            The problem is, today -- the problem is, is
 3  that social workers are a finite group of people.  We
 4  also are in a different economic level than other
 5  licensed professionals.  We don't have the ability to
 6  generate the revenue those types of professionals
 7  would -- those other public Boards that can afford
 8  those fees to be self-sufficient.
 9            It seems to be that right now in the State of
10  Nevada, the state is struggling with being able to try
11  and fill the need for licensed social workers within
12  state, and it's having a hard time doing that.  We've
13  gone to an exercise a couple of years ago where we're
14  trying to soften reciprocity issues for licensing and
15  that type of thing, but it still doesn't fill the need
16  we have within the state and the growing need we have
17  for social workers.
18            So I don't think we've ever really had an
19  opportunity to compare the finances of operating this
20  organization with meeting the needs and expanding the
21  capacity for additional social workers within the
22  state.
23            So it seems to me -- and I'll circle back
24  with you, ma'am -- that we need to have a real hard
25  look at where we're at, and this obviously is one
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 1  stopgap measure to be able to address the financial
 2  needs to be able to keep ourselves solvent.  But, at
 3  the same time, I also think we need to look beyond
 4  that.
 5            It seems to me that Senator Woodhouse would
 6  be a supporter for social workers.  It seems to me that
 7  Theresa would be a good supporter for social workers
 8  and would be willing to help sponsor or craft a bill
 9  that would give, possibly, a one-time allocation to the
10  Board of Examiners, possibly a multi-year for included
11  a certain dollar amount with dollar amount within a
12  budget that would be considered a contribution.
13  Because, in my mind, if the State of Nevada truly does
14  value the work of social workers, they can damn well
15  stand behind it.
16            Thank you.
17            MS. ROSACHI:  Left us speechless.
18            MS. DeHART:  And possibly if this comes to
19  where, you know, there's some negotiation on it, and
20  rather than, you know, taking a lower fee of 125, we
21  could keep it at 175, and then maybe have a program
22  where people could apply for a hardship or a
23  scholarship, and that way you're only going to take
24  that individual once that, you know, would need the
25  assistance instead of lowering the fee for everybody,
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 1  you know?  That way we keep the revenue higher that
 2  way, if you have a negotiating chip maybe.
 3            Just an idea.
 4            MS. BOSLER:  I don't think that people who
 5  are licensed in this state understand that the Board is
 6  self-supporting.  And I would appreciate it if, you
 7  know, we can send something with the license renewal
 8  just to explain that.
 9            I'm licensed in California as well, and I
10  pay -- think I pay $120 every two years.  But the Board
11  is completely supported.  So it's -- it's what it is.
12  It is what it is.
13            So maybe some education around the fee
14  structures and the needs would be really important.
15            MS. PETERSON:  I have some additional
16  comments on that.  I received my undergraduate degree
17  in social work from Arizona State University, and since
18  then I moved here.  I am not licensed yet, but I need
19  to develop my understudy concentrate program.  So I'm
20  not totally aware if this already existed or not.  I
21  know that somebody already came and presented to our
22  social work students at the beginning of the year and
23  kind of gave a brief overview of the Board.
24            Something that might be helpful is creating a
25  video that could be shared on your website and shared
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 1  in schools of social work that's easily accessible and
 2  explains this, so you don't have to explain this time
 3  and time again through phone calls and other things
 4  like that.  That would give people a really solid
 5  understanding of what the Board is.  Because, as a
 6  young person, not having an idea of any of that, it's
 7  very easy to see this and be very critical.  My opinion
 8  has definitely changed in this conversation and hearing
 9  you remind that.
10            MS. ERICKSON:  Any further comments,
11  conversations?  Okay.
12            Number ix, disallowing payments by cash.
13            Karen discussed that as well, about our
14  online process now accepting debit or credit card.  So
15  that's a change so cash isn't floating around the
16  office.  And what page is this on?
17            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Page 16, at the top.
18            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So 16, item 1.
19            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It starts at the very
20  bottom of 15, and then it goes to 16.
21            MS. ERICKSON:  Oh, okay.  Any comments about
22  that?  Let's save up all your pennies and bring all
23  your pennies all in a penny jar.
24            MS. PETERSON:  I have not looked at our
25  website, but is it clearly stated about credit card
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 1  fees on the website as well?  Or do you charge credit
 2  card fees, or does the Board eat that cost?
 3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  The fee structure itself is
 4  eating the cost of the credit card fees.
 5            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.
 6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So it's costing money to
 7  process the credit cards.
 8            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.
 9            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And it, you know, when I
10  get the statements that say that Discover costs this
11  much or American Express costs that much or whatever,
12  whatever, whatever.  They are changing rapidly.  Not
13  always upwards.  They're just the little .00 whatever,
14  you know, that little number is changing all the time,
15  so it's not like -- I could never keep up with it on
16  the website.  I can't even keep up with in it the mail.
17  It's like, really, okay, fine.  So we're trying to sort
18  that all the time.
19            So, yes, it does cost.  It goes against fees.
20            MS. PETERSON:  Okay.
21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  It's not in addition to the
22  fees.
23            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.
24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  So, I guess, in a way,
25  using credit cards costs money.
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 1            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.
 2            MS. OPPENLANDER:  On the other hand, when we
 3  were processing cash, it costs money.  You know, people
 4  were having to enter something and deal with the cash
 5  and make a bank deposit and go to the bank or other
 6  more modern merking methods of running the cash through
 7  the machine really fast.  But then you have to deal
 8  with the machine.  It's a whole story.  So any way
 9  you're going to process money costs money to do it.
10            MS. PETERSON:  Um-hum.
11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  But we're not charging fees
12  over and above the fee.
13            MS. PETERSON:  Thank you.
14            MS. ERICKSON:  Any more comments about that?
15  Questions?  Okay.
16            So it looks like we're on post-graduate
17  internships, x, removing "substantially equivalent"
18  language on hours being counted from an internship in
19  another state.
20            Where are we at on that one?
21            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Eighteen.  Page 18,
22  641B.150.  So might be one of them, yeah.  Nevermind.
23            MS. ERICKSON:  So it looks like this -- it
24  makes it easier to -- in reciprocity for licensure?
25            MS. OPPENLANDER:  (Indicated affirmatively.)
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 1            MS. ERICKSON:  It seems to be a trend
 2  throughout the country according to the ASWB.  Makes it
 3  easier to make the move to another state without
 4  worrying about having to take additional internship
 5  hours, being respectful of the other licensing Boards
 6  in the other states, and the work that they've done in
 7  licensing.
 8            Any comments about that one?  Okay.
 9            So going on to xi, increasing number of
10  interns a supervisor can have to 3 to 4.
11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  That's on page 21.
12            MS. ERICKSON:  We're just trying to stress
13  out the internship supervisor a little bit more.  This
14  is also in an effort to make it a little easier for an
15  intern to find an internship supervisor, since there
16  was that cap.
17            MS. ROSACHI:  Actually, it's also because
18  there's a lack of so many supervisors.  And so if any
19  of you are in the position to supervise, they are
20  looking for people that would be willing to take on
21  students to keep the internships too.
22            MS. BOSLER:  I got trained as a supervisor.
23  Corrine got trained as a supervisor.  But the minutia
24  around it, both of us decided not to.  It's too
25  complex.  It's too convoluted.
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 1            MS. ROSACHI:  From the social work --
 2  internship side or the --
 3            MS. BOSLER:  From the supervisor side.
 4            MS. ROSACHI:  From the internship side.
 5            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  Yeah.  I mean, those of
 6  us who supervised over the years, this seemed to be
 7  over the top, you know?  So if that could be
 8  streamlined in some way or --
 9            MS. ROSACHI:  It's a different opportunity,
10  but Karen and I sit on an advisory Board that we might
11  be able to bring this discussion up.
12            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  That would be fantastic.
13            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Even if they made it a
14  little bit less.  Every six months instead of --
15            MS. ROSACHI:  We still need to look at the
16  criteria.
17            MS. BOSLER:  If even the training was just
18  free.  Because it was just -- I didn't get it and I've
19  been a 30-year social worker.  And I thought, I don't
20  know what you're talking about.  And when I went
21  through the documents, I thought, yeah, there's a
22  liability here that I'm not willing to take on, so --
23            Honestly, that's my honest opinion.
24            MS. ERICKSON:  Further comments about that?
25            Xii, reducing the frequency of post-graduate
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 1  internship progress reports from quarterly to every six
 2  months.  So that will make the minutia a little bit
 3  easier, I think.  Hopefully.  That was the goal in
 4  that.
 5            MS. BOSLER:  Oh, yeah.  I think that's
 6  probably true.
 7            MS. ERICKSON:  And I think on both sides too.
 8  It decreases the work for the Board to review those.
 9            MS. DeHART:  A comment.  You know, with the
10  push to de-professionalize us in the state agencies and
11  not let -- you know, you don't have to be a social
12  worker anymore, so those locations used to have more
13  internships.  So you've lost a lot of places where you
14  can have them, you know, too.
15            MS. BOSLER:  A comment on that.  I think
16  that's a crisis.  And I think that's a pity and a
17  shame.  Historically, institutions would step up, and
18  there was a lot of opportunity for students to get
19  their hours.  And now, it's -- I feel like it's sort of
20  abusive to the students who are working for low pay or
21  begging for time or whatever.  It's just not right.
22            MS. TAYLOR:  Just reporting that, I think so
23  much of this is pretty straightforward, and, really,
24  from a -- agencies that provide that to students, to
25  those of us who could supervise, so much of this could
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 1  be templates that are filled out, more clearly defined.
 2  But it doesn't have to be reinventing the wheel for
 3  each new person that steps in, or each agency that
 4  agrees to take this on if it had been really well
 5  formatted.
 6            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  Further comments on
 7  that?
 8            MS. BOSLER:  I'm totally against students
 9  paying for their clinical time being supervised.  I
10  think that's shocking.
11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  I think one of the most
12  exciting conversations that I've listened to in a long
13  time was the Board retreat on June 30th -- sorry, July
14  30th and 31st -- and the Board retreat had 70 people
15  from the community there.  And, if you think of this a
16  little differently about what was going on in this
17  conversation, there was a lot of creativity being
18  expressed among Board members, among people who are
19  supervising clinical social work interns, among people
20  who were from the University of Nevada in Las Vegas, as
21  well as the University of Nevada, et cetera. There's
22  just a lot of conversation about this, and it got
23  delved into for probably an hour and a half about how
24  to change it.
25            How we could, collegially, start to get on
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 1  better with the Board and the universities and the
 2  associations and the -- whoever wants to have a
 3  discussion with us to change this.  And so there was a
 4  lot of proclamations made.
 5            For example, there's a Board member who said,
 6  I refuse to supervise anybody unless it's written into
 7  the contract that the agency that they're working for
 8  is paying me.  I will not charge a student for my time.
 9  And I learned it that way.  And I'm paying it forward
10  that way.
11            So she spoke up about this at length.  And
12  then somebody else said, I, too, pay it forward, and I
13  refuse to supervise a student who's having to pay me
14  for their hours.  If it's not the agency that's paying,
15  then I have nothing to do with it.
16            So there was a lot of proclamation going on.
17  It was a real interesting conversation going on about
18  how to change this whole mindset, and why it needs to
19  be changed.
20            There's a lot of understanding, a lot of
21  agreement with your statement, and I just wanted to put
22  it out there that I thought it was a very
23  well-considered conversation during the Board retreat,
24  because there's a great deal of concern that the
25  clinical social worker intern particularly is
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 1  suffering -- still suffering from debt for their
 2  student loans, in a low-paying profession, typically a
 3  woman, sometimes a woman of color, so forth and so on.
 4            So if you take our profession against
 5  nursing, against teachers, we're the lowest-paid
 6  profession.  And you start taking out all of the other
 7  categories in there, you're the lowest paid of the
 8  lowest paid.  And then you're going to pay your
 9  supervisor on top of it?  Really?
10            Now, on the other hand, I hear that the
11  supervisor has a lot of risk involved.  This is under
12  their licensure.  This clinical social work internship
13  hours, that's under the supervisor's licensure.  You're
14  not licensed yet, they are.  So, you know, it's like
15  they're putting a lot of risk out there.  So they
16  deserve to be paid, but who should be doing the paying?
17            And so very, very good conversation.  Very
18  robust and very future-thinking about how to change the
19  world we're in and the worldview.
20            So just letting you know that I got to listen
21  to that, and I'm grateful.  I see change afoot.
22            MS. ERICKSON:  All right.  So moving
23  continuing education, specifying that a retired
24  licensee must still complete suicide prevention CEUs
25  for renewal of a license.
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 1            So, Karen, you mentioned that that was in
 2  statute?
 3            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Um-hum.
 4            MS. ROSACHI:  I think it is time limited.  I
 5  think there is a sunset.  I couldn't find it, so I
 6  couldn't pull it up on my phone.  You might want to
 7  look at it and see if it is sunset.  I want to say it
 8  is 2024 or something like that.
 9            MS. HOOVER:  I believe it is 2026.
10            MS. ROSACHI:  2026.
11            MS. HOOVER:  Yes.  And it is in statute.
12            MS. BARTELL:  I just have a question.  How
13  did it come up with the age of 65?  And also what is
14  the definition of "retired"?  Getting a pension or
15  just -- you just say, I'm done.  I'm retired from
16  working and then it has to correlate with the age that
17  you both be retired and 65?
18            MS. BOSLER:  I have a license.  I'm retired,
19  but I still work 10 hours contract.  I'm not exactly
20  sure, but I think it's, like, it's, I'm going to say 70
21  and you park your license and then it sort of sits
22  there.
23            And I'm assuming that these suicide
24  prevention CEUs, you can park your license so you can
25  resurrect it if you need some time -- I'm assuming you
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 1  have to do your suicide prevention CEUs.  Is that --
 2  it's not active.  You have an inactive license is the
 3  idea; is that correct?
 4            MS. ERICKSON:  I guess that makes sense.
 5            MS. BOSLER:  And in California, it's 70.
 6            MS. BARTELL:  Wow.
 7            MS. OPPENLANDER:  We're referring to the
 8  language that's under 641B.187, at the bottom of page
 9  24.  Most of this pre-dates me.  I don't know about why
10  they picked 65 as opposed to 95 or whatever, but
11  somebody did.
12            What I do know about this is when I was 65,
13  if I had said I wanted to retire my social work
14  license, and I wasn't practicing at the time, I could
15  have done so and not had to go out and get 36 CEUs all
16  the time.  I could have just bypassed all that and just
17  got the suicide prevention CEU.  Just paid for those
18  and moved on.
19            The realty is, I came out of retirement.  I
20  never had gotten rid of my license.  I never had to do
21  any of that.  And I've been getting 36 CEUs constantly
22  since 19 -- I don't know when we went to CEUs, but I've
23  been getting CEUs since I was first licensed.  In '94,
24  when I got the higher level of licensure and had to get
25  the higher CEUs, so what's cool about CEUs now, is you
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 1  can get them online now.  A hundred percent.  Yay.
 2            (Applause.)
 3            MS. BOSLER:  I was under the assumption that
 4  if you parked your license or retired your license,
 5  you're not going to be working, even if you get --
 6            MS. OPPENLANDER:  You're not practicing.
 7            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  You're done.
 8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Just sitting around the
 9  office all the time with all the people that park their
10  license, and they'll pull it back out and regen it up
11  again.  You know, if I parked mine, I came out of
12  retirement and kept going.
13            A lot of people don't retire, retire these
14  days.  So, anyway, just saying.  Don't just toss your
15  license, you know.  Keep it in the background would be
16  my suggestion because somebody's got to go through the
17  application process all over again.  Really?
18            MS. ERICKSON:  Go through that internship.
19            Any other questions about this?  Comments?
20  Okay.
21            So going to standards of practice.  Item vix,
22  adding information regarding what is considered
23  unprofessional conduct.
24            MS. OPPENLANDER:  And it's the blue language
25  on page 34.
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 1            MS. ERICKSON:  Any conversation about that?
 2  Okay.
 3            All right.  So, I guess, moving on to agenda
 4  item 4, public comment.
 5            MS. WALKER:  I want to thank you for
 6  everybody here because I've been -- I have PTSD from
 7  previous experiences with the Board.  So thank you.
 8            I think you're doing real good because the
 9  new information of what's going on and why it's being
10  done is very, very helpful, and I see an alignment that
11  feels very nice.
12            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Thank you.
13            MS. ERICKSON:  Thank you.
14            MS. HOOVER:  I want to echo what she said.
15  It's so important to have public involvement and,
16  especially at the legislature, if we don't hear from
17  you, we get the impression you don't care.  And so we
18  move forward with language that we might not be experts
19  in, but move forward because no one is coming to the
20  table.
21            And, as Karen explained earlier, we had so
22  much public comment and so much pubic involvement while
23  we were working on this fee bill during the legislative
24  session.
25            If there's anything that I can do for any of
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 1  you, if any of you have a legislative question, please
 2  feel free to reach out, and I look forward to seeing
 3  all of your beautiful faces at the legislature next
 4  year when, hopefully, we can all work together.
 5            And lastly, yes, we are a state agency, but
 6  again, yes, we are self-funded.  So we have to work
 7  like a business model.  You are the customers.  If
 8  you're unhappy, please reach out and talk with us about
 9  it.  We are here to support your profession, and we are
10  here to work with you.
11            So please never feel isolated or that we're
12  not taking into consideration your thoughts or your
13  feelings or what you're doing.  Because we all know how
14  important each and every one of you is, not only to the
15  social work professional, but also to the state.  So
16  thank you all for being here today.
17            I just want to make a quick plug that if any
18  of you would like to attend our Board meetings going
19  forward, you can receive CEUs.  So just keep that in
20  the back of your mind.
21            (Inaudible commentary amongst
22            participants.)
23            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Excuse me.  Because we're
24  still on the record, there needs to be identifications
25  in this conversation.  Sorry.
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 1            MS. NORMAND:  My question is how do we know
 2  when the Board meets if it's on the website?
 3            MS. HOOVER:  Yes, it is on the website.  And
 4  hopefully it's convenient for everyone.  We meet up at
 5  the university in one of the offices just north of
 6  campus.  And we would love to have all of you come.
 7            MS. DeHART:  I was just curious.  I had an
 8  incident where I was trying to find out, it was, like,
 9  my duty to report -- what's it called? -- duty to
10  report harm, like, what somebody had told me.  And I
11  went all through the statutes and I couldn't find
12  anything to protect us.  There is for reporting child
13  neglect and elder abuse, but not for threat to do harm.
14            So the first guy told me all this information
15  and specifics about hurting people, and I felt like I
16  had a duty to tell the other professional, which was
17  about a mental health person, about it.  And then he
18  said they were going to let the people know I told
19  them.  And I said, you know, professionally and
20  confidentiality, you know.
21            So I don't know if we need to look into that
22  with the wake of these new red lighting laws about some
23  kind of a thing, kind of like CP has had where they
24  keep it confidential.  That might be something we need
25  to look into.  I don't really know.  It's not a very
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 1  nice climate that we're in lately.  I really, really
 2  looked.
 3            And, I think, Bertha, you looked and you
 4  couldn't find anything to protect us, could we?
 5            MR. McMANN:  This has been a long, ongoing
 6  issue for social workers.  If you file a report with
 7  local law enforcement on an abuse and neglect issue,
 8  which we're required to do by law, you cannot get any
 9  type of documentation or comments back from law
10  enforcement that would confirm that you actually made a
11  report.  That has existed for forever.
12            I know agencies and services are in the
13  process of revamping a lot of their referral processes,
14  but, to date, there is no formal policy or procedure
15  that has been developed.  There is nothing I've ever
16  seen in writing that protects social workers or, at
17  least, gives you a confirmation of the fact that you
18  filed a report.
19            MS. WALKER:  In California there is a
20  Tarasoff law.  I was told that in Nevada there is no
21  Tarasoff law.  And I think that's what you are
22  referring to.
23            MS. BOSLER:  Yeah.  She is referring to
24  Tarasoff law, but how could you not have a Tarasoff law
25  here?
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 1            MS. TAYLOR:  It is an NAC, and I don't know
 2  the number, but there is -- it's not called Tarasoff,
 3  but there is a statute.
 4            (Inaudible commentary amongst
 5            participants.)
 6            MS. DeHART:  The only thing I could find was
 7  NRS 629550, the duty to warn.  And it just covers,
 8  pretty much, people in the Division of Public and
 9  Behavioral Health, of Health and Human Services, and
10  it's mental health professionals.  So it doesn't
11  necessarily cover social workers.  It does say that
12  social workers who hold a master's degree in social
13  work.
14            But it's only to -- it only protects you if
15  you -- so you have to -- what it does is it requires
16  that you call the authorities if you're afraid somebody
17  is going to hurt somebody else.  But it doesn't protect
18  the person that makes the call.  Confidentiality part.
19            UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  No protection.
20            MS. DeHART:  Yeah.
21            Is that the type of thing you do at the
22  Board?
23            MS. HOOVER:  So what we would do is go back
24  through the NRS and change the law.  So that is
25  something that we'll be looking into over the next year
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 1  as we gear up for the next session.
 2            Also as well, your comments, I've been
 3  writing down so that when the Board gets back together,
 4  we can start looking at strategies and potential
 5  changes for the next session.
 6            MS. ERICKSON:  Okay.  So, I guess -- sorry.
 7  I can't understand what you're saying to me.
 8            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Number five.
 9            MS. ERICKSON:  Oh, there's a number five.
10            Agenda item number 5.  We are adjourning.
11            MS. OPPENLANDER:  Thank you very much.
12            (Applause.)
13            (Workshop concluded at 2:22 p.m.)
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 3
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